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ABSTRACT 
Research with the Stanford Streamflow Simulation model at The Ohio State 
University has been performed along these lines: starting with the University 
of Kentucky version a detailed expose and computer flow charting of the model 
was written; the model was applied to small agricultural watersheds as a basis 
for a sensitivity study of the major variable input parameters; and a subroutine was 
developed for superimposed machine plotting of the hydrographs. 
Efforts to improve the model were as follows: modification of the time of con­
centration increments to handle small (approx. 100 acre) watersheds; development 
of a snowmelt subroutine for climatological conditions unique to the Midwest region; 
expansion of the model to accommodate multiple groundwater recession constants for 
basins with a stratified geology; inclusion of swamps and soil crack storage consid­
eration; and machine plotting of hyetographs to accompany the hydrograph plots. 
All modifications have been tested with the data of the USDA North Appalachian 
Experimental Watershed at Coshocton, Ohio, with reasonably good results. 
The salient features of these modifications and their application are reported 
herein. 
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PREFACE

The Ohio State University Version Of The Stanford

Streamflow Simulation Model

For convenience of reading and handling, ease of extending or updating, and 
to suit the readerTs particular interest, the publication of the material associated 
with this model will be reported in three separate volumes. 
The volume titles and a brief account of their content are: 
The Ohio State University Version of the Stanford Streamflow Simulation 
Model: 
Part I — Technical Aspects: 
A detailed analytical and descriptive presentation of the basic model with 
discussions on the input and output options, modifications made, test 
applications, performance evaluation, and developmental topics for 
future research. 
Part II — The Computer Program: 
Definition of program variables (386) and listing of the program state­
ments (1881). 
Part in — Userb Manual: 
A working understanding of the model so that the potential user can use 
it efficiently and effectively as a tool in hydrologic investigation. 
The technical details in Part I are needed if one wishes to study the basic 
operation of the model, in particular, if modifications or additions are planned. 
For the practicing engineer or researcher Parts II and HI will suffice for success­
ful running of the model. 
The author would appreciate receiving comments concerning both applica­
tions of the model and modifications to its structure. Feedback of this nature 
would be useful for compiling data on the ranges of the initializing parameters 
with eventual inclusion in updated versions of the UserTs Manual. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Streamflow Simulation Models 
A dictionary definition of a model is given by Webster as Ma. system of 
postulates, data, and inferences, presented as a mathematical description of 
an entity or state of affairs. " The major objective in modeling the hydrologic 
behavior of a watershed is to simulate its streamflow hydrograph in response to 
an input of precipitation. To accomplish this, the hydrologic cycle is analyzed 
and expressed as a collection of mathematical formulations based on rational 
parameters that may be adjusted after trial simulations with known input and 
output. This may be continued until the model is judged to be an adequate repre­
sentation of the hydrologic cycle for a study area. 
The Stanford Watershed Simulation Model, a mathematical model programmed 
for the digital computer, synthesizes a continuous hydrograph (watershed outflow 
vs. time) of streamflow from climatological data (precipitation and evaporation), 
and watershed parameters (soil surface moisture and retention properties, 
interflow storage and flow conditions, ground water storage and flow conditions, 
and the physical state and geomorphological properties of the basin). 
Streamflow simulation models have numerous engineering applications. 
They conceivably could be a great aid in: the analysis of water resources systems; 
the assessment of induced climatological changes; quantifying the effects of land 
use, such as urbanization, upon the hydrology of the area; the evaluation of 
structural modifications on stream channels; the extension of short-term stream-
flow records from long-term precipitation records; and among others, the class­
room teaching of hydrology. 
Evolution Of The Ohio State University Version Of The Model 
The Stanford Watershed Model IV was developed by Crawford and Linsley 
(1966) at Stanford University and published as a technical report in 1966. The 
model was programmed in ALGOL language by its originators. 
Dr. L. D. James, while at the University of Kentucky, translated the model 
into FORTRAN language and began to make modifications of its structure to suit 
his interest in its applications to urban watersheds. Among his initial modifi­
cations were the simplifications in input data and variable routing procedures. 
A copy of this translated version was the basic model upon which research efforts 
began at The Ohio State University. 
Over a four year period, through the efforts of faculty researchers, graduate 
students, and support from the Office of Water Resources Research, the following 
major steps were performed at The Ohio State University to progress the model 
to its present state. 
i. The computer program was carefully studied, flow diagrammed in detail 
and an expose on the mechanics of its operation written by Balk (1968); 
ii. Machine plotted superimposed (recorded and simulated) hydrograph pro­
grams were developed by Briggs (1969); 
iii. A sensitivity study of the key parameters was made by Briggs (1969); 
iv. Multiple recession constants and a swamp and soil crack storage routines 
were added by Owen (1970); 
v. A snowmelt subroutine for the Midwest was developed by Mease (1970), 
vi. Small watershed simulation was made possible by inclusion of a variable 
time increment modification by Valentine (1970); 
vii. Additional output of key internal parameter values and machine plotting 
of hyetographs was performed by Valentine (1970); and 
viii. A compilation study of the above steps was made and a user's manual was 
written by Warns (1971). 
Purpose, Format, and Scope of the Report 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this report is to present a logical and concise detailed ex­
planation of the analytical structure of the Ohio State Univesity Version of the 
Stanford Streamflow Simulation Model. Much work has been done in developing 
the model over the past few years and it is felt that at this time the model is 
sufficiently operational and reliable to permit extehsive applications, particularly 
to the smaller (1 to 50 sq. mile) size waterhseds in the Midwestern United States. 
The original and other versions of the model have been enjoying successful appli­
cations for large watersheds for many years now. Understanding the technical 
aspects of the model is a prerequisite to those researchers who may want to 
modify its structure to incorporate the newest concepts or mathematical descrip­
tion of the components involved in hydrologic behavior of a watershed. Much 
interest is prevalent today for combining water quality and quantity models in 
order to predict a continuous time wise trend of the water quality from a basin. 
Detailed knowledge of the model's technical aspects is mandatory for such mating 
to be possible. 
FORMAT 
The format of the presentation will be to present, whenever feasible, the 
model's equations by using the actual FORTRAN programming language state­
ments and their associate variable definitions so that the reader can immediately 
get involved in the program as it models the components of the hydrologic cycle. 
Plots of the simulated hydrographs are included where appropriate so that the 
reader can observe the behavior of the model in response to the particular para­
meter under discussion. 
SCOPE 
This report considers in a descriptive and analytical fashion the following 
technieal aspects of the Ohio State University Version of the Stanford Streamflow 
Simulation Model 
i. Discussions of the basic components of the model; 
ii. A review of the input and output options; 
lit. Presentation of the modifications made; 
iv. An application to Ohio watersheds; 
v. Results and discussion of the model's performance; and 
vi. Conclusion and recommendations of topics worthy of further development 
in the model. 
For a more in depth discussion of the various topics considered in this 
report the readers are urged to read the appropriate specific references listed 
at the end of this report. 
This report is Part I — The Technical Aspects, of a three part report on The 
Ohio State University Version of the Stanford Streamflow Simulation Model. 
The follow up parts are: 
Part n — The Computer Program 
Part Etl — User's Manual. 
HYDRO LOGIC CONCEPTS OF THE WATERSHED MODEL 
The Hydrologic Cycle and Its Modeled Counterparts 
Water is continuously being transported from the oceans to the land and back 
to the ocean, this cyclic process is known as the hydrologic cycle. The major 
components of this cycle include precipitation, interception, surface storage, 
evapotranspiration, infiltration, soil moisture, interflow, groundwater flow, 
overland flow, and channel flow. Figure 1 is a schematic showing the compon­
ents of the cycle as well as some of the conceptual terms to be used in modeling. 
Figure 2 shows the timewise distribution behavior of the portion of the 
hydrologic cycle involving the phenomenon associated with the precipitation 
falling on the earth's surface. The shaded area represents the fraction of total 
rainfall which eventually produces a hydrograph of streamflow. 
In essence the watershed model is designed such that the various components 
and associated phenomena of the hydrologic cycle are mathematically described 
and incorporated in a master computer program. The program will keep a 
chronological account of the quantities of moisture allocated to the various com­
ponents of the cycle. 
Thus from an input of precipitation (quantity/time, inches/hr) the model will 
generate the basin's response or streamflow (cu. ft./sec.). These are the major 
input and output. However, all the individual cycle components are considered 
in the model and these may be examined as supplementary output. 
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A general overview of the model's operation can be seen in the moisture 
accounting block diagram of Figure 3. The following material will be a step by 
step presentation of the model's components as outlined in the flow diagram. 
For discussion purposes the hydrologic cycle will be subdivided into Land 
Surface and Channel System effects. Actual variable names employed in the 
computer program of the model will be used in this discussion. 
LAND SURFACE EFFECTS

INTERCEPTION

Interception in any time interval is governed by watershed cover and by the 
current volume in interception storage. All incoming moisture enters intercep­
tion storage until a preassigned volume is filled. The maximum preassigned 
interception volume EPXM, in inches per hour, is an input parameter. Following 
is an example procedure, based on 15 minute time intervals, of the model simu­
lation of interception and its recovery of interception volume: 
No Is precipitation greater than or equal to EPXM / 4. 0 ? 
Yes f 
Residual rainfall after interception = Precipitation — Interception 
Volume 
Therefore available interception volume = 0. 0 — 
Available interception volume - EPXM / 4. 0 - Precipitation 
< * • 
>f 
If available interception volume is less than EPXM/4: then 
available interception volume = previous volume + daily pan 
evaporation/96. 0 
MAJOR INPUT 
Precipitation MAJOR OUTPUT 
Pan Evaporation and Coefficients Synthesized Streamflow 
Physical Watershed Parameters Synthesized Evapotranspiration 
Initial Soil Moisture Conditions 
Initial Groundwater Storage Conditions 
Evaporation from Exposed Water Surfaces 
Runoff from Impervious Surfaces 
Interception h Upper Zone Soil Moisture Storage TUpper Zone Soil Mositure 
——N Overland Flow Surface Detention Overland Flow Routing rInterflow Storage Interflow 
Lower Zone Moisture Storage 
Groundwater Flow

out of Basin

Groundwater Storage Evapotranspiration 
Groundwater Flow LEGEND 
Operations performed 
in 15 minute intervals 
(or smaller if specified) 
FIGURE 3 - MOISTURE ACCOUNTING IN STANFORD WATERSHED MODEL 
Operations performed 
in 60 minute intervals 
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The model simulates the recovery of interception storage volume at a rate 
equal to evaporation from a Class A pan until the limiting preassigned volume 
EPXM is satisfied. Thus, interception will continue during a storm dependent 
upon evaporation losses. 
INFILTRATION 
Direct Infiltration 
The amount of rain water that enters the soil immediately following preci­
pitation is known as direct infiltration. The concept of cumulative frequency 
distribution is used to solve the problem of areal variation in infiltration capa­
cities. The basic concept is shown in Figure 4. 
Functional relationships for land surface response are developed for all 
values of moisture supply X, peak infiltration rate D4F, and interflow index C3. 
These functions give a piecewise smooth variation in model response as the 
moisture supply X, varies. Figure 5 is an example of the distribution of com­
ponent response as moisture supply is increased. 
Before getting involved with presentation of the actual equations employed 
by the model and the program statement counterparts, let's define a methodology 
for presenting the material. The following is an example of the format that will 
be used. 
C3D4F 
UJ

X

o 
< 
INTERFLOW DETENTION a. < 
O
O
 OVERLAND FLOW 
 SURFACE DETENTION D4F 
o 
a: 
NET INFILTRATION 
(LZS 8 SGW) 
25 50 7 5 
PERCENT OP AREA W,TH AN
 INP.LTRAT,ON CAPACTY EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN THE ,ND,CATED VALUE. 
FIGURE 4. CONCEPT OF CUMUIATIVE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR INFILTRATWN 
CAPACITY 
LU 
CO 
O 
(L 
</> 
LLJ 
INCREASE IN OVERLAND FLOW 
= : :  :
 SURFACE DETENTION 
UJ 
z 
o 
o 
o 
Lt. 
O 
T ^ ^ f  t INCREASE IN INTERFLOW STORAGE 
5 
o WET INFILTRATION 
MOISTURE SUPPLY. 
FIGURE 5. LAND SURFACE RESPONSE TO INCREASE IN MOISTURE SUPPLY 
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EXAMPLE FORMAT 
X	 X = Program Variable Identification Equation

X = A + B . . . Number

Definition and formulation of variable A and all 
related variables. 
Definition and formulation of variable B and all 
related variables. L	 | 
The formulations for direct infiltration of the model are developed below: 
D4F	 D4F = Current peak infiltration rate 
D4F = FRAC * EN * C2 * CB / (2. 0 ** LNRATM) . . . 3A 
EN	 EN = Factor varying infiltration by season

EN - (SSEP/ISEP) ** EF

SSEP = An evaporation parameter used to vary

infiltration 
SSEP = 1.2 * ISEP - - - Initial value 
SSEP = 0. 96 * ( SSEP + EP ) — As updated each day 
EP = Lake evaporation for current day 
EP = EVCR ( FA ) * E ( I ) 
EVCR = Monthly evaporation pan coefficient 
15 
FA = Current month of the water year 
FA = Initialized, then incremented in program 
E = Daily pan evaporation 
E = Input data 
I = Day of the year 
I = Initialized, then incremented in program 
ISEP = An evaporation parameter to vary infiltration 
ISEP = ( 24/365 ) * AET 
AET = Approximate annual lake evaporation 
AET = AET + E (I ) 
AET = 0. 7 * AET 
E = Explained above 
I = Explained above 
EF = Evaporation - Infiltration factor 
EF = Input parameter 
FEAC = Selected routing interval (TINC) expressed as 
fraction of an hour

FRAC = FLOAT (TINC) / 60

TINC = Selected routing interval

TINC = Input parameter

C2 ~f C2 = Multiplier used in programmed adjustment of 
infiltration rate

C2 = C2 * ( ALOG (DR) ) / ( ALOG (FLO) )

I 
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DR = Synthesized average daily streamflow 
FLO = Recorded average daily flow 
I FLO = Input data 
CB	 T CB = Infiltration Index

-1
 CB = Input parameter 
~1 
• LNRATM LNRATM = Soil moisture index used in estimating

I 1 current infiltration rate

LNRATM = 4. 0 * LNRAT when LNRAT is less than 
1.0 
LNRATM = 4 . 0 + 2 . * ( LNRAT - 1 . 0 ) when LNRAT 
is less than 2. 0 
LNRATM =6.0 when LNRAT is greater than 2. 0 
LNRAT = Current ratio of soil moisture to soil 
moisture storage index 
LNRAT = LZS / LZSN 
LZS = Current soil moisture storage. The 
concept of LZS is shown in Figure 4 
LZSN = Soil moisture storage index 
LZSN = Input parameter 
To properly understand the variation of D4F we must examine the seasonal 
variation of EN. For the Little Mill Creek (a test watershed which will be dis­
cussed in detail later) data several computer simulations were made with various 
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values of EF. Figure 6 shows the seasonal variation of EN for various values 
of EF. 
The variation of D4F with the LZS/LZSN ratio for winter and summer 
season, using Little Mill Creek data, and for variations in CB is shown in 
Figure 7. 
Interflow Index 
The treatment of interflow by the model is illustrated in Figure 4. The 
amount of interflow is assumed proportional to the infiltration capacity of an 
area. The interflow index is the variable which proportions the infiltration 
capacity into interflow. Following is the method by which the model treats the 
interflow index: 
C3 C3 = Variable controlling entry of moisture into 
interflow 
C3 = CY * 2,0 ** LNRAT . . . 3B 
CY ' 
1 
CY 
I CY 
= Interflow index 
= Input parameter 
I 
i 
i 
LNRAT LNRAT = Current ratio of soil moisture storage to 
soil moisture storage index 
LNRAT = LZS/LZSN 
LZS = Previously defined ­ see equation 3A 
LZSN = Previously defined ~ see equation 3A 
4. 
3. 
POINTS PLOTTED ARE END EF= 2.0 
OF MONTH VALUES. 
2. UJ 
— MINIMUM VALUE SET @ 0.33 
0.	 I .._ J I L L .1. 
OCT NOV DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN. JUL. AUG. SEP 
FIGURE 6. SEASONAL VARIATION OF EN FOR LITTLE MILL CREEK DATA 
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The variation of C3 vs. the LZS/LZSN ratio for various values of CY is 
shown in Figure 8. 
Delaved Infiltration 
Direct infiltration starts at the beginning of rainfall. If the infiltration rate 
is less than the rainfall rate, the excess water becomes inflow to surface depres­
sions. Before surface runoff can take place, depression storage must be satis­
fied. The amount of water from this temporary storage that infiltrates is handled 
as delayed infiltration by the model. 
Depression storage, and storage in highly permeable surface soils are 
modeled by the upper zone. Moisture is lost from the upper zone by evapotrans­
piration and percolation to the lower zone and groundwater storage. 
The following expressions develop the response of the upper zone to infiltra­
tion. The fraction of incoming moisture that is not retained by the upper zone is 
computed as follows: 
PRE PRE = Fraction of incoming moisture that is not

retained in upper zone storage

PRE = (1.0 / (1.0 +UZI) ) *• UZI 
If UZS is less than UZSN, otherwise 
PRE = 1. 0 - PRE 
r 
L UZI UZI = Intermediate soil surface moisture storage jH parameter for estimating depletion 
UZI = 2. 0 * ABS ( UZS / UZSN - 1 . 0 ) +1.0 
UZSN = Soil surface moisture index 
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UZSN = EDF * SEP + CX * EXP ( -2. 7 LNRAT ) + 
FACTOR 
UZSN = 0. 25 Minimum Preset Value 
EDF = Index for estimating soil surface moisture 
storage 
EDF = Input parameter 
SEP = An evaporation parameter used to vary 
infiltration 
SEP = 0. 3 * ISEP  ­ - Initial value 
ISEP = An evaporation parameter used to vary 
infiltration — see Equation 3A 
SEP = 0. 9 * ( SEP + EP )  ­ - Updated each day 
EP = Lake evaporation for current day 
EP = EVCR ( FA ) * E ( I ) 
EVCR = Monthly evaporation pan coefficient 
EVCR = Input data 
FA = Current month of the water year 
FA = Input data 
E = Daily pan evaporation 
E = Input data 
I = Day of the year counter 
CX = Index for estimating soil surface moisture 
storage 
CX = Input parameter 
FACTOR = (VOLUME * 12. 0 ) / ( AREA * 640. 0 ) 
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VOLUME = Volume of water in acre feet al 
to swamp and soil crack storag 
VOLUME = Input parameter 
AREA = Basin area in square miles 
AREA = Input parameter 
LNRAT = See Equation 3B 
LZS = Current soil moisture storage 
LZS = See Equation 3A 
LZSN = Soil Moisture storage index 
I LZSN = Input parameter I 
The above equations indicate the dependence of UZSN, upon potential evapo­
transpiration and the moisture stored in the lower zone. 
The residual precipitation, after the upper zone storage requirements have 
been satisfied according to the above, is: 
P4 P4 = Residual rainfall after soil surface

moisture depletion

P4 = P3 * PRE . . . 3D 
r P3 P3 = Residual rainfall after interception 
depletion 
P3 = PR - EPX 
PR = Current rainfall rate 
, I 
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I
PR = Input data 
EPX = Current interception rate 
EPX = FRAC * EPXM 
| FRAC = The selected routing time increment (TINC) 
I expressed as a decimal 
I EPXM = Maximum interception rate for a dry 
I watershed 
I 
EPXM = Input parameter 
PRE I PRE = Fraction of incoming moisture that is

I 1 not retained in upper zone storage

I PREKJ = See equation 3C 
The value of moisture in the upper zone storage is maintained current by 
an updating process given by: 
uzs	 UZS = Current soil surface moisture storage

UZS = UZS + P3 - P4 . . . 3

P4 = Residual rainfall after soil surface moisture ~i 
depletion 
= See equatioequationI P4 = see n 3D	 . 
P3 = Residual rainfall after interception depletion 
Figure 9 shows the relationship of PRE and the UZS/UZSN ratio. 
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Moisture is depleted from the upper zone storage by infiltration to the lower 
zone and by evapotranspiration at the potential rate. The current rate of infiltra­
tion from the upper zone, in inches per hour, is established as follows* 
RECE RECE = Current rate of soil surface moisture

infiltration

RECE = 0.-003- * CB * UZSN * DEEPL ** 3. 0 . 3F 
CB = Infiltration Index

! B |

L CB = See equation 3A j 
I r 
= Soil surface moisture index 
UZSN ' UZSN

I UZSN = See equation 3C

DEEPL DEEPL = Index controlling infiltration rate of ~i 
soil surface moisture 
DEEPL = ( UZS / UZSN ) - ( LZS / LZSN ) 
UZS = Current soil surface moisture storage 
uzs = See equation 3E 
LZS = Current soil moisture storage 
LZS = See equation 3A 
LZSN = Soil moisture storage index 
L1LZSN = See equation 3C 
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The infiltrated moisture can now either be retained in the lower zone (soil 
between the water table and the land surface) or be passed in the groundwater 
region. The fraction of moisture that infiltrates from the upper zone and is 
retained in the lower zone is computed by: 
PRE PRE = Fraction of incoming moisture retained 
in soil storage 
PRE = ( 1.0 / (1.0 +LZI) ) ** LZI . . . 3G 
, LZI LZI = Intermediate soil moisture parameter j 
L for estimating infiltration I 
I LZI = 1 . 5 * ABS ( LNRAT - 1. 0 ) + 1. 0 
I LNRAT = Current ratio of soil moisture storage 
I to soil moisture storage index 
I LNRAT = LZS / LZSN - See equation 3B j 
The relationship of PRE to the ratio LZS/LZSN is shown in Figure 10. 
The remaining infiltrated moisture can pursue two possible paths. One is 
to percolate into active groundwater storage within the basin to perhaps again 
reappear as streamflow or evapotranspiration. The other is to pass out of the 
basin as deep groundwater movement or go into deep groundwater storage never 
again to be considered in the model moisture balance. 
OVERLAND FLOW 
Turbulent range equations were used for development of the overland flow 
equations. The Chezy-Manning equation was used to derive a relationship 
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between surface detention storage at equilibrium, the supply rate to overland 
flow, Manning's n, and the length and slope of the flow plane. The amount of 
surface detention at equilibrium is given as: 
n . 008181 ° - 6 n ° - 6 L 1 - 6 
De = 7r~~q . • .  3 H 
g 0 .3 
where De is surface detention in ft. /ft. , i is the supply rate in inches per 
hour, S is the slope in ft. /ft. , and L is the length of the overland flow in feet. 
Based on the Manning equation the overland flow discharge is-
n 
3 
for q in ft. /sec. /ft. , and where y is the depth in feet at the lower edge of 
the flow plane. 
An empirical relationship developed by Crawford and Linsley between out­
flow depth and detention storage for reproducing experimental hydrographs is: 
>- t1 [Y ]
where D = detention volume corresponding to y. By substituting equation 3J 
in equation 31 the rate of discharge from overland flow in ft. /sec. is: 
1.486 _l/_l 
s [[+]-["*•[*]']] 5/3 . . . 3K 
where De is a function of the current supply rate to overland flow and is com­
puted from equation 3H. 
The model continuously solves the continuity equation 
D2 =D1 + AD - q At 
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where t is the time interval used, D2 is the surface detention at the end of the 
current time interval, Dl is the surface detention at the end of the previous time 
interval, AD is the increment added to surface detention in the time interval, and 
q is a function of the moisture supply rate and of ( Dl + D2 ) / 2. 0, the average 
detention storage during the time interval ( D in equation 3K ). The increment 
to overland flow surface detention, D, is found from equations based on Figure 4. 
The model simulates overland flow from pervious and impervious surfaces 
with the same basic equations. The lengm, slope, and roughness coefficients 
are estimated for pervious and impervious surfaces and are used as input data 
in the watershed model. 
INTERFLOW 
The quantity of moisture inflow to interflow detention storage is illustrated 
by Figure 4. Outflow from this storage is computed by the logarithmic decay 
equation: 
lnKr 
where St is the storage at time t, qt is the flow at time t, and lnKr is the 
natural logarithm of the interflow recession constant. The equation used in the 
model i s : 
INTF INTF
 =
 Current rate at which interflow is entering 
the channel 
INTF = LBRC4 * SRGX • • • 3 M 
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I jLiriL,* I LIRC4 = Natural logarithm of IRC4 
I IRC4 = IRC ** ( 1. 0 / (24. 0 * 60. Q/FLOAT (TINC) ) ) 
IRC = Daily interflow recession constant 
IRC = Input parameter 
TINC = Selected routing interval 
TINC = Input parameter i 
SRGX SRGX = Current volume of water in interflow storage L_ZT: I 
SRGX = SRGX + RGX * PA 
RGX = Water entering interflow storage 
RGX = SHRD ~ RX 
SHRD = Sum of current moisture entering surface 
runoff plus interflow 
SHRD = P4 * P4 / ( 2. 0 * D4F ) 
P4 = Residual rainfall after soil surface moisture 
depletion 
P4 = See equation 3D 
D4F = Current peak infiltration ra te 
D4F = See equation 3A 
RX = Current direct runoff 
PA = Pervious fraction of watershed 
PA = Input data 
RX = P4 * P4 / ( 2 . 0 * D4F * C3 ) 
P4 = See equation 3D 
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D4F = See equation 3A 
C3 = Variable controlling entry of moisture into 
interflow 
I C3 = See equation 3B 
GROUNDWATER FLOW 
The inflow to groundwater storage consists of a portion of the net infiltration 
(shown in Figure 4) and a portion of the delayed infiltration from the upper zone 
storage. The fraction of either direct or delayed infiltration that enters the 
groundwater storage is a function of the dimensionless ratio LZS/LZSN. 
The relationships for the fraction of moisture that infiltrates from the upper 
zone moisture storage to the lower zone moisture storage and is retained in the 
lower zone have been discussed previously and are shown in Figure 10. The 
relationships for the fraction of moisture that percolates to groundwater from 
the lower zone are read on the right hand ordinate in Figure 10. 
The outflow from groundwater storage may be distributed to baseflow in 
the stream and to satisfy evapotranspiration, if it exists, from phreatophytes. 
Base flow from groundwater is modeled by the logarithmic decay equation 
"t In Kr 
where the terms of the equation are the same as those of equation 3M, with a 
modification which permits increased groundwater flow to reflect changes in 
the recession constant due to wet antecedent conditions. 
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The equation used by the model for groundwater flow to the stream is-
GWF	 GWF - Baseflow 
GWF = SGW * LKK4 * ( 1. 0 + LKV4 * GWS ) . . 3N 
r SGW SGW = Groundwater moisture storage 
~l SGW = S G W •+• F l 
Fl = Infiltration reaching groundwater

Fl = ( 1 . 0 - PRE ) * ( P4 - SHRD ) *

( 1 . 0  - K24L ) * PA for infiltration reaching 
groundwater from the lower zone storage 
PRE = Fraction of incoming moisture retained 
in soil surface or soil storage 
PRE = See equation 3G 
P4 = Residual rainfall after soil surface 
moisture depletion 
P4 = See equation 3D 
SHRD = Sum of current moisture entering surface 
runoff plus interflows 
SHRD = See equation 3M 
K24L = Parameter indicating groundwater flow 
leaving the basin 
K24L = Input parameter 
PA = Pervious fraction of the watershed 
PA = Input data 
Fl = ( 1 . 0 - PRE ) * RECE * ( 1. 0 - K24L ) 
* PA for infiltration reaching groundwater 
from the upper zone 
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PRE
PRE
RECE
 = Fraction of incoming moisture retained in 
soil surface or soil storage 
= See equation 3C 
 = Current rate of soil surface moisture 
infiltration 
RECE = See equation 3F 
(All other terms are common to both equations for Fl)
I 
I 
LKK4 
~l 
L 
LKK4
KK4
KK4
KK24
KK24
 = Natural logarithm of KK4 
= Hourly base flow recession constant 
= KK24 ** ( 1,0/24.0 ) 
= Daily base flow recession constant 
= Input parameter 
Li™ I LKV4 
"1 KV4 
= Natural logarithm of KV4 
= Hourly base flow recess ion
factor 
 adjustment 
KV4 = KV24 ** ( 1 .0/24.0 ) 
KV24 = Daily base flow recess ion
factor 
 adjustment 
I KV24 = Input pa ramete r 
I GWS GWS = Current value of groundwater slope index 
GWS = GWS + F  l 
F l = Infiltration water reaching groundwater 
F l = See equation 3N 
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The term ( 1 . 0 + LKV4 * GWS ) of equation 3N is a modification to the 
basic logarithmic depletion curve . The variable GWS is termed groundwater 
slope and is actually an antecedent precipitation index. GWS is increased as 
shown in Equation 3N and depleted daily by the equation: 
GWS = 0.97 * GWS 
with a minimum preset value of 0. 0. Figure 11 shows the relationship of the 
percent increase in groundwater flow vs. KV24 for various values of GWS. 
Percolation to deep, inactive, or groundwater flow out of the basin is 
modeled by allowing a fixed portion of inflow to groundwater s torage to bypass 
the active storage that contributes to streamflow and evapotraiiLspiration. This 
fraction is controlled by the var iable K24L and is shown in Equation 3N. 
Groundwater loss to evapotranspiration is governed by the following equation: 
I LOS | LOS = Groundwater Evaporation 
| LOS = SGW * K24EL * EP * PA . . . 30 ! 
SGW | SGW = Groundwater mois ture s torage I 
_ _ _ . _ _ _ ~ ,... . » i 
SGW = See equation 3N 
K24EL K24EL = Groundwater evaporation parameter I 
i ....
 mmmmmm i « 
K24EL = Input parameter 
I EP EP = Lake evaporation during day being analyzed

EP = See equation 3C
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,  P AA  I' PA = Pervious fraction of watershed surface

PA = See equation 3N

These equations show that the groundwater loss is modeled at a rate depen­
dent on potential evapotranspiration. 
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 
Evapotranspiration is simulated from four moisture sources. It occurs 
from the upper zone storage, exposed water surfaces, and goundwater storage 
at the potential rate and from the lower zone storage at the opportunity rate. 
Potential evapotranspiration is assumed to be equal to lake evaporation estimated 
from U. S. Weather Bureau Class A pans. 
The model first attempts to satisfy the potential from the upper zone soil 
moisture storage. Any remaining potential, entered as EP in Figure 12, is 
supplied from the lower zone moisture storage at the opportunity rate. 
The formulation for Figure 12 is: 
r = K3 * LZS/LZSN 
(terms of equation are defined in the following text) 
Evapotranspiration from the lower zone moisture storage is given as-
AETR AETR = Synthesized daily evaporation from the

soil (if EP is less than r)

AETR = EP * ( 1. 0 - EP/2. 0 * K3 * LNRAT ) .. . 3P
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EP EP = Lake evaporation during day being 
analyzed 
EP = See equation 3A 
r K3 '
I 
I
 K3
 K3
 = Soil evaporation
 = Input p a r a m e t e r 
 parameter 
I
1
 LZS
 1 
' LZS
LZS
 = Current soil moisture storage 
 = See equation 3A 
LZSN '
I 
 LZSN
LZSN
 = Soil moisture storage index 
 = See equation 3A 
AETR AETR = Synthesized daily 
(if EP is greater 
evaporation from soil 
than r ) 
AETR = ( K3 * LNRAT ) / 2.0 . . .3P-1 
All terms defined above 
Evapotranspiration from exposed stream surfaces is modeled to occur 
between 9 A. M. and 9 P. M. daily in accordance with the following critique: 
ELH ELH = Watershed evaporation from exposed 
WJ3 t&Y* Q11Y1 "Fja p p  c 
ELH = ( ETL * EP ) / 12.0 . . . 3Q 
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: 
surface 
, ETL = Input parameter 
r:EP I EP = Lake evaporation during day being

I 1 analyzed

I EP = See equation 3C 
If ELH is greater than the groundwater flow, ELH is set equal to the ground­
water flow. 
Evapotranspiration from groundwater storage is in accordance with the 
following equation which was explained as equation 3O. 
LOS = SGW * K24 EL * EP * PA 
SNOWMELT 
The original version of the Stanford Watershed Model IV contained an ade­
quate snowmelt subroutine which performed the melting processes of snow quite 
well. This subroutine, however, required detailed snow survey data which is 
not available in regions where snow is a minor contributor to annual precipitation. 
For example, when there is some question as to whether the precipitation input 
is rain or snow the subroutine would check the calculated depth of snow to the 
actual depth obtained by snow surveys. In the Midwest, such as Ohio, this type 
of information is not available. Unlike the Western United States, for which the 
original subroutine was developed, the winters in Ohio are mild and the volume 
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of snow, approximately 5 percent of the precipitation, which accumulates during 
the winter months does not warrant the meteorological stations to take extensive 
snow survey data. Therefore, the Model TV snowmelt subroutine, which was 
written for large snow inputs, could not be used for studies with Ohio data. Con­
sequently an entirely new snowmelt subroutine was created for watersheds having 
small inputs of snow, Streamflow simulation models, to be applicable in areas 
of snowfall, must properly predict both the timing and the quantity of melt. 
Knowing the density of fallen snow is a significant factor in determining the 
timing of the snowmelt. Usually freshly fallen snow has a density ranging from 
5 to 15 percent of that of its liquid state, rain. 
The density can vary with such factors as temperature, wind, and compaction. 
Denser snows make it more difficult for the meltwater to percolate through the 
snow to the ground. To ascertain a reasonably accurate value for the density it 
is required to know the length of time the snow lies on the ground. The meta­
morphosis is called the ageing of snow. If all snows were to melt within several 
days after falling there would not be any major ageing problem to contend with; 
however, melt may not occur for a few months. Therefore, additional snows 
will accumulate on top of the original and cause it to compact. This may increase 
the density even to as high as 35 percent. 
Snowmelting is a very complex process. If the temperature since the last 
snow has been oontinually below 32°F then the temperature of the snowpack will 
normally be less than 32°F. Eventually, when the weather begins to warm up, 
the pack will begin to melt at the exposed surface due to contact with the warm 
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air, condensation of water vapor, and absorption of radiation. This meltwater 
percolates into the remaining snow, but it is quickly refrozen because of the 
temperature of the snowpack. The refreezing water releases its latent heat 
of fusion within the snowpack and warms it up slightly. Working simultaneously 
with this melting process is conduction from the ground and the warming of the 
snow surface. These three mechanisms continue to warm the snow until the 
temperature of the pack is raised to 32°F. 
At this point any more melting snow will not refreeze. As the melting pro­
cesses continue water begins to accumulate within the snowpack until the channels 
between the ice crystals are full. Under this condition the pack can no longer 
assimilate any more meltwater. This is known as the liquid-water-holding­
capacity of the snowpack and designates that the pack is "ripe" (ready to release 
water). But the liquid-water-holding capacity of the snow is variable and will 
depend upon the condition of the pack. It is a function of the density, extent 
of ice lenses, and the size, shape, and spacing of the snow crystals. These 
factors should also be evaluated if an accurate holding-capacity of the snow is 
needed. Any melt which occurs after the water capacity is reached will perco­
late through the snowpack and drain into or onto the ground. Naturally, this 
will continue until the snowpack has been depleted or until the warm weather has 
subsided. 
Following is a summary of the methods of melting snow. It should be noted 
that most of the methods are simply heat balance equations of pure physics but 
a few contain empirical coefficients which have been determined by experimentation 
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coordinated with heat transfer theory. 
Not only must the quantities of melt be known for an accurate simulation 
but also the processes which cause them. There are five aspects of the melting 
phenomenon which should be evaluated to determine the quantities of snowmelt; 
and a sixth one which does not add to melt runoff but helps to deplete the snow­
pack. 
Melt Due to Rainfall 
When precipitation in the form of rain occurs while there is snow on 
the ground it must produce melt by obeying the laws of physics. 
The melt can be expressed by: 
M = P  X (TEMP-32) 
(144) QT 
where: 
PX = Depth of rain in inches, 
TEMP = Wet bulb temperature which can be assumed to the the temper­
ature of the rain in degrees F. ,

QT = Thermal quality of the snow,

M = Amount of melt in inches of water.

The meaning of the formula is that one inch-degree of rain will cause 
1/144 inch of snowmelt. This is because 1 pound of water will give up 1 BTU 
of heat when cooled, but it would take 144 BTU to melt 1 pound of ice. The 
thermal quality of the snow, which is the decimal fraction of its total weight 
that is in the form of ice, is multiplied by 144 to find the number of BTU 
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needed to melt 1 pound of snow. Usually, the thermal quality ranges from 
0.85 to 0.95. 
Melt Bv Radiation 
Radiation is one of the most important factors in melting snow because 
it is uaually the major contributor. In determining the melt both longwave 
and shortwave radiation should be considered. Shortwave radiation is received 
direct^ from the sun in amounts dependent upon the albedo (the portion of 
incoming radiation that is reflected by the snow) of the snow surface and 
vegetative interception. Longwave radiation is that resulting from a radia­
tion exchange between the snow and the surroundings. It is affected by sev­
eral factors; cloud coverage, canopy extent, temperature, and the type of 
environment. Both types of radiation can be evaluated with the same formula 
except that longwave radiation can be negative and will therefore result in 
heat lost from the snowpack. 
The melt due to radiation can be determined by: 
M = ALANG 
(203.2) QT 
where: 
ALANG = Net absorbed radiation in langleys, 
QT = Thermal quality of the snowpack, 
M = Melt in inches of water. 
The number 203.2 is a factor which converts langleys to inches of 
water (203.2 langleys/inch) when the pack is in the form of ice. Hence, 
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QT is multiplied by 203.2 to determine the amount of langlej^s/inch needed 
to melt the snowpack that has a thermal quality less than 100 percent. 
Melt Due to Conduction 
Conduction is usually considered negligible in determining snowmelt. 
Normally, the temperature of the ground will increase with the depth of 
the soil. This causes a continual flow of heat toward the snowpack at the 
ground surface. Although melt produced by conduction is rather small a 
few days after the snow has fallen it can aid in keeping the soil moist so 
that quicker streamfLow responses can occur when melt is produced by 
other means. 
Conduction melt can be expressed by: 
M =K 
where: 
K = A constant value of melt in inches per day, 
M = Melt in inches per day. 
The value of K ranges from 0. 00 to 0. 02 and can be a significant 
factor in adding to soil moisture during the winter months. 
Melt Due to Convection 
As air blows over the snow it transfers heat to the snowpack. The 
amount of heat depends upon the difference in temperature between the air 
and snow, and the speed of the moving air. 
The formula can be expressed b y 
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(TEMP-32.) 
QT 
where: 
COE - A coefficient based on the turbulent heat flow transfer theory, 
VW = Velocity of the wind in mph, 
TEMP = Temperature of the air at the snow surface in degrees F. , 
QT = Thermal quality of the snow, 
M = Melt in inches per 6 hours. 
The value of COE may be represented by the quantity (0. 00184 x 
1 0 - 0 . 0000156h)f w h e r  e ^ p o r  ^  1 0 - 0 . 0000156h r e p r e S e n t s the change 
of the barometric pressure due to a change in the elevation, h. These 
values are for an open field that does not have any obstructions to the 
wind. Due to the fact that most watersheds will have some trees and hills 
the actual value of COE will be slightly lower than the theoretical value. 
Snowmelt By Condensation 
Condensation can also be a major input to the melting of snow. The 
quantity of available moisture in the air and the rate with which fresh air 
is brought into contact with the snow surface will determine the amount 
of snowmelt. 
The formula can be expressed by: 
M = (B) 0 ^  ) (VAPRES - 6.11) QT 
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where: 
B = An empirical constant, 
VW = Velocity of the wind in mph,

QT = Thermal quality of the snowpack,

VAPRES = Vapor pressure of the air in millibars (mb),

6.11 = Saturation vapor pressure in mb over ice at 32 F, 
M = Melt in inches per 6 hours 
After determining the amount of melt caused by vapor condensation on the 
snowpack the actual amount of condensate must also be added to the pack. 
Because 144 BTU are needed to melt 1 pound of ice at 32 F and 1073 BTU 
are given up when 1 pound of moisture is produced by condensation from 
vapor at 32°F, one inch of vapor condensation will produce ( ) 7. 5 
inches of snowmelt. Therefore, the amount of snowmelt from condensation 
should be multiplied by 1/7. 5 and added to the snowpack. 
Loss From Snowpack Due to Evaporation 
When the dewpoint temperature is less than 32°F sublimation, rather 
than condensation, will occur. As with condensation, evaporation is a 
function of wind speed and the difference in vapor pressure between the 
air and the snow. 
The formula can be expressed by: 
(VW)
 ( V A P R E S _ 
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where: 
BPRI = An empirical constant, 
VW = Wind speed in mph, 
QT = Thermal quality of the snowpack, 
VAPRES = Vapor pressure of the air in mb, 
e = Saturation vapor pressure over the snow, 
s 
E = The evaporation from the snowpack in inches of water* 
Evaporation is a direct loss from the snowpack but should be con­
sidered to maintain a water balance within the basin. 
Also, evaporation loss through interception of the snow is a factor 
to be considered. Snow Hydrology (1956) shows that these losses are 
directly proportional to the forest cover density. 
The formula can be expressed by: 
I = KCP 
where: 
K = Interception loss with 100 percent cover density, 
C = Fraction of net forest cover, 
P = Snowfall in inches, 
 = Interception loss in inches of water. 
Experiments of snow evaporation losses have also been performed 
by Satterlund and Haupt (1970). Their findings indicate that more than 
80 percent of the snow initially caught by conifers eventually reached the 
I
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ground by rain, direct mass release, or melting. Evaporation losses 
represented only a small portion of the precipitation. Therefore, inter­
ception losses can be considered minor when compared to the overall problem. 
The above six factors, along with precipitation, combine to account for 
the additions and losses to the snowpack; and if proper data is used should result 
in a reasonably accurate balance between snow, rain, melt, and runoff. 
A block diagram of the snowmelt subroutine is shown if Figure 13. 
Definition of Snowmelt Variables

The program variables and their definitions are shown in Table 1.

Rain or Snow Test

The temperature is the most important criteria for determining whether 
the precipitation is rain or snow. For this reason a detailed study was made on 
the existing data in order to find a more suitable temperature cutoff between 
snow and rain; or to verify the standard cutoff at 32°F. 
The temperature range (minimum to maximum) was graphed, for records 
of precipitation occurring as snow, against a particular month for 5 continuous 
years of data. The results, based on observations, conclude that 32°F is not 
the best cutoff temperature between rain and snow for each month of the winter; 
and it was found that the cutoff values are different for at least four of the five 
months of the snow season. Example results for a test watershed (W/S 97 
Coshocton) in Ohio are summarized in Table 2. It should be noted that these 
values do not necessarily represent all locations in Ohio. Therefore, a similar 
analvsis will have to be made each time the model is used on a different watershed. 
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FIGURE 13. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE SNOWMELT SUBROUTINE
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Table 1. Dictionary of Snowmelt Variables 
Variable 
ALANG* 
ALNG 
B* 
BPRI* 
CDM 
COE* 
CVM 
DEN 
DEPTH 
ELDIF* 
F* 
GM* 
IFACTR 
IPACK* 
IT I* 
KINT* 
LIQS* 
LIQW 
MAXRAT* 
NEGMEL 
PACK 
PX 
QT 
QTI* 
RADM 
RATE 
RM 
SCF* 
Units	 Definition 
Langleys/day	 Total solar radiation per day 
Langleys/hr.	 Total absorbed radiation per hour

Empirical constant for condensation

Empirical constant for evaporation

in. Condensation melt

Empirical constant for convection

in. Convection melt

Snow density

in. Average depth of snow on the ground

1000 ft. Elevation difference between base

thermometer and mean elevation 
of drainage basin 
Fraction of the total watershed in 
forest 
in. Conduction melt (ground) 
in/hr/°day Basic snowmelt rate 
in. Minimum snowpack water at which 
entire basin is covered with snow 
in. Index precipitation for changing snow 
albedo 
Fraction of snow falling on forest 
intercepted by trees 
in. Liquid-water-holding capacity of 
the snow 
in. Liquid water content of the snow 
in/°FAr Rate of Cold Content build-up within 
the snowpack 
in. Amount of cold content within the 
snowpack 
in. Water equivalent of the snowpack 
in. Amount of melt runoff 
Thermal quality of the snowpack 
The initial thermal quality of freshly 
fallen snow 
in. Radiation melt 
inAr The incremental cold content addition 
to the snowpack 
in. Melt due to rain 
—~ _ Snow correction factor 
* iinput variable 
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Table 1, continued 
Variable 
SDEN 
SMELT 
SPXI 
SPX2 
TI 
T2 
TDEW* 
TDPT 
TEMP 
TIMNDX 
TMAX* 
TMIN* 
TQT 
VAP* 
VAPRES 
VW* 
VW1ND 
we* 
ZCDM 
ZCVM 
ZLQW 
ZPCK 
ZPX 
ZRADM 
ZRM 
ZTMP 
ZYSNOT 
Units 
in. 
in. 
in. 
°F 
°F 
°F 
°F 
°F 
°F 
°F 
mb. 
mb, 
mpd 
mph 
in. 
in. 
in. 
in. 
in. 
in. 
in. 
°F 
in. 
Definition 
Current snowpack density 
Total amount of melt from the snow-pack 
Annual snowfall moisture 
Annual snowfall moisture reaching 
the ground 
Average 4 a. m. temperature over the 
watershed 
Average 4 p. m. temperature over the 
watershed 
5 degree temperature increments corres­
ponding to known vapor pressures 
Average daily dewpoint temperatures 
Hourly calculated temperatures over 
the watershed 
Snow albedo index 
Maximum recorded temperature during 
the day 
Minimum recorded temperature during 
the day 
The hourly stored thermal quality of 
the snow 
Vapor pressure increments corres­
ponding to known temperatures 
Average vapor pressure over the 
watershed per hour 
Average daily wind movement 
Average hourly wind movement 
Water content of the snow at saturation 
Hourly values of melt from condensation 
Hourly values of melt from convection 
Hourly values of the liquid water content 
Hourly values of the water equivalent 
of the snowpack 
Hourly values of the snowmelt runoff 
Hourly values of the melt from radiation 
Hourly values of the melt from rainfall 
Average temperature on the watershed 
per hour 
Stores the amount of precipitation that 
is simulated as snow 
* input parameters 
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This, however, does not present any major difficulty because the data may be 
analyzed in a very short time. 
By using the Table 2 values, for the location under study, to separate the 
precipitation into rain or snow, a more accurate simulation of snowfall was 
possible. 
Criteria for Zero Melt 
In making the first trial runs with the snowmelt subroutine it was evident 
that computed melt, during periods of moderately freezing temperatures, was 
substantial enough to increase runoff even though the recorded streamflows had 
not increased. Because W/S 97 is the largest size watershed under study it 
should, for smaller amounts of precipitation, produce the largest absolute 
changes in synthesized streamflows. Therefore, the recorded flows of W/S 97, 
the daily maximum and minimum temperatures, and the precipitation records 
were analyzed to determine the temperature below which all meltwater seemed 
to be refrozen. 
This was done on a monthly basis using the five continuous years of data 
(1958-1963) available from Coshocton, Ohio. The results obtained are found 
below in Table 3. This criteria greatly increased the accuracy of the sub­
routine by improving the timing of the melt. 
Some Input Parameters 
MAXRAT is one of the most important input parameters in the snowmelt 
subroutine. It is this variable which determines the timing of the melt from 
the snowpack. If MAXRAT is initialized too high the cold content of the pack 
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Table 2. Temperature Cutoffs Between Rain and Snow 
Month 
November 
December 
January 
February 
March 
Table 3.
Maximum

Temp.

34° 
40° 
48° 
54° 
45° 
Minimum

Temp.

o6 
-6° 
0° 
0° 
12° 
Temperature

Cutoff

31°F 
32°F 
35°F 
35°F 
32°F 
 Temperature Cutoffs for Refrozen Meltwater 
Month 
November 
December 
January 
February 
March 
Temperature Cutoff 
For Refrozen Meltwater 
22°F 
25°F 
29°F 
29°F 
31°F 
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will build up too fast and melt runoff will not occur. However, if MAXRAT is 
too low the cold content will not build up significantly and melt will be simulated 
before it had actually occurred. Hence, it is important to have MAXRAT high 
enough to allow some melting but low enough that all meltwater will not refreeze. 
Trial and error was used to determine the optimum value of MAXRAT* When 
the timing of the snowmelt simulated the actual records it was assumed that 
MAXRAT was found to be . 0001. 
LIQW and QTI are the variables which may be used for the refinement of 
the quantity of snowmelt. Both are concerned with the fraction of incoming snow 
which is solid and liquid. By increasing the initial thermal quality of the snow 
and decreasing the liquid water content less melting will occur during the first 
few hours after the snow has fallen. An average value of . 90 was assumed for 
QTI and . 10 was assumed to be the initial value of LIQW. 
CHANNEL SYSTEM EFFECTS 
ROUTING 
The routing technique used in the model is based on translating the stream 
inputs to an imaginary reservoir at the basin outlet then routing by level pool 
methods. The empirical routing method adapted for the watershed model assumed 
the time-area curve (average flow time from a subsection vs. area of the sub­
section) for a watershed would represent an outflow hydrograph from an instan­
taneous rainfall neglecting all attenuation due to storage; the time area curve 
was routed through level pool reservoir storage to form an outflow hydrograph. 
Figure 14 shows a time area histogram developed for a basin. 
45 
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Linsley et al. (1958) explain that the routing concept employed in the model 
need not be limited to uniquely deriving unit hydrographs. For a storm of dur­
ation equal to the interval between lines of equal flow time (isochrones) the aver­
age runoff may be estimated for each time zone and expressed (with proper 
conversion of units) in cubic feet per second. The resulting time-runoff diagram 
is then level pool routed to give an outflow hydrograph. If rainfall lasts for 
several time periods (a time period is the time of travel between isochrones, 
i. e. , 15 minutes in Figure 14), the time-runoff diagrams are lagged, super­
imposed, and the summation is routed. 
This procedure is justifiable since the entire system is a linear one and 
can be extended to readily include many channel inputs either within or without 
the basin. 
The expressions used for routing in the O. S. U- version of the Stanford Model 
are essentially the same expressions as developed for the original model with 
the exception of the amount of reservoir type storage to use* In the Stanford 
Model the parameter KS1, which is dependent upon the amount of reservoir 
storage and the routing interval, was assigned a value and used for all routing 
conditions. In the O. S. U. version KS1 has been replaced by KSC and KSF, in 
an attempt to account for inbank or flood plain flows in accordance to techniques 
developed by James for the Kentucky Model. KSC is the routing parameter for 
low flows and KSF is the routing parameter for high flows. The program coor­
dinates KSC and KSF with the current value of synthesized streamflow and CHCAP 
(the preassigned value for channel capacity). When the synthesized flow is less 
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than one-half of CHCAP, KSC is used for routing; when the current synthesized 
flow is between one-half and twice CHCAP, the program interpolates between 
KSC and KSF; when the current synthesized flow is greater than twice CHCAP, 
KSF is used for routing. 
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INPUT AND OUTPUT OPTIONS 
The original Stanford Model contained certain control options. Some of these 
have been modified or discontinued as well as new additions made in both the 
Kentucky and the Ohio State University versions. The control options as they 
exist in the O. S, U. version are presented below: 
DKN (1) If 1, program prints out 15 minute values of rainfall, surface 
runoff, interflow, base flow, total flow entering the channel, and 
routed outflow all for one selected storm during the year. If 0, 
program does not print out these values. (See input format JL) 
DKN (2)a If 1, program adjusts the input infiltration rate factor (C2) to 
make the synthesized results more in line with the recorded 
ones. (See subroutine nTESTr\) If 0, program uses input 
factor without adjustment. 
DKN (3) If 1, program reads in average daily evaporation over ten-day 
periods. If 0, program reads 365 or 366 daily evaporation values. 
(See input Format M.) 
a 
DKN (4) If 1, program prints out daily flow error table (statistical eval­
uation of the simulation) at the end of the year. If 0, program 
neither calculates nor prints out daily flow errors . 
This option can be equal to 1 only if control option 9 is also equal to 1. 
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DKN (5) If 1, program prints out the 20 top hourly rainfall and the 20 
top hourly runoff events during the year. If 0, program does 
not print out these values. 
DKN (6) If 1, program prints out daily values of soil moisture storage 
(LZS). If 0, program does not print out these values. 
DKN (7) If 1, program reads additional data and uses it to provide for 
snowfall and snowmelt. If 0, program treats all precipitation 
as rainfall. (Not operating, use zero always,) 
DKN (8) If 1, program accepts input from more than one recording 
rain gage. If 0, program accepts input from only one recording 
gage* (Not operating, use zero always.) 
DKN (9) If 1, program reads 365 or 366 daily recorded streamflows 
(average flow over the day in c. f. s . ) . If 0, program does not 
read these values and statistical evaluation can not be performed, 
(See input Format O.) 
DKN (10) If 1, program will combine hydrographs for several basins in 
sequence. If 0, program treats the basin as one homogeneous 
unit. (Not operating, use zero always.) 
DKN (11) If 1, program reads 365 or 366 daily values of flow diverted 
into or out of the basin. If 0, program does not read these 
values. (See input Format P.) 
DKN (12) If 1, program routes streamflow on an hourly basis. (See 
input Format B.) 
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DKN (13) If 1, program makes streamflow routing a function of discharge. 
(See subroutine "RTVARY".) If 0, program does not make the 
above change. (Not operating, always use zero.) 
DKN (14) If 1, program prints out daily recorded streamflows. If 0, 
program does not print out these values. (See input Format O.) 
DKN (15) If 1, program prints out all input data (echo check). If 0, program 
prints out only the values of the program control array (DKN (1) 
through DKN (15) ). 
DKN (16) If 1, program calls for the logarithmic plot. If 0, program does 
not call for the logarithmic plot, (If not operating, always use 
zero.) 
DKN (17) If 1, program calls for the arithmetic plot. If 0, program does 
not call for the arithmetic plot. 
DKN (18) If 1, program prints out daily values of SSEP, ISEP, EN, UZSN, 
UZS, GWS, SGW, SINT, SRGX, SSGWF, and LOS. If 0, the 
program does not print-out these values. (If not operating, 
always use zero.) 
DKN (19) If 1, the program will print out hourly values of TEMP, RM, 
CDM, CVM, RADM, LIQW, PACK, and PX. If 0, the program 
does not print these variables. (If not operating, always use zero. 
DKN (20) If 1, the program calls for an arithmetic plot of synthesized stream 
outflow along with the rainfall hyetograph for one select storm during 
each year of data. If 0, the program does not operate. If DKN (20) 
equals 1, then let DKN (16) and DKN (17) equal zero. Also call option 1 
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MODIFICATION OF THE STANFORD WATERSHED MODEL 
Kentucky Version Of The Model 
The Stanford watershed Model III was translated from ALGOL to FORTRAN IV 
by James (1966) and this translated and modified program became the Kentucky 
Version of the Stanford watershed model. Some of the modifications include 
simplified input data, a revised procedure for reading storage gage rainfall, 
making channel routing a function of streamflow, a revised UZSN dependent on 
evaporation and the ratio LZS/LZSN, and a print-out of the daily soil moisture 
storage. A more recent version of the Kentucky model has routines (OPSET) 
that automatically optimize some of the watershed parameters (James (1970) ). 
The Ohio State University Version Of The Model 
The Ohio State University Version of the Stanford watershed model is based 
on the Kentucky version of 1967, It was first necessary to convert the program 
to the Ohio State University Computer System. Of the many changes necessary 
the most extensive was the relocation of the "day loop" from the main program to 
a subroutine. This modification made the program compatible with the storage 
space provided in the O, S. U. computer system for compilation. The program 
was first converted to the I. B« M. 7094 system and then to the recently installed 
I. B. M. 360 ntime sharingn system (360/75, 370/165). The other changes in the 
model are discussed in the following sections. 
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SWAMP AND SOIL CRACK STORAGE 
Runoff events from a test basin (the North Appalachian Experimental Water­
shed, Ohio) were poorly simulated during the fall months. Further investigations 
revealed that there are several swamps occurring along the course of the main 
stream, but by middle to late summer, they are dried up and the ground around 
them exhibits soil shrinkage cracks. This offered a very plausable explanation 
in that the extra runoff which the model simulated might well be going into soil 
crack storage and recharge of these swamps. The test watersheds will be described 
in detail later and their identity will be maintained in this discussion. 
Simulation data for Watershed 94, using the March 5, 1969, Ohio State Uni­
versity version of the model, was examined to see if a relationship did, indeed, 
exist. The data which had been loaded on punched cards was for the five year 
period water years 1958 through 1962. Of these years, no large precipitation 
events occurred during water years 1958 and 1960 until after mid-January. The 
other three years, however, all had easily measurable amounts of precipitation 
during the fall months. For the years 1959, 1961, and 1962, the area between 
the recorded and simulated discharge curves was planimetered and the volume 
was found to be about 250 acre feet in all three cases. 
While this was too large a volume to be accounted for by the six swamp and 
marsh areas of Watershed 94, these areas, together with soil crack storage, 
might account for this volume. The planimetered volume was converted to inches 
of water over the watershed and added to upper zone storage (depression storage 
and storage in highly permeable surface soils). It was determined by a process 
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of trial and analysis that the most suitable period of application for this increase 
in upper zone storage was July 1 to November 30. This seems consistent with 
field observation which indicates that the soil begins to dry out in July and August 
and its moisture level generally continues to drop until restored by winter season 
precipitation. This increase in upper zone storage greatly improved simulation. 
However, even though the value of upper zone storage was unmodified for the per­
iod December 1 to June 30, carry-over effects from other calculations where 
upper zone storage was involved greatly altered simulation results for the remain­
der of the year. This necessitated application of a negative upper zone storage 
to the period December 1 to June 30. The procedure for introducing these quanti­
ties into the model is discussed below. 
The parameter which accounts for swamp and soil crack storage is called 
FACTOR. Two pieces of input data, AREA (basin area in square miles) and 
VOLUME (volume of water in acre feet allocated to swamp and soil crack storage) 
are required to calculate it. FACTOR is introduced in subroutine DYLOOP and 
is computed as. 
FACTOR = (VOLUME * 12. 0) / (AREA * 640. 0) 
Its units are inches of water over the entire basin, FACTOR is added to or sub­
tracted from nominal upper zone storage (UZSN) as the season requires. 
MULTIPLE RECESSION CONSTANTS 
The model treats the recession portion of the runoff hydrograph as a deple­
tion curve, which may be represented by the characteristic decay equation: 
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Where q^  is the flow at any time, q-^  is the flow one time unit later, and 
K« is a recession constant less than unity. In areas of relatively uniform soil 
conditions, for which the model was developed, only a single groundwater reces­
sion constant is necessary. 
Areas of stratified geology, particularly where continuous clay layers exist, 
present a marked contrast. The clay layers have considerably lower permeabil­
ities and thereby control the rate of groundwater percolation. Depending on the 
thickness and vertical distribution of the clay layers, a number of groundwater 
recession constants may be required to correctly develop the depletion curve. 
Figure 15, the column profile, shows the various soil and rock strata en­
countered in Watershed 97, the major watershed of the North Appalachian Experi­
mental Watershed. There are nine well defined clay layers, ranging from three to 
over five feet in thickness. These layers, being less pervious, create definite 
break points in the recession limb of the hydrograph, as may be seen in the 
semi-log hydrograph plot of Figure 16. This necessitated the introduction of 
the concept of multiple recession constants into the model. 
The general procedure used for fitting the recession curve by computer is 
the Barnes' method. The runoff hydrograph is first plotted from the input data 
as a semi-logarithmic curve with flow on the logarithmic scale and time on the 
arithmetic scale. 
As the runoff hydrograph is being plotted, a running tally is made of the 
largest discharge value. After the entire graph is plotted, and starting at the 
hydrograph peak, the slope between successive data points is computed and the 
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point of maximum slope is taken as the inflection point of the recession limb. 
A subroutine is then called to fit a straight line, by the method of least 
squares, to the recession limb of the hydrograph. The subroutine starts with 
the last data point and works backward, toward the inflection point, adding one 
point at a time-
While only two points are required to determine a unique straight line a 
minimum of three data points are used in the programfs least squares subroutine. 
It was decided that the addition of a third point would give an extra degree of 
freedom and thereby help to dampen the effects of random error of observation 
which might occur in recording the runoff. 
After the first straight line is fit using three data points, a second line is 
fit using the first four data points. The difference in slopes is calculated as an 
absolute error and compared to a predetermined value. 
If the slope is less than the test value, a straight line using the first five 
data points is determined. Its slope is then compared to the slope of the line 
determined by four data points. If this slope is less than the test value, a sixth 
data point is added and the slope of this line compared to the slope of the line 
using five data points. The process continues adding one data point at a time. 
As soon as the absolute error is greater than the test value the subroutine r e ­
turns to the main program the slope and intercept of the next to last straight 
line which was computed. These values are then used to compute a straight 
line from the inflection point on the recession limb to the end of the discharge 
hydrograph* 
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A straight line is then fit to the first point of the discharge hydrograph and 
the point under the recession limb inflection point as determined by the other 
straight line. 
The differences in ordinate values between the discharge hydrograph and the 
computed straight lines are then plotted to form a new hydrograph. 
Each time a straight line is fit to the recession limb, it has an associated 
daily recession constant which is determined as follows: 
24 
TX S - T. X l 
Where K^ is the daily recession constant, Qs is^the computed discharge in 
cfs of the first point fit to the straight line, Q, is the computed discharge in cfs 
at the inflection point, and Tg and Ti are the respective times in hours. As long 
as the computed value of Kr is greater than some minimum value, the program 
returns to the least squares subroutine and fits a new straight line. By a systema­
tic analysis, using several storms and various size (122 to 4580 acres) water­
sheds, it was determined that a difference in slopes of 0. 0001 would be the c r i ­
teria for the model. This value was the largest which permitted reproduction of 
results from storm to storm. 
The mechanism for dealing with multiple recession constants is a self-
contained card set which may be inserted into the program as required. It was 
decided to handle the problem in this manner so that users who need only one 
groundwater recession constant would not be inconvenienced or confused by having 
to read in zero data sets. Also, the adopted scheme allows for the easy addition 
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of as many groundwater recession constants as are required by a given problem. 
The program card set SM00015 - SMQ0018, operates as follows: 
1.	 The smallest daily groundwater recession constant (i. e. , the one 
corresponding to the highest range of discharge values) KK24 is read 
as input data. 
2.	 When DR, the average daily synthesized streamflow becomes less than 
the cut-off value, a new recession constant is introduced by the following 
statement: 
IF (DR (1-1) . LE . 20. 0 ) LKK4 = 1 . - (. 732135) ** (1. 0/96. 0) 
Where 20. 0 is the cut-off value from Table 4, 0. 732135 is the daily value 
of the input recession constant from the same table, and LKK4 is the logarithm 
of the hourly baseflow recession constant. The above test may be used as many 
times as needed simply by changing the test value and the hourly recession con­
stant to the appropriate numbers. 
TIME INCREMENT CHANGES 
Since the model was originally designed for large watersheds and entire 
river basins, the streamflow routing procedure is based on a fifteen-minute 
flow increment. Consequently, the model will fail to properly respond to pre­
cipitation inputs on small watersheds with a time of concentration less than 
fifteen minutes, and on watersheds with only a few time-area histogram elements 
particularly those with large relief. To apply the model to small agricultural 
and other watersheds it became necessary to modify the modelfs fixed fifteen-
minute computational scheme to an optional smaller interval, down to one minute 
interval. 
WATERSHED 
5 
10 
92 
94 
95 
97 
DAILY INTERFLOW 
RECESSION CONSTANT 
(HOURLY) 
0.01061444 
(0. 82745 752) 
0.04404320 
(0. 87800088) 
0.00000055 
(0. 54850650) 
0.00472898 
(0.80004665) 
0.00000007 
(0.50336044) 
0.00007879 
(0. 67455851) 
STORM OF APRIL 25 - 27, 1961

DAILY GROUNDWATER RANGE OF 
RECESSION CONSTANT APPLICATION 
(HOURLY) 
0.70906091 
(0.985 77654 
0.64678574 
(0. 98200798) 
0. 72377318 0.0 
(0. 98662042) 1. 0 cfs 
0.73213464 0.0 
(0.98709273) 20. 0 cfs 
0.67811352 0.0 
(0.98394524) 5.0 cfs 
0.59544742 0.0 
(0.97862988) 80. 0 cfs 
DAILY GROUNDWATER 
RECESSION CONSTANT 
(HOURLY) 
0.11309069 
(0.91318643) 
0.12571520 
(0.91722205) 
0.02156273 
(0. 85225780) 
0.02433473 
(0. 85656325) 
RANGE OF

APPLICATION

1. 1 
2. 0 cfs 
20.1 
35. 0 cfs 
5. 1 
12. 0 cfs 
80. 0 
100. 0 cfs 
Table 4. Multiple Recession Constants 
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Following a thorough study of the modelTs components and flow charts, all 
statements involving the previously fixed fifteen-minute calcualtion were changed 
to accommodate a variable updating time increment. The parameter FRAC, the 
selected routing interval (TINC) expressed as a fraction of an hour, was intro­
duced to accomplish this requirement. FRAC was inserted in every computation 
involving a value updated at the end of the routing time increment. An example 
of this change is the following: 
BEFORE: EPX = 0. 25 *EPXM 
(0.25 - fixed 15 minute fraction of hour) 
AFTER: EPX = FRAC *EPXM 
(FRAC - selected routing interval fraction of hour) 
The parameters affected along with corresponding statement numbers are 
as follows-
EPX (LV0046) ROFF (LV0114) 
PR (LV0108) SFX (LV0116) 
D4F (LV0109) BASFLW (LV0118) 
ROS (LV0110) OUTFLW (LV0119) 
UROS (LV0112) 
However, there are two limitations in selecting the routing time increment 
(TINC) which should be noted: 
1.	 TINC must be evenly divisible into the time of concentration (TCONC) 
to obtain an even number of time-area histogram elements (Z). 
2.	 TINC must be evenly divisible into 60 minutes to insure an even mul­
tiple of intervals (NINC) in the hour loop. Based on this criterion, the 
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possible choices of TINC are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 15, 30, and 
60 minutes. 
EXAMPLE: A watershed with a time of concentration of 15 minutes has the 
following possible combinations* 
TINC Z NINC 
15 1 4 
5 3 12 
3 5 20 
1 15 60 
Major changes can also be found in the hour loop 
BEFORE: DO 14 DD23 = 1 , 4 
AFTER: DO 14 DD23 = 1, NINC (LV0107) 
and in the interflow recession constant 
BEFORE: IRC4 = IRC ** (1. /96.) 
AFTER: IRC4 = IRC ** (1. / (24. *60. /FLOAT (TINC) ) 
where IRC is the daily interflow recession constant, IRC4 is the TINC-minute 
interflow recession constant, and the exponent is the reciprocal of the number 
of TINC - minute increments per day. 
SNOWMELT SUBROUTINE 
As previously explained in the earlier section TfSnowmelt, n an entirely new 
snowmelt subroutine was created for regions, like Ohio, with small amounts of 
snow and without extensive snow survey data. All the details about the snow­
melt subroutine can be found in that section. 
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INPUT MODIFICATIONS 
The original model contained 15 control options, DKN (JJJ). The path 
followed by the option is controlled either by one or zero. Five additional DKN 
control options, DKN (16) through DKN (20) were introduced (see Input and Output 
Options). 
The original option, DKN (1), could only print out the details of one select 
storm for the entire period of data. So as to investigate several storm hydro-
graphs, IOUT, IIOUT, and INUM were made variables; this permitted the selection 
of one storm for each year of record. The variables were written as IOUT (MM), 
IIOUT (MM), and INUM (MM); the counter MM was introduced to yearly update 
the variables. 
If N years of data are to be synthesized, then N different storm data values 
should be read in. This was accomplished by introducing the variable YEDET which 
is the number of years being analyzed. The input should be in the following card 
sequence if DKN (1) equals 1: 
1.	 One value of YRDET on one card in an 15 Format. 
2.	 For each year of record, detail storm data consisting of 
a. One value of IOUT (I) and INUM (I) on one card in a 215 Format; 
and if DKN (20) simultaneously equals 1, this additional input is required 
b.	 Detail Storm Axes Data 
One value of XORG, XAX, XTIC, XUNIT, YORG, YAX, YTIC, 
YUNIT, ZTIC, and ZUNIT on one card in a 10F5.2 Format. 
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c. X-Axis Label (DDX) 
Up to 32 characters on one card in a 8 (lx, A4) Format. 
d. Y-Axis Label (DDY) 
Up to 88 characters on two cards in a (20A4/2A4) Format. 
e. Streamflow Data 
One value of TIME and ROFF on one card in a 2F10.2 Format. A 
sentinel card must be used to indicate that all runoff data for the 
storm has been read. The sentinel card follows the above format 
with ROFF = 0.00. 
f.	 Precipitation Data 
One value of HOUR (I) and RAIN (I) in a 2F10.2 Format. The 
sentinel card follows the above format with RAIN (I) = 100. 0. 
The time-area histogram input, which follows the program control array 
data, was changed to accomodate the variable routing time increment. The 
following is the proper revised card sequence: 
1.	 One value of TCONG, TINC, and Z on one card in a 315 Format. 
2.	 One time-area histogram ordinate value (C) on each of Z cards in a 
F10. 3 Format 
Other input modifications are as follows: 
QQY, a alphanumeric data for labeling the ordinate of the runoff hydrograph, 
has been added to the data set following QQO, the description of the gage loca­
tion. The data consists of the units of flow, the water-year, the watershed 
number, and the raingage number. A different QQY is needed for each water 
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year of data. 
READ: Up to fifty-six characters from one card with a 14A4 Format. 
SYM, alphanumeric data for labeling the abscissa of the runoff hydrograph, 
which is invariant during execution of the program for every water-year, has 
been incorporated as part of the program with the following DATA declaration 
statement: 
DATA SYM/3HOCT, 3HNOV, 3HDEC, 3HJAN, 3HFEB, 3HMAR, 3HAPR 
3HMAY, 3HJUN, 3HJUL, 3HAUG, 3HSEP/ 
OUTPUT MODIFICATIONS 
PLOT SUBROUTINES 
To facilitate the analysis of results subroutines were added to plot recorded 
and synthesized runoff hydrographs. Also for selected storms, its rainfall 
hyetograph plot is superimposed over the responding hydrograph. Following are 
the added plot subroutines: 
LOGPLT - Plots the recorded flows on a five-cycle log scale that ranges 
from 0. 01 to 1000. 0 cubic feet per second. 
LOGPL - Plots the synthesized flow in cubic feet per second with a dashed 
curve on the same log scale used in LOGPLT. 
ARITHP - Plots the recorded flows in cubic feet per second on an ari th­
metic scale of the user 's choice. 
ARITH - Plots the synthesized flows in cubic feet per second with a dashed 
curve on the same arithmetic scale used in ARITHP. 
DASHC - Used in subroutines LOGPL and ARITH to plot the dashed 
hydrographs. 
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Subroutines LOGPLT and LOGPL have the important significance of highly 
emphasing the low flows which can be of great help in matching the hydrograph 
recessions and studying low flow periods. 
With the present computer program structure, first the daily average 
recorded streamflows in cubic feet per second, for the user 's choice of scale, 
will be plotted versus time in days. Next, on this same set of axes, the synthe­
sized streamflows computed by the model will be plotted with a dashed curve. 
With this superposition of recorded and synthesized results, the user can immed­
iately detect when the model is not synthesizing correctly. The option to plot 
logarithmically or arithmetically is regulated by DKN (16) and DKN (17), respec­
tively. 
If one of the above mentioned options is called, the computer will punch out 
cards to plot the runoff hydrograph for every water-year that is synthesized. Then, 
to obtain the plot, these cards are fed by the user to an I. B. M. 1130 or I. B. M. 1620 
computer that drives the I. B. M. 1627 plotter. If the user desires a plot, it is 
suggested that either an arithmetic or logarithmic plot, but not both, be called 
to prevent mixing of cards for the two different plots. Following is a listing of 
the plotting subroutines implemented in the supplementary program and output 
control options DKN (16), DKN (17), and DKN (20). 
Examples of these plot outputs are shown in the Figures of the simulation results-
Subroutine - AXIS 
The purpose of subroutine AXIS is to draw an axis with tic 
marks, annotate the tic marks with numeric values, and write a desired title. 
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The following is an explanation of the arguments of the subroutine: 
General FORTRAN Statement: 
CALL AXIS (X, Y, BCD, NC, SIZE, THETA, YMIN, DELY, DIST) 
X, Y are the floating point coordinates of the axis origin. 
BCD is the title information (literal characters). This had been 
left blank in the O. S. U. Version with subroutine SYMBOL used 
for labeling the axes. 
NC is the number of characters in the title including blands. If NC 
is negative, tic marks, title, and annotation characters are 
printed on the clockwise side of the axis. 
SIZE is the axis length in floating point,inches. 
THETA is the angular orientation,in floating point degrees,of the axis 
from the commonly assumed X-axis direction. THETA equals 
0. for the X-axis. THETA equals 90. for the Y-axis. 
YMIN is the floating point numeric label for the minimum value of Y 
used at the axis origin (X, Y). 
DELY is the floating point increment for a corresponding one inch along 
the axis. 
DIST is the spacing between tic marks in floating point,inches. 
Subroutine - SYMBOL 
The purpose of the subroutine is to draw the alpha­
numeric characters labeling the axes of the plot. The following is an explanation 
of the arguments of the subroutine* 
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General FORTRAN Statement:

CALL SYMBOL (X, Y, HGHT, BCD, THETA, N)

X, Y are the floating point coordinates of the lower, left corner

of the first character to be drawn. 
HGHT is the height of the characters in floating point,inches, 
BCD is the location of the first character of alphanumeric 
information to be drawn. 
THETA is the counter-clockwise angular rotation from the X-axis, 
in floating point degrees,along which the alphanumeric title 
is to be written. THETA equals 0. for the X-axis and 90. 
for the Y-axis. 
CALL SYMBOL (DX, - .8 .28, DDX (I), 0., 4)

CALL SYMBOL (-1.0, DY, .28, DDY (I) 90., 4)

Subroutine - PLOTBD

The purpose of PLOTBD is to set bounds (relative to 
the origin) within which the pen is to plot. If the user tries to plot a point out 
of bounds, the pen will plot to the boundary, go to where the line comes back in 
bounds and continue. The following describes the arguments of the subroutine: 
General FORTRAN Statement:

CALL PLOTBD (XLE, XRI, YLO, YHI, I)

XLE is the left boundary in floating point.inches.

XRI is the right boundary in floating point inches.

YLO is the lower boundary in floating point.inches.
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I
YHI is the upper boundary in floating point,inches, 
 determines the action when a boundary is crossed. 
If I equals 0, no indication is given that the boundary has been crossed. 
If I equals 1» an arrow will be drawn where the pen was going out or coming 
in bounds. 
The FORTRAN statement used in the program for setting the plot bounds is 
the following 
CALL PLOTBD (15. , XAX + 10. , -5 . , YAX + 1. , 1) 
Subroutine - PLOT 
The purpose of subroutine PLOT is to move the plotter pen 
from its present position to one specified by the arguments of the subroutine, an 
explanation of which follows: 
General FORTRAN Statement:

CALL PLOT (X, Y, IC)

X, Y are the floating point coordinates to which the pen is to move.

IC is the pen and origin definition control.

If IC is even, then pen down while moving.

If IC is odd, then pen up while moving.

If IC is negative, a new origin (0, 0) is defined at (X, Y).

Subroutine - PLOTE2 
The purpose of subroutine PLOTE2 is to assure that all the output 
cards for the specific plot a re obtained. This subroutine should be placed at the 
termination of the above mentioned plotting packages. 
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OPTION TO PRINT-OUT DAILY WATERSHED INTERACTIONS 
In an attempt to obtain a better indication of the modelTs interactions in the 
upper, lower, and deep lower zones, statements were added to the program at 
the end of the hour-loop in subroutine DYLOOP to allow a print-out of end-of-day 
values of the following: 
SEEP - An evaporation parameter used to vary infiltration.

(Up-dated daily at 4 P.M.)

ISEP - An evaporation parameter used to vary infiltration.

(Constant for an entire water-year)

EN - Factor varying infiltration by season.

(Up-dated daily at 4 P. M.)

UZSN - Soil surface moisture storage index.

(Up-dated every 15 minutes)

UZS - Current soil surface moisture storage.

(Up-dated every 15 minutes)

GWS - Current value of groundwater slope index.

(Up-dated every 15 minutes)

SOW - Groundwater moisture storage.

(Up-dated every 15 minutes)

SENT - Variable used to sum synthesized daily interflows. 
(Starts at 0* Q at the beginning of each new month and is up-dated 
every hour) 
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LOS - Groundwater evaporation.

(Up-dated every hour)

The option to print these values is governed by DKN (18).

GENERAL MODIFICATIONS

In addition to the specific changes mentioned above several minor changes 
have been made. For example, to allow the program to change yearly the value 
of ISEP, an evaporation parameter which varies infiltration, the following state­
ments were added to the main program after card number 309: 
AET = 0. 0 
DO 8024 I = 1, DPY 
8024 AET = AET + E (I) 
IF (EVCR (6) . NE . 1- 0) AET = 0. 7 * AET 
ISEP =24.0 * AET/365.0 
The variables used above are defined in the listing of program variables. 
As another example, if the plotting options, DKN (16) or DKN (17), are not 
exercised, the program reads extraneous hydrograph axes data. To omit having 
to add this data, insert statement (LV0009) 
IF (DKN (16) .AND.DKN (17).EQ.O) GO TO 4500. 
Some parameters have been incorporated as part of the input parameter data 
and several format statements have been changed* Most of the changes and modi­
fications are indicated in the program listing; the card identification numbers are 
preceeded by letters, for example, LV009, DB0047, WM0316, SMO0018, etc. 
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APPLICATION TO SMALL AGRICULTURAL WATERSHEDS 
General Description Of The Study Area 
The data used to test the model were obtained from the North Appalachian 
Experimental Watershed (NAEW) located near Coshocton, Ohio. NAEW was 
started in 1935 and is being operated by the Soil and Water Conservation Branch 
of the Agricultural Research Service of. the U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
LOCATION 
The North Appalachian Experimental Watersheds are located about ten miles 
north of Coshocton, Ohio, in the Muskingum River Basin. The experimental area 
lies south of the limits of glaciation, at a latitude of 40° 22f North, and within 
an elevation range of 800 to 1, 300 feet mean sea level. This site typifies much 
of the agricultural land in the unglaciated Allegheny Plateau which covers part of 
southeastern Ohio, western Pennsylvania, western West Virginia, a portion of 
eastern Kentucky, and central Tennessee. Figure 17 shows the location of 
Coshocton in Ohio and the Little Mill Creek Watershed study area. 
CLIMATE 
The precipitation pattern at the study area conforms to the Ohio River Valley 
Pattern. Summertime rainfall is featured by the convective-type storm usually 
of high intensity but short duration and covers a small area. Winter precipitation 
is mainly due to cyclonic-type storms generally of low intensity but long duration 
and covering a large area. Snowfall is not a major source of precipitation at the 
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FIGURE 17. NORTH APPALACHIAN EXPERIMENTAL WATERSHED
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station. The average snowfall amounts to 24 inches per year which is about 5 
percent of the total precipitation. Based on a 31-year record (1937-68), the average 
annual precipitation at the station is 37.16 inches and ranges from a recorded 
minimum of 27. 61 to a maximum of 48. 92 inches. 
During the 25-year period (1937-62), the average mean monthly temperature 
is 50.3 degrees Fahrenheit. The highest monthly average of maximum tempera­
tures and the lowest monthly average of minimum temperatures are 92. 4 and 
0.4 degrees Fahrenheit, respectively. The ground is frozen on the average of 
57 days per year and frost reaches a depth of about 13 inches. 
The growing season amounts to an average of 178 days per year and extends 
from April 28 through October 23. The distribution of precipitation and tempera­
ture during the year is almost ideal for the growth of corn and grasses. 
GEOLOGY 
The bedrock strata of the area consists of the sandstones, shales, clays, 
limestones, and coal and iron ores of the upper Pottsville, the Allegheny and 
the lower Conemaugh series of the Pennsylvania system. The strata were even­
tually elevated above sea level. As a result, the process of weathering developed 
and valleys and hills were formed. Later crustal movements lead to uplifting 
of this erosion surface at the time the Allegheny Plateau was formed. 
Ice advance during the Pleistocene time stopped a few miles north and west 
of the study area. This introduced a new factor in the modification of the land 
surface by filling old valleys and diverting streams so that new valleys and new 
drainage systems were formed in regions untouched by glacial ice. Harrold, et al. 
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(1962) reported that little change was made in the drainage system of the experi­
mental watersheds and the area immediately south. 
The most significant feature of the geologic structure in the study area is 
the Cambridge Arch. The crest of the arch runs generally north to south. The 
Cambridge Arch is prominent through most of east-central Ohio; it fs not entirely 
a local occurrence. A typical columnar section of the strata underlying the 
Coshocton watersheds is shown in Figure 15. 
SOILS 
The most extensive soil series on the experimental watersheds is the 
Muskingum, an upland soil developed from sandstone and shale. The surface 
soil of the Muskingum silt loam is brown to yellowish brown, generally about 
six to eight inches thick. The subsoil is yellowish brown, contains occasional 
sandstone and shale fragments, ranges from five to eight feet deep. Surface 
and internal drainage are good. The chemical characteristic is normally acid. 
Muskingum loam is derived largely from sandstone and is coarser in texture 
throughout the profile than Muskingum silt loam. It is rather shallow and con­
tains numerous sandstone fragments. 
PHYSICAL AND HYDROLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Table 5 gives data on the physical and hydrological characteristics of 
the experimental watersheds. 
1. Current updating may find new names for these soils on the maps. 
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Table 5. Watershed Characteristics 
Watershed 
Drainage 
area 
acres 
Length of 
principal 
water­
course 
feet 
Average 
slope 
percent 
Aspect 
Peak discharge 
of record 
cfs year 
Land Use 
5 349 4,900 15. 5 SE 382 1957 
Mixed cover 
under conser­
vation practice 
10 122 3,400 16.2 SE 216 1957 do 
92 920 9,500 15.4 S 578 1957 do 
94 1,520 13,700 15. 9 sw 1404 1957 do 
95 2,570 18,700 16.9 sw 1590 1957 do 
97 4,580 29,500 17.2 sw 3345 1957 do 
Determination Of Input Parameters 
The input parameters have been approximately divided into four groups and 
the determination of their values are discussed below. 
MEASURABLE INPUT PARAMETERS 
Parameters in this group are loosely called measurable if they can be 
s u r e in the field or from maps, if they can be computed from formulae, or 
if they can be systematically estimated. 
Nineteen parameters are discussed in this group: 
A - is the impervious area that drains directly into the stream channel; 
impervious areas from which the runoff must cross a pervious area 
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before reaching the channel. A may be measured directly from 
aerial photographs. It is usually zero for rural or undeveloped 
areas unless there a re large areas of exposed rock. 
AREA - i s the watershed drainage area in square miles. Topographic 
maps and aerial photographs are the most common means to estab­
lish watershed boundaries. 
CHCAP-is the index capacity of the existing channel in cubic feet per second. 
This factor is estimated by determining the gage height at bankfull 
flow and reading the capacity directly from the rating curve. 
COE - is the empirical constant for convection. 
COE = 0. 00184
 x l 0 - ° . 0000156b 
where the portion 10 * represents the change of the baro­
metric pressure due to the change in elevation h above sea level. 
ETL - is an estimate of the stream and lake surface area as a fraction of 
the total watershed area. It is estimated from topographic maps or 
aerial photographs. 
EVCR - is the monthly evaporation pan coefficient. It may be determined by 
taking a ratio of the computed daily values of lake evaporation 
(averaged over the month) to the computed daily values of pan 
evaporation (averaged over the month). 
IRC - is the daily interflow recession constant. It may be estimated by 
graphical techniques for hydrograph analysis developed by Barnes 
(1940). 
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Kl - is the long term ratio of average rainfall over the basin to the 
average rainfall over the study watershed. It acts as an adjustment 
factor if the precipitation of the watershed being simulated is different 
from the pattern at the recording gage. Kl may be determined by 
any precipitation weighting technique such as arithmetic averaging, 
Thiessen method, or isohyetal method. 
KK24 - is a daily baseflow recession constant which controls the rate of 
discharge from the groundwater table. It can be estimated by 
graphical techniques discussed by Barnes (1940). Multiple reces­
sion constants have been discussed in the previous chapter. 
KSC - is the streamflow routing parameter for low flows. It is used to 
account for channel storage when channel flows are less than one-
half of the channel capacity. 
KSC or KSF =
 - f r r f — 
where t is the routing period; 
where ~^- is the slope of a line tangent to the hydrograph at the 
at 
point of contraflexure, and Q is the surface runoff flow rate at the 
point of contraflexure. A hydrograph with inbank flows should be 
used. 
KSF - is a stream routing parameter for flood flows. It is used to 
account for channel plus flood-plain storage when stream flows are 
Lgreater than twice the channel capacity. KSF can be calculated 
using the above formula, however, a hydrograph of flood flows 
should be used. 
 ""is the mean overland flow path length in feet. It can be estimated 
from topographic maps or aerial photographs. For this model, 
the periphery of the watershed boundary, on a topographic map with 
a contour interval of 5 feet and a scale of 1 inch equals 400 feet, 
was divided into 200 feet increments. Then at each increment 
point the distance perpendicular across the contours to the nearest 
channel was measured; this average was used for L. 
SS - is the average ground slope in feet per foot of the overland flow 
surfaces perpendicular to the channel. To measure SS, a topo­
graphic map of the watershed is overlain with a grid system. The 
slope is determined at each grid intersection by measuring the 
distance between two contour lines and dividing the contour interval 
by this distance. The values are then averaged for the entire 
watershed to establish a value of SS. 
TAREA-is the total watershed drainage area in square miles. Photographic 
maps and aerial photographs could be used to establish its value. 
VOLUME-is the volume of water assigned to swamp storage and dry ground 
recharge in acre feet. If there are no swamps, VOLUME equals 
0.0. If swamps dry up and the model is over simulating in the fall, 
the value of VOLUME may be estimated by planimetering the area 
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between the recorded and simulated discharge curves, in second 
foot days, and converting it to acre feet. 
WSG -is a storage gage weighting factor. It is defined so that the average 
rainfall over the basin is the product of WSG and the storage gage 
rainfall plus the product of (1-WSG) and the recording gage rainfall. 
TCONC-is the time of concentration, i .e . , the time (in minutes) for water 
originating in the most remote region of the watershed to reach the 
measuring station. One of the empirical formulae for determining 
the time of concentration is 
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a/2 TCONC=0.0078 1 L/S1 
where L is the horizontal length in feet from the most distant 
point in the basin to the outlet, and S is the slope between these 
points. 
C - is the time-area histogram ordinate value. 
Z - is the number of elements in the current time-area histogram. 
C and Z are determined as follows: 
1.	 Applying a suitable time of concentration formula, like TCONC 
shown above, and using a suitable topographic map, compute the 
flow time from various locations along the main channel and tribu­
taries of the basin and note these times on the topographic map as 
shown in Figure 18a. 
2.	 By interpolating between the noted times, draw lines of equal flow 
times (isochrones) as in Figure 18b where 15 minute isochrones are 
drawn. 
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FIGURE 18. DEVELOPMENT OF TIME - AREA HISTOGRAM
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3.	 From measurements of the area bounded by each pair of isochrones, 
compute the fraction of the total watershed within each pair. Figure 
18b shows sample computations and the corresponding values of C 
and Z. 
INPUT PARAMETERS DETERMINED BY TRIAL AND ADJUSTMENT 
This group of parameters are determined by trial and adjustment depending 
on the values returned by the model. Some of the parameters have guidelines 
for determining their initial values; the initial values for the others are deter­
mined by experience or by examining suggested value ranges. Twelve parameters 
are discussed in this group. 
CB - is an index that controls the rate of infiltration. It is primarily 
governed by soil permeability and the volume of moisture that may 
by stored within the soiL An initial value of 0-85 was used for the 
Little Mill Creek Watershed. 
CX - is an index for estimating the capacity of the soil surface to store 
water in interception and depression storage. A value 0. 7 was 
initially chosen for Little Mill Creek. 
CY ~ is an index controlling the time distribution and quantities of 
moisture entering interflow. An initial value of 3. 0 was selected 
for Little Mill Creek. 
EDF - is an index for estimating soil surface moisture storage capacity. 
The initial value for Little Mill Creek was 1. 0. 
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EF is a factor relating infiltration rates to evaporation rates to provide 
a seasonal adjustment and account for more rapid infiltration rate 
recovery during warmer periods. A value of 1. 0 was initially 
selected for Little Mill Creek. 
EMIN is the minimum value of EN, a factor varying infiltration by season. 
A range of between 0.1 and 1. 0 has been suggested. An initial 
value of 0. 5 was selected for Little Mill Creek. 
GWS is the current value of the groundwater slope index in inches. A 
range of initial values of between 0.15 and 0. 25 has been suggested. 
KV24 is a daily baseflow recession adjustment factor used to provide a 
curvilinear base-flow recession. An initial value of 1. 0 is suggested 
for KV24. 
LZS is the current soil moisture storage in inches. This represents 
the volume of water stored in the lower zone (between the ground­
water table and the soil surface). It is suggested that a rough 
estimate be used for the initial run and the value returned by the 
model be used for further adjustment. 
LZSN is a soil profile moisture storage index, in inches, which approx­
imately equals the volume of water that may be stored in the soil 
between the ground surface and watertable, but which will also 
drain freely by gravity. Guidelines by Crawford and Linsley (1966) 
for estimating initial values of LZSN are as follows: 
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For Seasonal Rainfall 
LZSN =4 + 1/2 (Mean Annual Rainfall) 
For Uniform Rainfall 
LZSN =4 +1/8 (Mean Annual Rainfall) 
MAXRAT - is a variable which determines the timing of the melt from the 
snowpack. It is important to have MAXRAT high enough to allow 
some melting but low enough that all meltwater will not refreeze. 
A value of 0. 0001 was found for Little Mill Creek. 
SGW - is the groundwater storage increment, in inches, that reflects 
fluctuation in volume. A value of 0.1 was used for Little Mill 
Creek. 
ASSIGNED INPUT PARAMETERS 
The values of the input parameters in this group are obtained from records, 
assigned,depending on the purpose of the simulation, obtained from tables, or 
assumed based on the knowledge of the hydrologic processes and watershed 
characteristics. The thirty parameters in this group are discussed below: 
ALANG-is the total daily solar radiation in Langleys per day; it is 
obtained from the ehort + long wave radiation onto the snowpack. 
B - is an empirical constant, estimated to be 0. 0032, for condensation. 
DKN - is the program control array; its value is set squal to I or 0 
depending on the input data available and output desired. 
E - is pan evaporation for a one-day or ten-day average depending upon 
control option 3. Pan evaporation data may be obtained from a 
U.S. Weather Bureau station. 
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EPXM - is the maximum interception rate for a dry watershed in inches 
per hour. It can be estimated from a range of values presented 
in a table by Crawford and Linsley (1966). 
FLO - is the recorded daily average streamflow in cubic feet per second; 
the data is usually obtained from Water Supply Papers by the U. S. 
Geological Survey, State Water Resource Commissions, and field 
monitoring program. 
GM - is the snow melt in inches per day due to conduction from the ground. 
The range is between 0. 00 and 0. 02. 
K3 - is a soil evaporation parameter which measures the rate of loss 
through evapotranspiration from lower zone soil moisture. A table 
of values is given by Crawford and Linsley (1966). 
K24L - is a parameter indicating the fraction of moisture lost or diverted 
from active groundwater storage through subsurface flow across 
the drainage basin boundary* It also represents that portion of 
inflow to groundwater that percolates to deep or inactive groundwater. 
K24L can often be assumed to be zero, since these losses are small 
compared to rainfall and runoff; it can also be estimated from ob­
served changes in deep groundwater levels. 
K24EL - i s the fraction of the total watershed area in which evapotranspir­
ation from groundwater storage is assumed to occur at the potential 
rate. K24EL is zero unless a significant quantity of vegetation 
draws from below the water table. 
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LIQS - is the liquid-water-holding capacity of snow. This number is 
largely dependent upon the snow density and is assumed to be 5 per 
cent of the water equivalent of snow in Ohio. 
LIQW - is the liquid water content of snow. It was assumed to be 0-10. 
MINH - Hourly flows are printed if flow exceeds this value; therefore, 
MINH (cfs) will vary depending on the purpose of the simulation. 
NN - is the average Manning roughness coefficient for overland flow on 
soil surface. Its value is usually estimated from published tables. 
KNU - is the average Manning roughness coefficient for overland flow on 
impervious surfaces. It is estimated from the same sources used 
for NN. 
PI - is the hourly recorded rainfall array in inches. If there is no 
rainfall for a twelve hour period, no input card is required. 
PREC " is the storage gage daily (24 hour period) rainfall total in inches. 
QTI - is the initial thermal quality of snow after it has fallen. This num­
ber has to be determined through snow measurements; these measure­
ments were not available and so a nominal average value of 0. 90 
was assigned to each snowstorm. 
RFC - is a parameter for nonlinear routing. The subroutine fTRTVARYTT 
in which it appears is not operational in the O. S. U. Version of the 
model, therefore any non-zero number may be used for RFC. 
SCF - is the snow correction factor. If, for example, the simulated flows 
are continually lower than the recorded flows daring the winter 
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months then it may be suspected that snow precipitation measure­
ments are incorrect- To adjust the records the snow input can be 
multiplied by SCF. 
SDIV - is the daily average streamflow diverted into (+) or out of (-) the 
basin. For the Little Mill Creek watershed daily flow diversions 
were considered to be zero. 
TDEW- is an array of 15 dewpoint temperatures which begin at 30°F and 
increase by fives to 100°F. 
TDPT - is recorded average dewpoint temperature in °F. 
TINC - is the selected routing interval in minutes. 
TMAX - is an array of daily maximum temperature in °F. 
TMIN - is an array of daily minimum temperature in °F. 
UZS - is the current volume, in inches, of soil surface moisture as inter­
ception and depression storage. UZS is normally zero unless there 
is precipitation during the last few days of September, causing the 
model to start the water year with some value. 
VAP - is an array of vapor pressures corresponding to TDEW. 
VW - is an array of total daily wind movement in miles per day. 
YEAR - is the recorded annual streamflow in acre feet for the water year. 
CONSTANT INPUT PARAMETERS 
Some of the input parameters are constants such as time of day, year, plot 
titles, or identification numbers. These constants are determined by the user 
depending on the available data and his output requirements. The thirty-nine 
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parameters in this group a re defined below: 
AXISX - is the length (inches) of absc issa for plotting hydrographs. 
AXISY - is the length (inches) orordinate for plotting hydrographs. 
CN - indicates ante or meridiem, 1 = A. M. ; 2 = P . M . 
DAY - is the day of the month 
DD13 - i s the number of days (24 hour periods) of storage-gage input 
rainfall. 
DD15 - i s the day of the year for the corresponding storage gage rainfall . 
January 1 through December 31 corresponds to 1 through 365 on 
the data card, February 29 equals 366. 
DDELDR-is the number of cubic feet per second per inch of ordinate used 
in plotting the ar i thmet ic hydrograph. 
DDX - is the label of absc issa for individual s torm plot. 
DDY - i s the label of ordinate for individual s torm plot. 
DDYR1 - L a s t two digits of the f irs t year in the water year. 
DDYR2 - L a s t two digits of the las t year in the water year. 
DELDR - T h e number of cubic feet per second per inch of ordinate used in 
plotting the logarithmic hydrograph. 
DELDR1 - T h e spacing between tic marks for the ordinate of the logarithmic 
hydrograph (inches). 
DELDK2 - T h e spacing between tic marks for the ordinate of the ar i thmet ic 
hydrograph (inches) 
DL - T h e dash length used in plotting the synthesized hydrographs (inches). 
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DRORG -The numeric label for the minimum value of the ordinate at the 
axis origin for the logarithmic hydrograph. 
DRRORG-The numeric label for minimum value of the ordinate axis origin 
for the arithmetic hydrograph. 
INUM -Number of elapsed days for which detailed output is requested. 
IOUT - Day number of the calendar year from the beginning of a storm for 
which detailed output is requested. 
MO - Month of the year. 
QQO -Alphanumeric input to identify the stream gage. 
QQQ - Alphanumeric input to entitle the computer output. 
QQY -Alphanumeric data for labeling the ordinate of the runoff hydro-
graph. This should be changed for each water year and watershed. 
SGRT - The hour of the day at which the storage gage rainfall is always 
read (0 to 24). 
SL - T h e space length used in plotting the synthesized hydrograph (inches). 
ST - T h e number assigned to recording rain gage by U. S. Weather 
Bureau or some other identification number. 
SYM - Title of abscissa for runoff hydrograph. 
XAX - The length of abscissa for the individual storm plot. 
XORG -Numeric label for the minimum value of the abscissa at the axis 
origin for the individual s torm plot. 
XTIC - T h e spacing between tic marks for the abscissa of the detailed 
storm plot in inches. 
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XUNIT - The number of hours per inch of abscissa used in plotting the 
individual storm. 
YAX - The length of ordinate for the detailed storm plot in inches. 
YORG - The numeric label for the minimum value of the ordinate at the 
axis origin for the detailed plot. 
YR - The last two digits of calendar year, 
YRDET - Number of years of data being analyzed. 
YTIC - The spacing between tic marks for the ordinate of the storm plot 
in inches, 
YUNTT - The number of cubic feet per second per inch of ordinate used in 
the selected storm plot. 
ZTIC - The spacing between tic marks for the ordinate of the rainfall 
hyetograph plot in inches. 
ZUNTT - The number of ordinate used in the rainfall hyetograph. 
SENSITIVITY ST UPY 
To determine the best estimate of basic input parameters for the agricultural 
watersheds at the North Appalachian Experimental Watershed, a sensitivity 
study was performed. Watershed 97, the largest of the six watersheds investi­
gated, was used in the sensitivity study. Three values were assigned to each 
parameter to ascertain its response in the model; three proved sufficient to 
define the behavior of the equations. 
The parameters chosen for the study, LZSN, CB, EDF, K3, EF, EMIN, CX, 
EPXM, CY, KK24, IRC, and GWS, deal principally with the moisture balance of 
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the watersheds. They are not directly identifiable from the geomorphology of 
the area. The parameters were varied with the prime objective of balancing the 
runoff yield for the years of record with secondary considerations given to the 
daily soil moisture values, hydrograph peak values, hydrograph recession flows, 
and the daily correlation coefficient. 
SOIL MOISTURE STORAGE CAPACITY INDEX AND THE RATIO LZS/LZSN 
LZSN is the soil moisture storage capacity index in inches which is an approxi­
mation of the volume of water that may be contained in the soil between the ground 
surface and the water table. The ratio of the current soil moisture (LZS) and the 
soil moisture storage capacity (LZSN) controls the rates of infiltration, evapo­
transpiration, and percolation of groundwater. 
Table 6 shows the results of the study for three values of LZSN and three 
values of the ratio LZS/LZSN. The model's performance for the first two years 
was not considered in the final selection of LZSN since the soil moisture tables 
showed that the model had not reached equilibrium in its soil moisture balance 
until the third year. Referring to Table 6, the following can be deduced: The 
actual ratio of LZS/LZSN returned by the model became more consistent as 
the value of LZSN was increased. The best ratio seems to fall in the range 0. 7 
to 0. 8. The fluctuation in the soil moisture values increased, but with less 
severity, as LZSN was increased. The average behavior of the soil moisture 
fluctuation (from dry summer conditions to wet winter conditions) seems to be 
about 4. 4 inches. 
Table 6. Results of Soil Moisture Study 
LZSN 
(inches) 
5. 0 
15.0 
25.0 
Year 
1960-61

1961-62

1962-63

1960-61

1961-62

1962-63

1960-61

1961-62

1962-63

LZS/LZSN at the Start

of Water-Year 1958-59

LZS/LZSN 
Returned 
by Model 
0.64 
0.44 
0.76 
0.80 
0.69 
0.72 
0.82 
0.75 
0.75 
High Soil Moisture Largest Fluctuation Yield (%) Over (+) and

Value Returned by in Soil Moisture Under (-) Synthesized

Model (inches) (inches)

5.6 5 .6 5.6 3.4 3.4 3 .4 - 3.8 - 3.8 - 3.K 
5.9 5 .9 5.9 3.7 3.7 3. 7 + 1.2 + 1.2 + 1.2 
5.8 5 . 8 5.8 4.4 4.4 4 . 4 +24.5 +24. 5 +24.5 
14.5 14.5 14.6 4.2 4.2 4 . 3 - 4.5 - 3.9 - 3.5 
14.4 14.4 14.4 4.1 4 .1 4 . 1 - 1.7 - 1.5 - 1.4 
14.0 14.0 14.0 5.5 5.5 5.5 +14.9 +15.0 +15.0 
22.7 23.2 23.5 4.2 4.4 4 .4 - 7.3 - 4.5 - 2.5 
22.7 22. 8 23.0 4 . 2 4 . 0 4 . 1 - 0.8 + 0.8 + 2.1 
21.9 22.0 22.1 5 .6 5 . 6 5 .7 +13.6 +14.1 +14.5 
0.5 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.8 1.0 
oto 
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The high soil moisture values for the years are greater than the designated 
LZSN until LZSN becomes greater than 5. 0 inches. As LZSN is increased, the 
yields decrease quite considerably for the lower ratios of LZS/LZSN. This is due 
to the increased soil depth having more recharge (filling up) capacity with a 
smaller initial value of LZS. This trend is not established for the higher ratios 
of LZS/LZSN. The higher values of LZSN gave less yield, were relatively more 
sensitive, but in general all values were rather insensitive to the variance of 
LZS/LZSN. 
In trying to estimate the proper value of LZSN it seems that 5. 0 inches is 
too small as the 1962-63 water-year is considerably (25%) over synthesized. Also, 
from the above discussion, the LZS/LZSN ratio of 0.5 does not seem large enough. 
These conditions suggest a choice of LZSN between 15. 0 and 25. 0 inches with an 
appropriate ratio of LZS/LZSN. From observing the soil moisture change in the 
model and an estimation of the field conditions, an LZSN value of 20. 0 inches of 
moisture was adopted with an initial value of LZS of 15. 0 inches for Watershed 97. 
INFILTRATION INDEX 
CB is the infiltration index that controls the rate of infiltration. It functions 
in the model!s formula for peak infiltration rate; 
4 = 0.25 * EN * C2 *CB 
2.0 ** LNRATM 
In general, an increase of CB had a very significant effect of decreasing 
(4 to 13%) the simulated yield. Hydrograph peaks were lowered for the entire 
year due to the increase in infiltration. Along with this, the recession flows, 
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especially for interflow, were increased. An example of this response to CB 
is shown in Figure 19. 
Initially, CB was taken as 1. 5 and used for quite a few simulation runs. 
This had a very important effect of lowering the hydrograph peaks and raising 
the interflow recessions as anticipated. However, this value was allocating too 
much of the water into groundwater as indicated by the undersynthesized results 
obtained. 
At this time it was suspected that EDF might be readjusted upwards (0. 4 
to 0. 7) to attenuate the summer peaks. Then CB was decreased (1. 5 to 0, 85) 
to pick-up yields in general. A preferred estimate of CB seems to fall within 
the range 0. 75 to 0. 90 with 0. 85 adopted for the continuation of the study. 
SOIL SURFACE MOISTURE STORAGE CAPACITY INDEX 
EDF is an index for estimating the soil surface moisture storage capacity 
which has the primary purpose of varying the seasonal storage capacity to account 
for increases in the s^il surface moisture caused by summer vegetation. EDF 
operates in the program equation: 
UZSN = EDF * SEP + CX * EXP (-2. 7 * LZS/LZSN) 
When EDF is increased there is more water held on or immediately below the 
soil surface to be evaporated, hence less water contributing to runoff. This was 
evidenced by observing that the daily values of UZSN were significantly increased 
for an increase in EDF. Figure 20 shows how UZSN varies with different values 
of EDF over a water-year. 
EDF is best determined by trial and adjustment, In general, for the study 
period, as the value of EDF was increased the yield volumes were somewhat 
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(6 to 15^) decreased. Also, the synthesized winter peaks and recession flows 
were hardly changed, but from early spring through the summer, the peaks and 
recessions were lowered quite significantly. Figure 21 is an example of these 
effects for summer storms. 
This study indicated that 0.4 was too small because the summer peaks were 
extremely overs ynthesized. A better value seems to be in the range 0. 7 to 1. 0. 
The value 0. 85 was adopted for simulation of Little Mill Creek as this gives a 
more realistic synthesization for the summer activity. 
SOIL EVAPORATION PARAMETER 
K3 is a soil evaporation parameter that measures the moisture lost through 
evapotranspiration from the lower zone soil moisture. Clarke (1968) and Crawford 
and Linsley (1966) suggest a range of values for K3 from 0.2 to 0.3 depending 
upon the watershed cover. Increased values of K3 will deplete soil moisture 
storage by increased evapotranspiration which will reduce storm peaks and 
lower the yield volumes considerably. 
It was found that the model was quite sensitive to changes in K3. After sim­
ulation runs with different values of K3 ranging from 0. 2 to 0. 4 for the five year 
study period, the value 0. 2 was adopted for further work. 
INFILTRATION-EVAPORATION RATE FACTOR 
EF is a factor relating infiltration and evaporation rates. Its major influ­
ence is to adjust summer infiltration rates . It is an exponent in the following 
equation for EN which greatly effects the peak infiltration rate: 
EF 
ISEP 
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FIGURE 21. EXAMPLE OF MODEL RESPONSE TO VARIATIONS IN EDF 
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Figure 22 shows the seasonal variation of EN for several values of EF. An 
increase of EF will increase the infiltration rate in the summer and decrease 
the summer peaks. In general, the yield volume will decrease because the 
water is shifted from direct runoff to interflow and base flow. Increasing EF 
will keep the water on and in the watershed longer and therefore increase the 
opportunity for evapotranspiration. Figure 22 shows that EF had little effect on 
the winter storms due to a preset minimum value of EN. 
For the study area the climate is such that the major portion of the precipi­
tation that occurs in the summer season is due to high intensity thunder showers 
of short duration that cover only a small area. Hence, there was not a major 
variation in yield for changes in EF. However, summer peaks were better 
simulated for an adopted value of EF equal to 4. 0. 
MINIMUM VALUE OF EN 
Figure 22 shows how EMIN, the minimum value of EN (set at 0. 33), responds 
during the wet months generally occurring from October through April. 
Figure 2 3 shows how hydrograph peaks and recession flows react using a 
range (0.1 to 1. 0) of EMIN for a December storm. In general, the increase 
of EMIN in this range caused the yield volumes to drop by an average of 11 
percent, the winter peaks to be greatly reduced, and a soil moisture accretion of 
2 to 3 inches. Also, increasing EMIN put more water into groundwater which 
could not only be seen by examining the soil moisture output table values, but 
by the increase of the recession flows, particularly the interflow. Furthermore, 
it was noticed that at the lower EMIN value the hydrograph is more responsive 
4. 
3. 
POINTS PLOTTED ARE END EF»2.0 
OF MONTH VALUES. 
2
 2. 
UJ 
MINIMUM VALUE SET @ 0.33 
0. ± ± 
OCT NOV DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN. JUL AUG. SEP 
FIGURE 22. SEASONAL VARIATION OF EN FOR LITTLE MILL CREEK DATA 
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to slight rainfalls in the winter months as evidenced by a saw-tooth effect on. the 
hydrograph recessions. 
An EMIN of 1. 0 decreased the winter peaks too much and 0.1 made the 
peaks greatly oversynthesized. An EMIN of 0. 5 will be taken as the best 
approximation because this value best fits the synthesized peaks to the recorded 
peaks. 
INTERCEPTION AND DEPRESSION STORAGE INDEX 
CX is an index for estimating the capacity of the soil surface to hold water 
as interception and depression storage. In general, the quantity of water stored 
at any given time will be less than the storage capacity except for temporary 
periods during major storms when the model permits the storage capacity to be 
exceeded. For an increase in CX, there will be more water held at the soil 
surface zone with more opportunity for evaporation and less for runoff, 
CX functions in the equation for the nominal storage capacity of the upper 
zone: 
UZSN « EDF * SEP + CX * EXP (-2. 7 * LZS/LZSN) 
Examination and knowledge of the equation indicates that CX has a relatively 
minor role and is used as a fine-tuning adjustment for the upper zone. For an 
increase of CS (0. 4 to 1.4), yield volumes were decreased by 2 percent, peaks 
were moderately lowered, and recession flows remained approximately the same. 
The value of 0.4 was held as the best approximation for CX. 
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DRY WATERSHED MAXIMUM INTERCEPTION RATE 
EPXM is the maximum interception rate in inches per hour for a watershed 
in a dry condition. It is dependent upon the type and density of vegetative cover. 
For an increase (0. 1 to 1. 0) of EPXM, yield volumes were decreased about 3 
percent and little r ises in the recession flows for some storms were attenuated. 
This can be explained using the logic that with an increase of EPXM there will 
be an increased rate of interception with more water being retained on the vege­
tative surface, hence, less water traveling to the soil. 
Also, for the above mentioned increase, synthesized peaks were very 
slightly reduced, while recession flows remained unaffected. Considering the 
guidelines given by Crawford and Linsley (1966) for approximating EPXM, 1. 0 
seems too large. However, it should be kept in mind that EPXM represents an 
average value over the watershed and local areas could be such that this value 
holds. Further simulation runs for other parameters were made with EPXM 
equal to 0. 5. This value was later reduced to 0.15 and adopted as the best 
approximation of EPXM for further work on agricultural watersheds. 
INTERFLOW PARAMETER 
CY is an interflow index controlling the quantity of moisture entering inter-
flow. Increasing CY should allocate more water to interflow and decrease RX, 
the current direct runoff. Clarke (1968) gives a range from 1. 0 to 4. 5 inches 
from his sensitivity study for CY. 
Increasing CY from i. 0 to 4. 0 caused a slight Inez ease In the synthesized 
hydrograph recession flows. Upon checking the daily values of SINT, the variable 
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used to sum synthesized daily interflows, a slight increase in SINT was detected, 
but no appreciable change was observed in the hydrographs. Also, there was no 
noteworthy fluctuation in the daily soil moisture values. The model seems rather 
insensitive to an increase in CY. Hence, the choice for CY could be set any­
where in the range (1-0 to 4. 0) with the value 3. 0 adopted for further study. 
DAILY BASEFLOW RECESSION CONSTANT 
KK24 is the daily base flow recession constant estimated by graphical 
hydrograph separation techniques for selected storms on the Little Mill Creek 
Watershed. Our initial study found KK24 values to range from 0. 75 to 0. 98. 
Figure 24, a March storm hydrograph, shows the effect of decreasing KK24 
from 0. 95 to 0. 75, It can be observed from this figure that reducing KK24 caused 
the interflow recessions to be lifted, the base flow recessions to be lowered, and 
the synthesized peak flows to be increased. Also the yield volumes were increased 
slightly. The daily values of SGW, the groundwater moisture storage, were 
dropped significantly with the decrease of KK24 which accounts for the decrease 
in base flow, GWF, calculated with the following model equation: 
GWF = SGW * LKK4 * (1. 0 + LKV4 * GWS) 
Because the decreased value of KK24 had an adverse effect on the base flow, 
the higher value 0. 95 was adopted. 
DAILY INTERFLOW RECESSION CONSTANT 
IRC is the daily interflow recession constant that may be estimated by graph­
ical techniques for hydrograph analysis. A decrease (0. 75 to 0. 30) of IRC pro­
duced no significant change in the yield volume and soil moisture. Minor effects 
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of the decrease include a slight rise of some recession flows and a backward 
time shift for a few peaks. 
Since the lowering of IRC produced no significant results, 0. 75 was adopted 
for future study. 
GROUNDWATER SLOPE INDEX 
GWS is the value of the groundwater slope index and is an indication of the 
antecedent moisture conditions of the watershed. GWS operates in the following 
computer statement for GWF, groundwater flow: 
GWF = SGW * LKK4 * (1. 0 + LKV4 * GWS) 
As an initial estimate, SGWL (= 0. 1), was used as an initial value of GWS. From 
observing the daily values of GWS for the five-year period of study, a better 
starting value seems to be in the range 0.15 to 0. 25. The value 0. 20 was taken 
for continued work, 
ROUTING INTERVAL 
By introducing the variable FRAC, which represents the selected routing 
interval expressed as a fraction of an hour, the previously fixed 15-minute 
routing interval was made variable. The model was applied to three watersheds, 
94, 10, and 5, and in addition to the 15-minute routing interval, five and three-
minute intervals were also investigated. 
The results are displayed as a plot of recorded, stxeamflow and the various 
simulated hydrographs obtained by varying the routing time increment. An 
attempt was made to include only the simulated storms, being neither* the worst 
nor the best, which could also be found in the Coshocton 50-select storm record. 
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The trends, which can be observed in Figures 25 and 26 (streamflow 
hydrographs for Watershed 94 for the selected storms), obtained by decreasing 
the previously fixed 15-minute routing interval down to 5 and 3 minutes are the 
following: 
1. The peak is shifted earlier in time; 
2. The synthesized peak flows are increased; 
3. The baseflow and interflow recession curves is lowered; 
4. The storm yield volumes are not noticeably changed. 
Although the time increment changes varied the individual storm hydrographs, 
the yields and average daily flows are approximately unaffected. 
The variability of the rainfall patterns from storm to storm is the principal 
cause of random departures between synthesized and recorded flows. This is 
demonstrated by examination of short-term rainfall records within the basin 
during particular storms. The model attenuates the peak flows due to the averaging 
of rainfall over the hour instead of reading the flash storms as they actually occur. 
An inconsistency in peak simulation on these three subwatersheds was also 
noted, which indicates that the same set of input parameters do not apply to all 
the watersheds. The hydrographs of Watershed 94 display good simulation. 
However, the peak flows for Watersheds 10 and 5 were respectively under and 
over synthesized* 
3 PM 9 PM 3 flM 9 flM 3 PM 9 PM 
FIGURE 25. SIMULATED AND RECORDED STORM HYDROGRAPHS FOR WATERSHED 9-± 
FOR JANUARY 20 - 21, 1959 
u

r

9 PM 3 PM 
FIGURE 26. SIMULATED AND RECORDED STORM HYDROGRAPHS FOR WATERSHED 94

FOR JUNE 13 - 14, 1960
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SUMMARY OF SENSITIVITY STUDY 
In summarizing the sensitivity study performed, Table 7 was constructed 
from the results. It shows the relative effect of the changes in the selected 
parameters on the more salient features in the simulation. It can be used as a 
guide in adjusting the values for the basic input parameters, 
FINAL INPUT PARAMETERS 
The final input parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table 8. 
Table 9a shows the time-area histogram data for the six watersheds investigated 
and for a 15-minute routing interval. The routing intervals of 3, 5, and 15 
minutes were applied to watersheds 94, 10, and 5; the corresponding time-area 
histogram data are shown in Table 9b. 
Table 7. Summary of Results of the Sensitivity Study 
Key:	 Increased * Slightly W - Winter 
Decreased ** Moderately S - Summer 
Not Affected **•* Significantly 
Selectee\ Input Simulation Feature 
Interflow Base Flow Soil 
Parameter Peaks Recessions Recessions Moisture 
Parameter Change Yield W S W s W s W S 
LZSN 4 *** ^ ** • * * If * * h * if ** t * t *** 4 * •  * 4 
CB *** V *** • ** 4 ** 4 * 4 * 4 *** 4 *** 4 
EDF 
K3 
4 
4 
*** ^ 
*** ^ ** • 
***
**
 V 
^ * • 
*** t 
* k * > * ^ * * 
EF 4 * ^ *** • * 1 
EMIN 4 * •  * • ** ^ * 4 ** 4 
C X 4 * • 
EPXM 4 * \r 
CY 4 
KK24 4 * * | * * if ** • * * If ** 4 ** ^ 
IRC 4 * I * \f * ^ 
GWS 4 
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Table 8. Final Input Parameters for Little Mill Creek Watersheds Investigated 
Model Parameter Values 
Parameters W/S 97 W/S 95 WT/S 94 W/S 92 W/S S ] W/S 10 
Measurable Parameters 
A 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0. 0 0 .0 0 . 0 
AREA 7.16 4. 02 2.37 1.44 0.55 0.19 
CHCAP 800.0 800.0 800.0 800.0 800. 0 800.0 
COE 0-00177 0. 00177 0.00177 0. 00177 0.00177 0.00177 
ETL 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0 0 .0 
me 0-001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0-001 0. 001 
KI 1.0 1. 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
KK24 0,95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0- 95 0. 95 
KSC 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0. 85 
KSF 0.94 0.94 0. 94 0.94 0.94 0. 94 
T 470.0 525.0 570.0 600.0 463.0 546. 0 
SS 0-16 0.15 0.132 0.14 0.144 0. 145 
TAREA 
TCONC 
VOLUME 
WSG 
Trial and Adjustment Parameters 
CB 0-85 0.85 0- 85 0.85 0.85 0.85 
CX 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 
CY 3.0 3-0 3 .0 3 . 0 3 . 0 3. 0 
EDF 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 
E  F 4 .0 4 . 0 4 . 0 4 .  0 4 .  0 C  O 
EMIN 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 
GWS 0.20 0.20 0.20 0,20 0.20 0.20 
KV24 0.75 0. 75 0. 75 0. 75 0. 75 0. 75 
LZS 15.0 9 .6 9 .6 9 .6 9 .6 9 .6 
LZSN 20.0 12.0 12, 0 12.0 12. 0 12.0 
MAXRAT 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
SGW 0.10 0.10 0. 10 0.10 0.10 0.10 
Assi gned or Selected Parameters 
B 0.0032 0.0032 0.0032 0.0032 0,0032 0.0032 
EXPM 0.15 0.15 0. 15 0.15 0.15 0. 15 
GM 
K3 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
:
 K24L 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 . 0 0. 0 0. 0 
i K24EL 0.0 0 .0 0. 0 0 . 0 0 .0 0 . 0 
LIQS 
LIQW 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0. 10 0.10 
NN 0.37 0.37 0..37 0.37 0.37 0.37 
NNU 0-015 0. 015 0.015 0.015 0- 015 0. 015 
QTI 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
RFC 1.5 1.5 1. 5 1.5 1. 5 1. 5 
SFC 
uzs 0.0 0 .0 0. 0 0 . 0 0. 0 0. 0 
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Table 9a. Time-Area Histogram Data For Little Mill Creek Watersheds Investigated 
(Routing Interval = 15 min.) 
Watershed 97 95 94 92 5 10 
1c 162.0 84.4 59.1 32.0 17.4 13.5 
2u 165 90 60 30 15 15 
3z 11 6 4 2 1 1 
Elements 0.032 0.062 0.183 0.534 1.000 1.000 
of the 
Time-Area 0.058 0.135 0.242 0.466 
Histogram 
0.072 0.250 0.318 
0. 084 0.220 0.257 
0.085 0.185 
0. 078 0.148 
0.103 
0.152 
0.136 
0. I l l 
0. 089 
1.	 The calculated time of concentration 
2.	 The 15-minute integer miltiple of calculated time of concentration used 
by the model 
3.	 The number of elements in the time-area histogram 
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Table 9b. Time-Area Histogram Data For Three Little Mill Creek Watersheds 
(Routing Intervals =3 , 5, 15) 
Watershed 
1 
TINC 
z3 
15 
1 
10 
15 
5 
3 
3 
5 
15 
4 
94 
60 
5 
12 
1 
3 
20 
Time-area 1.000 0 142 0. 051 0. 183 0.004 0.002 
elements 0 398 0. 149 0. 242 0.014 0.004 
0 460 0. 235 0. 318 0. 028 0. 008 
0. 290 0. 257 0.058 0- 020 
0. 275 0.183 0.014 
0. 104 0.107 
0.073 0. 048 
0. 089 0.126 
0. 158 0. 109 
0.237 0. 048 
0.048 0.051 
Watershed 
1 
TINC2 
z2 
15 
1 
5 
15 
5 
3 
0.004 0. 026 
0.060 
0.097 
0.108 
Time-area 
elements 
1.000 0. 
0. 
109 
379 
0. 
0. 
030 
104 
0. 147 
0.093 
0. 512 0. 206 0. 017 
0. 258 0.004 
0. 442 0.001 
1. The 15-minute integer multiple of the caluclated time of concentration used by the model 
2. Routing interval 
3. The number of elements in the time-area histogram 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Model Output 
BASIC OUTPUT 
The model, if no additional output options are called, will provide a basic 
output of synthesized and recorded data as shown in Figure 27 and discussed 
below, ( / \ corresponds to items on Figure 27.) 
\ 1 / This table presents the synthesized average daily streamflow rates, in 
cubic feet per second, for each day of the year. 
SYN STREAMFLOW -. Summation of all the synthesized daily average flow 
rates, in cubic feet per second, for each month followed by the annual total. 
TOT SYN VOL - Synthesized monthly and annual totals of runoff in inches 
over the watershed. 
INTERFLOW VOL - Synthesized monthly and annual totals of interflow 
in inches over the watershed. 
BASE FLOW VOL - Synthesized monthly and annual totals of baseflow in 
inches over the watershed. 
ANNUAL SYNTHESIZED STREAMFLOW IN ACRE FEET - The volume of 
synthesized streamflow runoff from the watershed for the entire water year in 
acre feet 
u  y REC STREAMFLOW - Summation of all the recorded daily average stream-
flow rates, in cubic feet per second, for each month followed by the annual total. 
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0 RECORDED VOLUME IN INCHES PER YEAR - Recorded annual total of 
runoff in inches over the watershed. 
RECORDED VOLUME IN INCHES PER YEAR FROM NOV. THRU MARCH ­
Recorded volume, in inches over the watershed, from November through March. 
This is valuable in studying snowmelt problems. 
/To\ AMOUNT OF SYNTHESIZED SNOW FROM NOV. THRU MARCH IN 
EQUIVALENT INCHES OF WATER - Valuable in snowmelt analysis. 
U l y ANNUAL RFOQRDED STREAMFLOW IN ACRE FEET - The volume of 
recorded streamflow runoff from the watershed for the entire water year in acre 
feet. 
/ l 2  \ REC PRECIP - Summation of recorded precipitation, in inches, for each 
month followed by the total for the year. 
\ 1 3 \ SYN E.T. - NET - Synthesized monthly and annual totals of evapotrans ­
piration in inches. 
nA\ POTENTIAL E.TO - Monthly and annual recorded lake evaporation 
(potential) in inches. 
(is) STORAGES 
UZS - End of the month values, in inches, of current surface moisture 
storage v 
LZS - End of the month values, in inches, of current soil moisture storage. 
SGW- End of the month values, in inches, for the groundwater storage 
fluctuation. 
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k16> INDICES 
UZSN - End of the month values, in inches, of the soil surface moisture 
storage index. 
GWS - End of the month values, in inches, of the current values of the 
groundwater slope index. 
EN - End of the month values of EN, a factor varying infiltration by 
season. 
BALANCE - An annual moisture balance, in inches, which represents 
moisture not accounted for within the program. 
OPTIONAL OUTPUT 
The listing below shows the optional items of output that can be requested 
through selection of the DKN control options presented in the 'Input and Output 
Chapter. Tt 
1. Selected storm details. 
2. Infiltration adjustment factor 
4. Statistics on modeling success 
5. Top events 
6. Daily soil moisture status 
14. Recorded streamflow values 
15. Echo check on input data 
16. Logarithmic hydrograph plot 
17. Arithmetic hydrograph plot 
L I T T L E M I L L CREEK DATA - V E R S I O N Of F E B . 2 5 , 1 9 6 9 - K A I N GA&L N O . 21 
GAGE NUH6ER 9 4 , L I T T L E M I L L CREEK WATfcR YEAR 1 9 6 0 - 6 1 U . S . U . WATERSHED MUDLL 
OAY OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR HAY JUN JUL AUG SEPT 
0. 192 0.04 5 0.74L 0.4b6 0.461 1.766 13.752 1.548 7.056 0.442 0.926 0. 146 
0*186 0.044 I.081 0.442 0.426 1.633 2.406 1.430 27.747 0.410 1. 123 0.141 
3 0.175 0.041 1.117 0.416 0.394 1.509 1.395 1.322 1.672 0.381 1.049 0.140 
4 0.162 0.038 1.081 0.390 0.3 65 13.933 1.288 1.221 1.174 0.35 2 0.970 0.130 
5 0.150 0.044 1.017 0.558 0.337 25.053 1.190 1.129 1.085 0.328 0.897 0.120 
6 0.138 0.C57 0.945 1.673 0.313 13.235 1.100 1.06 3 1.003 0.305 0.829 O. IU 
7 0.128 0.C67 0.879 3.339 0.305 2.211 1.025 1.381 0.927 0.282 0.766 0.102 
8 0.118 0.065 0.815 2.050 0.329 15.354 0.948 19.205 4.625 0.26 1 0.709 0.095 
9 0.122 0.C90 0.755 1.276 0.527 3.565 11.412 13.717 4.652 0.241 0.656 0.088 
10 0.117 0.145 O.fc9B 1.577 0.519 2 . 190 12.238 1.502 7.004 0.223 0.622 0.081 
11 0,109 0.135 0.646 3.825 0.739 2 .030 1.559 1.256 2. J71 0.206 0.595 0.075 
12 0.100 0.125 0.597 2.249 1.509 1.879 9.248 1. 161 1.856 0.191 0.550 0.069 
13 0.093 0.115 0.553 1.415 3.110 1.975 5.369 1.073 1.716 0.176 0.509 0.064 
14 0.086 0.107 0.516 1.310 1.123 2 . 166 1.3 74 0.991 .651 0,163 0.471 0.059 
15 0.079 0.C99 0.486 2.60V 0.807 1.642 1.244 2.824 .536 0.152 0.435 0.055 
16 0.073 0.C95 0.452 1.974 0.746 1.515 19.713 2.778 .415 0.142 0.405 0.051 
17 0.068 0.039 0.424 1.224 1.810 1.400 4.176 0.994 .308 0.131 0.380 0.047 
IS 0.063 0.082 0.510 1. 851 7.073 1 .35fc 3.010 1.140 .209 0.122 0.351 0.04 3 
19 0.061 0.076 0,471 1.478 2. 128 1 .890 1.912 1.069 .117 0.146 0.325 0.040 
20 0.061 0.C70 0.381 1. 163 1.206 1.282 1.761 0.926 .032 0.165 0.300 0.03 7 
21 0.057 0.065 0.354 1.082 1 . 113 3 .199 24.441 0.856 0.954 0.153 0.286 0.034 
22 0.052 0.06 3 0.329 1.005 2.228 2 .325 16.533 0.791 0.BB2 0.141 0.277 0.032 
23 0.048 o.car 0. J05 0.932 3.906 4 .117 5.761 0.731 C.823 0.150 0.257 0.029 
24 0.045 0.091 0.262 0. 863 1.437 I. b2b 1.865 0.676 0.766 0.263 0.237 0.02 7 
25 0.041 0.074 0,539 0.798 43.768 1. 719 17.272 0.625 0.70b 0.490 0.228 0.028 
26 0.038 0.069 0.737 0. 7 38 61 , 385 499 28.789 0.597 0.655 0.368 0.2 33 0.027 
27 0.036 0.0o4 0.553 0.683 2, 875 385 2.234 0.554 0.605 0.340 0.216 0.025 
28 0.034 0.059 0.485 0.631 2B0 2.625 0.512 0.560 0.315 0.199 0.023 
29 0.031 0.C76 0.453 0.583 183 1.924 0.474 0,517 0.782 0.184 0.021 
30 0.029 0.075 0.423 0.539 093 1.675 0.438 0.47H 0.596 0.171 0.020 
31 0.035 0.438 0.499 096 0.416 0.76 8 0.158 
SYN STRfcAMFLOW 3. 2 . 40. 143. 118. 259 . 64. 79. 9. 15. 2 . 754. CFSD 
TOT SYN VOL 0.043 0.037 0.2 99 0.622 2.242 I . d57 4.06H I . 010 1.237 0. 144 0.240 0.031 11.83 IN/YK 
INTERFLOW VOL 0.000 0.000 0.011 0. I6o 1. 756 2.537 0.505 0.680 0.009 0.000 0.000 6.689 IN/YK 
&ASE FLOW VOL 0.043 0.037 0.289 0.456 0.397 0.74b 0.468 0. 5'36 0. 135 0.240 0.031 4.182 IN/YR 
ANNUAL SYNTHESIZED STREAMFLOW IN ACRE FEFT 1495. ACFT 
REC STREAMFLUW  5 . <i.  5 . 200. . 11212. . 2 1 1 . 2 94 . o l . 53. 17. 6. 656. CPSD 
RECORDED VOLUME IN INCHES PER YEAR 13.43 Ifc/YR 
RECORDED VOLUME IN INCHES PlK YtAR FkL* V)V . THRU MARCH 5.60 IN/YK 
AMOUNT OF SYNTHESIZED SNOw t-Rt* NOV. THKU >1AKC.H  I N EUUIVALtNT INCHESOF WATEK 3.2 5 INCHES 
ANNUAL RECORDED STREAMFLUW IN ACkt FFEF ( 1698. > 1697. ACFT 
REC PRECIP 1.81 1.82 0.9.1 3.54 6.37 2.65 2.S7 5 .64 2 .17 34.36 IN/YK 
SYN t .T. -NET 1.834 0.962 0.512 0.569 0.848 l.biti ?.<*64 3.102 3 .431 4 . 3 6 0 2.534 24.543 IN/YK 
POTENTIAL E.T. 1.981 0.962 0.512 0 . *? h 9 0.84b 1.68 i 3.644 4.694 4 . 5 0 2 4.404 3.85 8 29.464 1N/YR 
STORAGES-UZS 0.526 1. 2 3 7 0.373 0 . 190 0.371 0.26 4 0.13d 0.288 0.0 ?.582 0.0 0.0 IN/YK 
LZS 6.770 6.86 1 7.496 rt.059 B.06O 8.950 V.47t» f-.3Ol 7.171 6.367 5.27H IN/YR 
SGW 0.009 0.014 0.0V6 0.0-J6 0.367 0 .220 0,321 0 . 1 1 / 0 .092 0.121 0.J30 0.004 1N/YR 
IN01CES-UZSN 0.43? 0.253 O./SO 0.2 9U 0. 493 0.537 1.U4 0 1.3 15 1.04 9 i . 1 3 3 I.030 
&ws 0.119 0 .071 0.3.?0 0.645 U. U 3 9 0.795 0.471 0 . 4 3 } 0.310 0.1B5 O.H76 
EN 
0.6^9 0.5C0 0 .500 0.^00 0,500 'J.500 2.JJ75 9.789 B.b53 d . ti 59 6.598 
- 0 . 0 7 & 6 iNCHFS
BALANCE

to 
FIGURE 27. MODEL SIMULATION RESULTS - BASIC OUTPUT oo 
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18. Value of internal functions 
19. Snowmelt details 
20. Arithmetic hydrograph plot for a selected storm 
Simulation Results 
Numerous computer runs were made throughout this study to test and evaluate 
the performance of the various modifications made on the model. As examples 
of what the model is capable of producing, several plots depicting the modelTs 
response to the major modification will be presented in the following set of 
figures. A brief review of the modification and a discussion of the relative 
improvement achieved by it will accompany the examples. 
Additional plotted simulation results for other watersheds are available in 
the theses listed in the references. 
MULTIPLE RECESSION CONSTANTS AND SWAMP AND CRACK STORAGE 
To expedite improvement of the interflow and groundwater flow recessions, 
a separate program to determine hydrograph recession constants was written. 
This program was designed to solve for multiple recession constants, which are 
the result of continuous clay stratum occurring in unglaciated, stratified areas 
of the North Appalachian Plateau. The program is based on BarnesT technique 
of hydrograph analysis and on the least squares method of curve fitting. After 
the appropriate recession constants had been determined, a mechanism for 
introducing them into the model was developed. 
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The fell season simulation problem was greatly aided by diverting a portion 
of the runoff to upper zone storage in the form of swamp and marsh storage and 
soil crack storage. Figure 28 shows simulation plots with and without this modi­
fication. Notice the November events. 
Modification of the groundwater flow parameters CB, CY, and LZSN, in­
creased the proportion of interflow and groundwater flow while maintaining 
approximately the same level of yield as before. 
As a result of the above changes, a definite improvement was noted. Yield 
for the water year, daily correlation, interflow and groundwater flow were all 
generally improved. While recession curves were still not exactly simulated, 
because of neglecting the effect of intensity and duration of precipitation, they 
are at present much closer to the recorded flow and further modification will 
produce little improvement in yield or daily correlation. 
TIME INCREMENT CHANGES 
To render the model more applicable to small watersheds, the previously 
fixed fifteen minute routing interval was modified to accommodate a smaller 
interval. The variable TINC, the selected routing interval in minutes, was 
introduced to accomplish this formality. TINC may vary from 60 minutes to 
1 minute with the following two restrictions; 1) Must be evenly divisible into 
60 minutes and 2) Must be evenly divisible into time of concentration. 
To expedite this investigation, an option to plot the detail storm hydrograph 
was introduced to provide a useful tool for studying the model simulation. The 
comparison between observed and synthesized hydrographs was facilitated by 
RECORDED = 142.6 
SIMULATED { b ) = 171.1 
SIMULATED ( a ) = 152.1 
RECORDED 
SIMULATED 
BEFORE

MODIFICATION ( b  )

AFTER 
( a ) , 
3CT NOV DEC JflN FEB Hflfl flPR JUN JUL SEP 
FIGURE 28. HYDROGRAPH COMPARISON FOR WATERSHED 94, WATER YEAR 1963 
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superimposing these plots. Modifications were introduced to the output control 
option DKN (1) to permit the selection of one storm for each year of record. 
A supplementary program which plots the recorded hydrograph and rain­
fall hyetograph, was also developed at this time. 
Application of the revised model to the three agricultural watersheds, 
ranging in size from 1520 to 122 acres, for the three select storms shows that 
an adequate duplication of the recorded storm hydrographs can be obtained. As 
the time increment is decreased, the synthesized storm peak flows are shifted 
earlier in time and increased in magnitude, the baseflow and interflow curves 
are lowered, and the storm yield volumes are not noticeably changed. Simulated 
hydrograph results are displayed in Figure 29. Additional plots are shown in 
Figures 25 and 26 presented in an earlier chapter. 
SNOWMELT SUBROUTINE 
Results of this study show that the snowmelt subroutine is quite workable and will 
improve the correlation between synthesized and recorded streamflows. After 
several trial and error computer runs were made to determine the best values for 
the cold content build-up rate and the initial thermal quality of the snow, a statis­
tical analysis was computed for the Little Mill Creek watersheds. The results 
showed that both the timing and the quantity of runoff during the snow season had 
been greatly improved. A few mismatched hydrograph peaks were the result of 
the unavailability of more extensive data. Figure 30 shows the simulation results 
with and without the snowmelt subroutine. Attention should be directed to the 
winter months for evaluating the results. The poorly matched peaks in the fall 
exist because the swamp and crack storage modification was not included in this run. 
r
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FIGURE 29. SIMULATED AND RECORDED STORM HYDROGRAPHS FOR WATERSHED 94 
FOR APRIL 25 ­ 26, 1961 
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FIGURE 30. SIMULATED AND RECORDED HYDROGRAPHS FOR WATERSHED 95 WITH 
AND WITHOUT SNOW FOR THE WATER YEAR 1962-63. 
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A goal of the research using the Stanford Streamflow Simulation Model performed 
at The Ohio State University was to create a streamflow simulation model applicable 
to both large and relatively small watersheds in the Midwest. 
To accomplish this it was decided to u t i l izers much as possible,concepts and 
programs from the Stanford Streamflow Simulation Model of Crawford and Linsley 
(1966) which was gaining much recognition as a good model for simulating stream-
flow in large basins. At the time, Dr. L. D. James was also utilizing the concepts 
of Hie Stanford Model in developing his Kentucky Version. It was this initial Version 
of the Kentucky Model that researchers at The Ohio State University began to work 
with. As a first step the model was studied in depth, an expose on its operation 
was written and the computer program was flow-charted. Much of the explanatory 
portion of this report reflects this work. 
To gain insight into the behavior of the many input parameters a sensitivity study 
was performed by applying the model to the North Appalachian Experimental Water­
shed at Coshocton, Ohio. Here the opportunity arose to attempt to model small 
(down to 122 acres) rural watersheds. This application study uncovered deficiencies 
in the model if it is to be used for modeling small Midwestern watersheds. Systemati­
cally these deficiencies were reduced through modifications, extensive in some cases, 
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to produce what is felt to be a reliable and useable streamflow simulation model, 
particularly for the smaller Midwestern watersheds. 
The major modifications were presented in detail in this report and are separ­
ately summarized below. Also,as the modifications were tested and evaluated,other 
problems, though not too serious, were uncovered. These too are presented below 
to enlighten the reader and to suggest possible topics for additional research to 
further improve the model. 
It is important to stress that a user of the model recognizes its abilities and 
drawbacks. A greater understanding and appreciation for the model will be realized 
if the input parameters are viewed in relation to the equations in which they are 
involved, and not as mere numbers that permit a computer program to return un­
deniable results. 
Multiple Recession Constants Program 
To expedite improvement of the interflow and groundwater flow recessions, 
a separate program to determine hydrograph recession constants was written. 
This program was designed to solve for multiple recession constants, which are 
the result of continuous relatively impervious stratum occurring in stratified areas 
of the North Appalachian Plateau. The program is based on BarnesT technique of 
hydrograph analysis and on the least squares method of curve fitting. After the 
appropriate recession constants had been determined, a mechanism for intro­
ducing them into the model was developed. This modification produce an improve­
ment in the interflow and baseflow simulation. While recession curves were still 
not exactly simulated, because of neglecting the effect of intensity and duration of 
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precipitation, they are at present much closer to the recorded flow and further 
modification will produce little improvement in yield or daily correlation. 
The variable recession constants are tied to the quantity and intensity of pre­
cipitation but the model does not take this into account. However, groundwater is 
reasonably well simulated now and tying it to precipitation would probably do little 
to improve yield or the daily correlation. 
Swamp and Soil Crack Storage Consideration 
The fall season simulation problem was greatly aided by diverting a portion 
of the runoff to upper zone storage in the form of swamp and marsh storage and 
soil crack storage. 
Modification of the groundwater flow parameters CB, CY, and LZSN, increased 
the proportion of interflow and groundwater flow while maintaining approximately 
the same level of yield as before. 
As a result of the above changes, a definite improvement was noted. Yield 
for the water year, daily correlation, interflow and groundwater flow were all 
generally improved. 
The introduction of the variable FACTOR was made in step form (i. e . , it 
either exists or does not). This does not seem too realistic. Instead, perhaps a 
JULY ! NOV 30 
DEC I JUNE 30 
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parabolic relationship would be appropriate as indicated in the sketch. Also, 
FACTOR has a drawback in that it greatly reduces yield for high intensity, short 
duration summer storms. Since these storms produce primarily surface runoff, 
FACTOR might be reduced by an appropriate test. 
If further attempts to improve groundwater simulation are undertaken, consul­

tation with an agronomist, familiar with the region of study, might well prove valuable.

Time Increment Changes for Small Watershed Studies

To make the model applicable to small watersheds, the previously fixed fifteen-
minute routing interval was modified, as reported herein, to consider time incre­
ments down to 1 minute. To expedite this study, an option to plot the detailed storm 
by hydrograph and hyetograph was also incorporated into the model. These smaller 
routing periods produced better simulation on the smaller watersheds. A five-minute 
routing interval is suggested for future research on watersheds of similar size since 
the one and three-minute increment simulation results do not justify the excessive 
computer time required. 
As the model now exists, precipitation inputs are on 15 minute intervals. To 
further improve simulation in small watersheds efforts should be directed to a 
modification for reading in precipitation at an interval corresponding to the chosen 
routing increment. Possibly an external program could be designed to automati­
cally calculate the selected interval rainfall rate from gage data and simultaneously 
load this revised data. 
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Snowmelt Program for Handling Winter Simulation 
This report also presents a workable snowmelt subroutine in the O. S. U. 
version of the Stanford Watershed Model for application on rural Midwestern water­
sheds. 
To aid in accelerating the analysis, an option was programmed into the model 
which would print out the important hourly snowmelt variables. This option could 
prove to be a very useful tool in studying the simulated results and comparing them 
to the available field data. The data which should be taken in the future, ranked in 
order of importance, are : hourly temperatures, volume of snow in equivalent inches 
of water, absorbed radiation per hour, average hourly wind movement, hourly dew-
point temperatures, volume of snow in equivalent inches of water, absorbed radiation 
per hour, average hourly wind movement, hourly dewpoint temperatures, and the 
liquid water content of the snowpack. To use the option successfully, meterological 
stations should add the pertinent records found above, which they do not record, to 
their list of field data. 
Results of this study show that the snowmelt subroutine is quite workable for 
the data available at Coshocton, Ohio; and will improve the correlation between 
synthesized and recorded streamflows. After several trial and error computer 
runs were made to determine the best values for the cold content build-up rate and 
the initial thermal quality of the snow, a statistical analysis was computed for the 
Little Mill Creek watersheds. The results showed that both the timing and the 
quantity of runoff during the snow season had been greatly improved. A few mis­
matched hydrograph peaks were the result of the unavailability of more extensive data. 
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There are certain aspects of the subroutine which are rather questionable due 
to some of the assumptions and approximations used. The lack of field data, needed 
to substantiate the use of these approximations, could quite conceivably be collected 
in the near future. Below are some recommendations in data collection which could 
be very helpful in increasing the models simulation accuracy and further eliminate 
the possibility of making inaccurate assumptions: 
1.	 The use of a continuous temperature recorder would be a valuable asset for 
determining the form of precipitation. Presently the hourly temperatures are 
calculated from daily maximum and minimum temperature data. However, the 
calculation is based upon a predetermined average time of their occurrence. So, 
not only could the maximum and minimum temperatures be assumed to occur at 
the wrong time of the day but also the temperatures of every other hour could be 
incorrect too. 
The continuous recorder would allow the temperature to be an hourly input 
along with the precipitation. This would be beneficial because the accuracy in 
determining the form of the precipitation would be improved and the amount of 
melt, which is largely controlled by temperature, would be simulated better. 
2.	 Eventually, when more accuracy is needed for smaller watersheds, it will be 
necessary to input precipitation on a smaller time basis. Often records only 
show the total amount of precipitation at the end of the day. This could cause 
mia-matched peaks when the rain or snow is added to the model on the wrong 
hour of the day. Therefore, data for future studies may have to be processed 
more closely. 
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3.	 Radiation, which is the greatest factor in the ripening of the snowpack in Ohio, 
should definitely be recorded more conscientiously. It is not only important 
to know the amount of solar radiation per hour but also the portion of the radi­
ation absorbed by the snow. A simple average daily albedo of the snow surface 
would be very helpful in simulating the amount of ripening that was produced by 
the absorbed heat from radiation. 
4.	 Cold winters allow the groundwater to freeze and prevent the infiltration of 
precipitation into the ground. Therefore, most runoff from rain or melting 
snow will enter the streams without seeping into the soih A daily record of 
whether the soil moisture is frozen or unfrozen would be most helpful in deter­
mining the amount of infiltration on a given day. 
The main purpose of this aspect of the research was to provide the O. S. U. 
version of the Stanford Watershed Model IV with a snowmelt subroutine so that the 
model would better simulate winter runoff. This subroutine, evolving from the 
analysis of the available data at Coshocton, Ohio, does work for this Section of Ohio; 
however, it is important to stress that adjustments to the subroutine will be necessary 
when different areas of the Midwest are tested. The Model simulated the s tream-
flows with fair accuracy but there are still some aspects which need significant r e ­
finement. 
Future research with snowmelt may be oriented in the following directions: 
1.	 Test the effectiveness of the subroutine on larger and smaller watersheds. 
Because the snowmelt subroutine determines snowmelt from average water­
shed conditions, there could be an upper size (area) limit to its effectiveness. 
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2.
3.
 Program the model to read hourly temperatures and determine whether this 
information will help to better simulate the quantity and timing of the snowmelt. 
 Find a method for determining the extent of the frozen soil moisture conditions 
during the snow season. This will enable future research on groundwater r e -
cession flows to be done with greater ease. 
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PREFACE

The Ohio State University Version Of The Stanford

Streamflow Simulation Model

For convenience of reading and handling, ease of extending or updating, and 
to suit the reader rs particular interest, the publication of the material associated 
with this model will be reported in three separate volumes. 
The volume titles and a brief account of their content are: 
The Ohio State University Version of the Stanford Streamflow Simulation 
Model: 
Part I — Technical Aspects: 
A detailed analytical and descriptive presentation of the basic model with 
discussions on the input and output options, modifications made, test 
applications, performance evaluation, and developmental topics for 
future research. 
Part 33  - - The Computer Program: 
Definition of program variables (386) and listing of the program state­
ments (1881). 
Part III — User Is Manual: 
A working understanding of the model so that the potential user can use 
it efficiently and effectively as a tool in hydrologic investigation. 
The technical details in Part I are needed if one wishes to study the basic 
operation of the model, in particular, if modifications or additions are planned. 
For the practicing engineer or researcher Parts II and in will suffice for success­
ful running of the model. 
The author would appreciate receiving comments concerning both applica­
tions of the model and modifications to its structure. Feedback of this nature 
would be useful for compiling data on the ranges of the initializing parameters 
with eventual inclusion in updated versions of the User's Manual, 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE MODEL 
General Scheme 
A general overview of the model's operation can be seen in the moisture account­
ing block diagram of Figure 1. A detailed expose on the model's construction with the 
supporting underlying hydrologic concepts is given in Part I - Technical Aspects of the 
Three-Part Report. 
The following pages will present Figure 2, an overall logic flow diagram for the 
computer program. Detailed flow charts are on file at the Hydrology Research Lab­
oratory at Ohio State University. These will not be presented herein since most modern 
computer facilities can automatically produce a flow chart from the program listing. 
The blocks in Figure 2 represent as near as possible the subdivision sections 
that are delineated by asterisk line frames in the program listing. The actual state­
ment numbers associated with each block are listed on its left side. 
FIGURE 2. BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY VERSION OF

THE STANFORD STREAMFLOW SIMULATION MODEL

0009 
V

DB0012 
0044 
0129 
0130 
LV0018 
LV0019 
LV0030 
LV0031 
0166 
0159 
Initialization 
REAL 
INTEGER 
DIMENSION 
LOGICAL 
COMMON 
Read Input 
Including: 
Options, W/S Parameters, 
Soil Moisture Parameters, 
Overland and Interflow 
Parameters, Channel Routing, 
and Groundwater Parameters, 
Hydrograph axis data 
I

Calculate Recession 
Constants 
Read and Write Detail 
Storm Data 
Read Detail 
Storm Hydrograph 
axis data 
i

Call Subroutine RTVARY 
(See page 4 ) 
0169 
V 
0190 
0191 
0199 
0200 
LV 0048 
LV 0049 
v 
0241 
DB 0033 
0296 
0297 
0303 
0304 
LV 0067 
LV 0068 
V 
0399 
0401 
DB 0047 
DB 0077 
DB 0072 
Calculate Groundwater 
Flow-
Calculate Overland 
Flow 
Initialization of 
Snow Variables 
Plotting the Detail 
Storm hydrograph 
axis 
Labeling ordinate of 
Runoff Hydrograph 
Calculate Infiltration 
Parameters 
Calculate Soil Surface 
Moisture Storage 
Index 
Plotting of Rainfall 
Distribution as used 
in the model 
Call Subroutine DYLOOP 
(see page 4 ) 
Plotting on the IBM 
1627 or 1130 
Call Subroutine LOGPLT 
if DKN (16) = 1 
(see page 7 ) 
DB OC)73 
DB 0074 
DB 0075 
0429 
0437 
0572 
0c •74 
\ I 
06 • 3  3 
U.I 0 7 " 
\ ( 
07 
0799 
1

0604

Call Subroutine LOGPL 
if DKN (16) = 1 
(see page 7 ) 
* 
Call Subroutine ARITHP 
if DKN (17) = 1 
(see page 7 ) 
Call Subroutine ARITH 
if DKN (17) = 1 
(see page 7 ) 
Call Subroutine DAYOUT 
(see page 7 ) 
* 
Write results 
Subroutine RTVARY 
Dummy Subroutine in the 
OSU Version. Used in the 
Kentucky Version to vary 
streamflow routing time 
according to streamflow 
magnitude 
Subroutine DYLOOP 
Performs most of the 
hydrologic computations 
V 
Initialization 
REAL 
INTEGER 
DIMENSION 
LOGICAL 
COMMON 
Compute Lake 
Evaporation 
SMO 0015 
SMO 0016 
0805 
WM 0083 
\VM 0084 
LV 0104 
v 
0850 
0851 
0870 
0871 
V 
0933 
0934 
0977 
0978 
LV 0122 
LV 0123 
LV 0139 
1019 
1043 
1044 
V 
1052 
Compute Variable 
Groundwater Recession 
Constants 
Make Evapotranspi ration 
Adjustments 
Call Subroutine SNOWMELT 
(see page 6 ) 
Begin Variable Time 
Accounting and 
Routing 
Rainfall Upper Zone 
Interaction 
Lower Zone and 
Groundwater 
Infiltration 
Calculations 
Routing Calculations 
Storm Output 
Plotting of Storm 
Output 
Hourly Overland Flow 
and Rainfall Sorting 
Adding of 
Groundwater Flow 
1033 
1068

1069

I

1074

1077

I1

1080

101 31

\/

1104

1119

i

1162

1167

I1

1241

WM 0086

WM 0166

I

WM 0178

WM 0179

1

WM 0195

WM 0196

11

WM 0200

WM 0230

1

WM 0251

WM 0271

1

V

WM 0310

Draining of Upper 
Zone Storage 
4 P.M. Adjustment 
of Values 
Infiltration Correction 
Calculations 
Calculation of Evapo­
transpiration Loss 
from Groundwater 
Store Errors and 
Flow Durations 
Monthly Summary 
Storage 
Subroutine SNOWMELT 
Determination of 
Vapor Pressure 
Determination of 
Temperature 
Rain or Snow 
Test 
Snow Details are 
Stored 
Criteria for Refrozen 
Meltwater 
0651

0693

0635

0643

0695

0699

DB 0116

DB 0138

DB 0139

DB 0162

DB 0145

DB 0163

DB 0185 
DB 0186 
DB 0209

Subroutine PAYOUT 
Set-up data for 
output for one 
particular day 
Subroutine TEST 
Tests the value 
of C2 
Subroutine Read 
Dummy Subroutine in 
the OSU Version to 
replace 360 Subroutine 
for a compilation 
check 
Subroutine LOGPLT 
Plots Recorded Flows on a 
5 cycle log scale from 
0.01 to 1000. 0 cfs 
Subroutine LOGPL 
Plots Synthesized Flow in 
cfs with a dashed curve 
same scale as LOGPLT 
Call Subroutine DASHC 
Subroutine ARITHP 
Plots Recorded Flows on an 
arithmetic scale of the 
userTs choice in cfs 
Subroutine ARITH 
Plots Synthesized Flow 
in cfs with a dashed 
arithmetic curve of the 
same scale as ARITHP 
DB 0192 Call Subroutine DASHC 
DB 0210 
DB 0275 
Subroutine DASHC 
Used in LOGPL and 
ARITH to plot dashed 
hydrograph 
DICTIONARY OF THE PROGRAM VARIABLES

The following listing are the names of the variables as used in the program. 
Along with the definition of the variable is information as to its Type (F, floating 
point: I, Integer), Dimension, and Units. All Input parameters are so indicated 
by an asterisk. 
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D I C T T - C I " P.Y OI? PRCT-!V-.' I VA" TV'?-• 1 ' \ S 
C.S.U. Version cf the 
Stanford Watershed ? Version of Kay 1972 
Variable 
A* 
ACDIF 
AET

AETR

A HOUR

ALHG 
AREA­
AXISX* 
AXISY*

B*

BAL

B P R I * 
BSFU-: 
C2 
C2A 
C2L 
C3 
Type 
F 
F 
F

F

F

F

F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
tyirr.ension 
1 
1 
1

1

1

366

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
99 
12 
1 
Units

— —

cfs

In

in

hr

Langley?/

day

Langleys/

hr.

mi

in

in

in

in/TIWC

Definition 
ImpcrviovfJ fraction of 
v? a 13 r s 11 ? r 1 ,<; u r f a c e 
D i f f o r e n c o bet'.Ton. «'. r e  ­
corded drily siirenuflo-v 
and the naan vcicosC.ed 
daily stxeami:' lov? 
Appi'oxii\v.:te r.nuur. 1 lal;e 
evaporation 
Synches?.£(:(.! daily evapor 
ation froiu soi l 
Hour of tin. clay 
Total solar rrcliation 
par day 
Total dbsoibc-d r^diat: ion. 
per hov.r 
SubvjatcxSued dr«inagi£ c.re 
Length of abscissa ioi:

Lcnglh oil u^din^te for 
plotting hydrogra^hs 
Erupirical con:;taut for 
condensation 
Moisture not accounted 
for within program 
Empirical constant for 
evaporation 
Bascflow 
Tine-area histogram (May 
be modifiad in program 
according to strcrin­
flow) 
Multiplier used in pro­
grar.an?.d adju3CTi*.e.r:t of 
infiltration rate 
End of month value of C2 
O l d >" . ] l ] i *"•r ^7' - ^ " " - r ^ —Y^JI 
to test for ch-uvi^ e 
Variable controll5.\ig entry 
of iivDicture into inter-
flow 
11 
cc 
CAAS 
CAS 
CB* 
CBASE 
CDM 
CFS 
CFSD 
CHCAP* 
CN* 
C02* 
CORCO 
CVM 
ex* 
CY* 
D23 
DAY* 
DD13* 
DD15* 
DD23 
DD24 
DD25 
DL>26 
22 
F 1 
F 99 
99 
F 1 
F 
F 1 
F 1 
I 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
in 
cfs 
sfd 
cfs 
i n 
in/TIHC 
Number of daily events 
within a given inter­
val on the error table 
Array cf daily events 
wittiin error table in­
tervals 
Infiltrat:ion index 
Time-aroa histogram as 
read from data 
Time-area histogram correc­
tion factors to avoid 
loss of water when h is ­
togram shifts with 
streamflow 
Condensation malt 
Flov?rate equalling one 
inch/hour of discharge 
from watershed 
VO1UTU2 represented by one 
Inch over the watershed 
Index capacity of existing 
channel 
1 = A.M. : 2 = P.M. 
Empirical constant for 
convection 
Correlation coe f ficj.ent 
betv.'een daily and re ­
corded streairt£iows 
Convection melt 
Index for estimating soil 
surface moisture storage 
In t e r f 1 ow in d e x 
Number of 15-rcinute period5 
varies from 1 to 4 
Current peak inf i l t ra t ion 
rate 
Day of month or year 
Number of days of storage-
gage input rainfal l 
Day of year for corre­
sponding storage gage 
rainfal l 
Number of 15-m5.nute per i ­
od, varies from 1 to 4 
Counter used in routing 
time-area histogram 
el.eir.ents 
Counter used in adding 
Month-of-year counter for 
daily flow output table 
_ _  _
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DD27

DD30

DD33

DD34

DD35

DD38 
DD45

DDCOM

DDELDR*

DDL 
DDL!! 
rmv* 
DDY*

DDYEAR

DDYR1*

DDYR2*

DD2

PE 
DEC 
DEEPL 
DEIDR* 
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

F

I 
I 
F

I

I

I

I

F 
F 
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 
1 
* n on 
10, 20

1

1

1

1

1 
1 
,
— ,. ,

•
-
cfs/in
.
_
—
-
in

.,

— •

cfs/in

 Day-of-moiith counter for

daily flov output table

Counter for error tc.ble

intervals

 Counter fci; over land-flow

sorting

 Counter for hourly rain­

fall sorting

Counter for printing 2 0

peal; rainfall and run­

off events

Day-of-year counter for

computing error table

s ta t i s t ics

 Word counter for alpha­
numeric output; 
 Control used in combining 
subv;atershed flc>:3 
 The number of cubic feet

pex" second per inch of

ordinate uccd in plot­

ting the arithri/jtic

hydro^raph

Day of year 
Day of year of ]cr:t day 
of ra;evious month 
ir.dividni! storn riot 
Label of oTH.ir.atft for 
individual t^orr-i o'lot 
 Control uocd in coifin­
ing subv?atershod flows 
 Last two digits of first 
year in water-yenr 
 Labi Lv;o digits of second 
year in v;a tor -year 
 Number of tirp.3*-area~histo­
gran eleuents still to

be routed

 Equilibrium surface deten­

tion storage (pervious

surfaces)

 Overland floTj tiir.e index

(pervious surfaces)

 Index controlling infil­

tration rate of soil

surface moisture

 Tha number of cubic feet

per second per inch of

ordinate used in plot­

ting the lc

hydrogrrph

13 
ELH 
EM1N* 
EN 
ENA 
EP 
EPX 
EPXK* 
ERR 
ETL* 
EVCR­
F* 
Fl 
FJ3 
F3 
FA 
FACT* 
FACTO?. 
FDD30 
FDPY 
FFl 
FF3 
FLO* 
FLOO 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
I 
F 
F 
•p 
F 
F 
F 
1 
1 
12 
1 
1 
1 
1? 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
15 
1

1

1

366 
1 
in/day 
in 
in/ TINC 
in/hour 
cfs 
in 
in 
in 
in 
i n 
i n 
i n 
c f s 
c f s 
V'at^rshed evaporation 
iiiOM exposed water sur­
faces 
The minimun. valu'i of EN 
Factor varying Infiltra­

tion by season

End of the month values

of EN

Lake evaporation during

day bain3 ana 1yz0d

Current interception rate

Maxiv.ium intercop t ion r«r.te

for a dry \:atcrshcd

Difference between average

daily and recorded

synthesized fIces

Pre 1 ir.iinary estir^te of

lake evaporation during

day being analyzed

Fraction of the total

watershed in stream

surface

Monthly evaporation pan

coo, f r.ici.t'ul •.

Fraction of the Loiai

watershed in forest:

Infiltration uater reach­

ing ground s:&ter

Tota1 inf11tra t ion

Infiltration \iatc±' held

in the soil

Current month of the

vater year

Fraction of incoming ra­

diation not absoebw-.d by

snow as a function of

albedo

V n^ ?-/s.t**r which 
Into r/a^p s tc r ­
•^.ge snd (Ivy prounri 
exrressed as i neres 
over t!if* vp.t^ rsi"1*.']. 
DD30

DPY

Water in f i l t r a t ing from

soil surface storage 
to groundv;a tcr 
Water inf i11rating from

soi l surface storage

but remaining in coil

Recorded average daily

ilov;

F1 cv in t e xxc 1 b o urvi a ry

printed on error tc-.ble
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BELDR1*'­
DELDR2* 
DELT 
DELT5 
DEN 
DEPTH 
DGM* 
DKN* 
DL* 
DPY 
DR 
DROllG* 
DHRCRG* 
DX 
DY 
E* 
EDF* 
EF*

ELD I F *

in The spacing between tic 
marks for the orclinate 
of the logarithmic 
hydrograph 
F in The spacing beLv;aen tic 
narkjs for the ordinate 
o f  t h •:: a r i t h r;t 21 ic 
hydrograph 
days/in The nurv.ber of days per 
inch of abscissa used 
in plotting the ar i th-
metic and logarithmic 
hydrographs 
in The spacing between tic 
marks for tho aLociosa 
of the arithmetic and 
logarithmic hyclrographs 
F Snow density 
F Average depth of snov? on 
ground 
Rate of snovnualt from 
ground heat 
1 19 Program control array 
F 1 i  n The dash length useu ±\\ 
plotting the synthesized 
hydrographs 
I 1 Number of days in the 
year 
F 366 c f s Synthesized average daily 
flow 
F 1 The numsric lable for the 
minimum value of the 
ordinate at the axis 
origin for the loga­
rithmic hydrograph 
The numeric label for the 
minimum value of the 
ordinate at the axis 
origin for the ar i th-
metic hydrograph 
1 in I-ocp.^on factor for ia -
b^lline tYfi abscissa 
of th<* detail st^rm 
F 1 i n Location factor for la-
te l l ing the ordinate 
for ito ?torr r iot 
F 366 i  n Daily pan evaporation 
F I Index for estircatir.g soil 
surface moisture stor­
age 
F 1 Bvap or a 15 on-in f i11 ra t ion 
factor 
F 1 1000 ft Elevation difference 
between base therr.oir.eter 
and moan elevation of 
drainage basin 
15 
FRAC hr The selected rcvtA nr "tame 
incrcrwt (Ti::C)~ x_ 
pressed as a decinal 
GM* 
GUP 
GWS* 
F 
F 
F 
1 
1 
1 
in
in/hr
in
 Conduction melt (ground) 
 Ease flow 
 Current value of ground­
water slope index 
GWSA F 12 in End of r.ionth values of 
GWS 
HAAP I 12 Day of calendar year of 
last day of previous 
month (over the calen-
MRP 12 — ~  — Day of calendar year of 
last day of previous 
month (over the v;ater 
year) 
HARPDR 12 cfs Synthesized average daily 
flow 
KOUR I 1 — . Current hour of the day 
IIRDEC F 1 hr Current tine of ovr ex~ 
pressed as a rlecin?=l 
KRM F 1 min Time oi ilood peal; (r;4-
hour clock) 
KRM12 F 1 trtin Afternoon tin-3 of flood 
peak (12 hour clock) 
I I 1 Counter (most often day 
of year) 
11 I 1 . Day of the year loop con­
trol parameter 
12 I 1 
_ Day of the year loop con­
trol pcrarr.ifer 
ICKT I 
- Number of days for wh?\ch 
15 minute storm details 
have been printed cut 
so far 
- Density of. new fallen 
snow 
IFACTR F in/hr/°day Basic snowmelt rate 
II I Counter used in i;riting 
synthesized daily 
streanflows 
IIOUT Day of the year of first 
day of storm detail 
output requested 
IJK — —  — Hour of the day used in 
reading hourly rain-
fail data 
IJK1 T X. 1 Hour of the day loop con­
trol parameter 
IJK2 I 1 Hour of the day loop con­
trol parameter 
IJK3 I 1 Day of the year 
IND I 1 — Error table interval 
counter 
INTF

INUM*

10UT*

I P J 
IRC* 
IRC4 
IRRR 
ISEP

ITABLS

ITI*

IZ

IZL

J

J2

JJ

JJJ

JKL

JKI2-1

JZ

K

16 
in/hour Current rate at: which in­
terflow is entering 
channel 
I 1 Number of days of storm 
detail output rcqv-cstcd 
I 1 Day of the year of current 
day of storm detail out­
put being provided 
c* c 1c vs''c o
 t 
v;hich entire basis is 
covered with snow 
I 1 Day counter for reading 
daily evaporation data 
F 1 Daily interflow recession 
constant 
F 1 12-minute interflow re­
cession constant 
I 1 Control variable for com­
bining subv;atershed 
f lov?s 
in An evaporation parameter 
used to vary infiltra­
tion 
Control variable for 
printing headings of 
storm detail table 
F 1 in Index precipitation for 
changing snow albedo 
I 1 Nurrber of elements in 
read titp.o-area histo-
gram 
Number of elements in 
low flow tiias-area 
histogram 
I 1 Hour-of-the-day counter 
I 1 Hour counter for appor­
tioning storage gage 
rainfiall 
Day counter used in 
writing synthesized d 
daily flows 
I Element couater used in 
reading inpur arrays 
I Counter used to print-' 
out daily soil mois­
ture values 
Control variable for 
printing daily soil 
moisture table 
Number of elements in 
current tius-area 
histogram 
366 Daily r&tio of average 
r a ?.u t a 11 ove r ba s i n t. o 
average rainfall at re­
cording g^ge 
Kl*

K24EL* 
K?4L* 
K3* 
KIKT* 
KJI 
KK4 
KRN 
KS

KJiC* 
KSF* 
KV24* 
KV4 
L* 
L I Q S * 
LIQI-J 
LIRC4 
LKK4 
LKV4 
LN11A.T 
LKRATii

F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
I 1 
F 
F I 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 • 
F 1 
F I ft 
F 1 in. 
F 1 in 
P 1 
F 1 
P 1 
F 1 
17

Long-term ratio of aver­
age rainfall over basin 
to average raxwfall at 
parar.;vjter

r<'.r*aiu21er inc'.icr.ting

groundvater flow leav­

ing basin

Soil evaporation para­

raater

Fraction of snow falling

o.i forest: intercepted

by trees

Counter usad in day loop

control

Daily base flow recession

constant

Hourly base flow recen­

sion constant

Daily ratio of avera:^ "­

rainfall over ba&in t.c

average rainfall at re­

cording gage

Current value, of stream-

flow routing parameter

(through theoretical re­

servior)

Strear.now ro-jtin^ para­

meter for low flows

Streamflow rout 1113 para­

meter for flood flows

Daily base flow recession

adjustxr:2nt factor

Hourly base flow reces­

sion adjustment factor

Ifcan overland flow path

length

Liqu id -w a te r -ho lei ing

capacity of the SMC.J

Liquid water held in

snowpack

Logarithm of IRC4

Logarithrti of KK/i

Logarithn of KV4

Current ratio of soil

moisture storage to

soil moisture storage

index

Soil r:o5sl:ure index used 
in c s t imsting c urrent 
iiii:iltratiori rale 
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LOS

LSF

LZI

LZS'*

LZS1

LZSA

LZSH*

MAXRAT*

MEANAC

M2AKSY

MIHH*

MINTIA

MINTLS

KM

MODDAY

MSEVAP

MSEVEP

MSN1

MSN2

MXRA

KXRO

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

I

I

F

F

I

1

F

1

1

12

1

1

1

12

1

1

1

12

1

1

1

21

21

in

in

in

in

in

in

in

cfs

cfs

cfs

in

in

in

in

in

in

G r o n n d v P. t<•? r c v ap o r a t i. o n

Direct r unof£ and inLer­

flow routed to bar.in

outlet

Intericc-dlatie soil mois­

ture pnrnuc-'ter for esti­

mating inf iltration

Current soil n.oisture

storage

Beginning of year soil

moisture storage

End of the rr.onth soil

moisture storage

Soil noisture storage

index

Maxiraam rate of negative

sno;;m^  11 acc uniula t ion

Synthesized average daily

streaiafiov; over the

year

Recorded average daily

streamflow over the

year

Flows are printed out

each hour of the day

if the flov; in any

hour exceeds this a­

laount

Monthly snov; moisture

lost; by interception

Current sum of snov; mois­

ture lost by intercep­

tion during month

; Yearly; counter used to

increment the individ­

ual ptom data

Month of the year

Day of rtlie month

Monthly snov; evaporation

Current, sum of snov; ,.

moisture lost by evap­

oration

Statcircnt number used in

day loop control

Statement number used in

day loop control

Twenty highest clockhour

rainfall events during

year

Twenty highest clockhour

runoff events during

year

Word counter for alpha­

numeric output
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KIGITrlL in Kegati\c; ;:p.ov.1 ;•'•..^  I.e. ra ter 
curiTcnlrly in r.no;.'pack 
(indicates h:-i t iiccclod 
NINC 
KN-­
NNU* 
NXDAY 
KXIIf 
PI* 
PI SUM 
P3 
P4 
PA 
PACK 
PAR 
PR 
PR3 
PRE 
PPXC* 
PRODIF 
PX 
QQO* 
QQQ* 
F 1

F 1

100 
F 
F 
366, 
1 
24 in 
in 
F 
F 
1 
1 
in 
in 
F 1 in 
F 1 
F 1 in  / TING 
F 1 in  / TING 
P 366 in 
F 1 csf2 
F 1 in/hr 
A 10 
A 13 
A 14 
The nunh^r of 
of the rev.tins: tine 
int^rv^3. per h.our 
Han.ling's n for cv2rland

flov; on soil surface

Manningfs n for overlar.d 
fie;.1 on iir.parvioas sur­
face 
Monthly counter for pre­
paring or writing month­
ly suumary output 
Days with flood flcjs used 
for combining subwater­
sheds 
Day counter used ?_n com­

bining subv.'atcrshed

flows

Hourly recorded rainfall-

array

Variable for survo.ing

hourly rainfal ls over

day

Residual rainfal l after

interception depletion

Residual rainfal l after

soi l surface ir.oicture

depletion

Pervious fraction of 
v?atershed surface

Current snowpack water

Reciprocal of PA

Current rainfall rate

Current interception

rate 
Fraction of incoming

moisture retained in

soil surface or soil

storage

Storage gage daily rain­

fal l toc-1

Sum of the products for

correlation

Average rainfal l over

basin

Description of gr-^ c- lo­

cation

Title of conputer run

Tit la of ore', incite for

runoff h

20 
QT

QTI

RADM

RATE

RECE

RES

RFC*

RGX

RIGIQ

RM

RNA

RNB

ROFF

ROS

RQOUT

RX

S

SAB198

SABC

SABCFS

F 1

F 1

99

F 1

F 1

F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 22 
F 1 
F 1 
in

in*

in/hr

in/hr

in

in

in/hr

in

in

in

in

in

in/TTNC

in

cfs

AF

cfs

in

Thermal quality of the

snowpacie

T|I 2 in 11 i3.1 the rr"i 1

quality of freshly

fallen sno;;

Total direct runoff and

interflow corning into

stream by histogram

interval

Radiation i:.jlt

The incremental cold

content addition to

the snov.'pack

Current rate of soil sur­

face moisture infiltra­

tion

Carryover overland flow

storage on pervious

surfaces

Exponent for equation

V=K'.-Q--Rrc used in sub­

routine "RTVARY"

Water entering Interflow

storage

Current strcamflov; routed

downstream by time-area

histogram

>islt due to rain

Recorded annual precipi­

tation

Annual rainfall plus

Current direct runoff and

interflo;; coming into

stream

Current overland flow

reaching stream from

pervious surfaces

Direct runoff plus in­

terflow for storm de­

tails table

Current direct runoff

Standard error of synthe­

sized flow by flovj in­

terval

Annual runoff

Variable used to sum

synth-r-ized daily flc.c

(sub\;arershed)

Total synthesized annual

runoff
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SABD

SABM

SAE'f

SAETA

SCASS

SCF*

SDUN

SDIV*

SDR

SE*

SEP

SERA

SERACS

SERR

SEVAP

SF

SFM

SFX

SFXE

SGRT*

F 1 
F 1 
1 
F 12 
F 1 
F 1 
F 366 
F 366 
F 366 
F 1 
22 
22 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F I 
F 1 
I 1 
cfs

cfs

in

in

cfs

cfs

in

in

cfs

cfs

cfs

in

in

cfs

cfs

in/ TIKC

Variable used to run re­

corded daily flcjc

Variable used to SUM re-

A - ,• 1 >. rl .

(total \.if;t

Variable UL\ i to ?u:i syn­

thesized net evapora­

tion

Synthesized monthly net

evaporation

Total nuv.bar of daily

strennf 1O*JS syntlie sized

within current error

table interval

Multiplied by recorded

snowfnll to account for

moisture missed by th2

gacc

Current snov?pack density 
Daily diversion data 
Array used in conMni^g 
synthesircd dai 1 y f 1 ov;s 
among watersheds

Daily snow eve.porc t i on

potential

An evaporation parsrcster

used to vary infiltra­

t ion

Sum of absolute errors of

synthesized flows by

interval

Average absolute error of

synthesized flows vithin

flow interval

Algebraic sum of errors of

synthesized flows by flow

interval

Daily snow evaporation

loss

Current value of direct

runoff and interflow

routed to basin outlet

Synthesized peak strearr.­

flow for day

Current synthesized stream-

flow

Current synthesized stream-

flow

Hour of the day at which

storage gr.ye rainfall

is read

22 
SGRTT

SGW* 
SGW1 
SGVJA 
SGWEA 
SHFT 
SHED

SINT

SINTA 
SL* 
SKSLT 
SMINTL 
SMSURS 
SOILM 
SPET 
SPrTTA 
SPR 
SPRA 
SPRM 
SPRMA. 
SPX1 
SPX2 
SQER

F 
F 
F 
F 
1 
F

F

F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
1 
1 
12 
12 
1 
12 
1 
1 
1 
1 
366 
12 
12 
1 
12 
1 
12 
1 
1 
22

i n 
in 
in 
i n 
m 
in

in

i n 
i n 
i n 
i n 
i n 
i n 
i n 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
i n 
i n 
cfs

Last hour of the clay bo-

fore storage <;czo rain­

fall is read

Oroimclwo. tar no is t: are

g

Beginning of year ground-

w&ter moisture storage

End of month groundwater

moisture s corage

Synthesized base flov;

during month

True if time-area histo­

gram chifted during

current hour

Sura of currant moisture

entering surface run­

off plus interflows

Variable used to sum

synthesized daily in­

ter £lows

Synthesized interflow

during month

The space length used in

plotting the synthe­

size.^ hydrogr&phs

Total-amount of n.slt

from the snovjpack

Annual snow interception

loss

Annual sno\-7 evaporation

loss

Daily coil moisture stor­

age array

Potential evaporation

during month

Potential evaporation

during inonth

Variable used* to" sum re­

corded average rainfall

over, basin

Average rainfall recorded

on basin during month

Variable used to sum rai.n

plus snowmeIt

Total rain plus melt dur­

ing month

Annual snowfall moisture

Annual snowfall moisture

reaching ground

Sum of squares of errors

of syr>t"h<?s5 7.ed flows

by flow interval
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SRC

SRFSN

SRGX

SROS

SS*

SSAET

SSEP

SSERA

SSKPAQ

SSDPJl

SSDRRQ

SSF

SSGR

SSGWF

SSIKT

SSNCPS

SSPET

SSRT

SSTER

ST

SUMRAN

T? 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F I 
F 1 
cfs

in

in

in

in

cfs

cfs

cfs

cfs

in

in

in

in

in

Fraction of overland flow

rr.oist ure s Lorage re ac 11 ­

ing channel

of snow

Variable used to sum re­

corded daily flows from

Ncvembf:-»- through March

Current water in interflow

storage

Clockhour runoff event for

sorting in I'yjlO

Average ground r.lope vrith­

in watershed

Synthesized annyal net

evaporation

An evaporation parameter

used to vary infiltra­

tion

Grand total of absolute

errors of synthesi 20:l

flows

Average absolute error of

synthesized flows

Grand algebraic totpl of

errors of synthesized

f lov.'S

Average error of synthe­

sized flows

Hourly total of cl.irr-ct

runoff and intcrflo\;

routed to basin outlet

SCRTT

Variable used to sum

synthesized daily base

flows

Total synthesized annual

interflow

Total recorded annual

flow from November

through March

Annual lake evaporation

Square root of SS

Sum of the standard

errors

Number assigned record­

ing rain gage by Weath­

er Bureau

Rainfall total for esti­

mating effect of rain­

fall on snow albedo
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SUMTR

SWA*

SYDIF

SYM*

Tl

T2

TAREA*

TCOKC*

TDK;.7*

TDPT

TEMP

TIKE

TIMHDX

TIKC*

TMAX*

TMIN*

TOHD

TOND IF

TONE

TCKM

TOTFW

TOT

TR

F

F

A

F

F

F

I

F

F

F

F

I

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

37

12

1

1

1

1

3.5

356

1

1

1

1

366

366

12

1

12

IS

1

1

cfs

mi2

nun

•P

°F

in

min

°F

°F

cfs

cfs

cfs

cfs

in/ TIKC

_ (l

Sncr.;i>lJ. total for eiitA­

l.iaUing cfrncL of r:\ov.'­

fall on Siic-v.1 a.lbadc

Variable u^ed to su;a

hourly streanji:Jp".:s

Incidence of inccraing

radiation by tii:.2 of

year

Difference between a syn­

thesized daily streara­

flow and the Vizcax syn­

the s i^ed &trcaraClow

Title of abscissa for

runoff hydrograph

Average 4 a.m. tompera­

turc over v;atershod

Average 4 p.m. te»:nera~

ture over watershed

Total v;atershed drainage

area

The tine for vat or orig­

inating in th« :7iost re­

mote rerricn to reach

the neasurinr station

5 degree tei-.o^ rati'ie in*­

crernents corresponding

to knotfn vapor prossuroc

Average dally devrpoint

te^^^raturcs

Hourly calculated tenp­

eratures over the v;ater­

shed

Daily incremsnt of abscissa

used in plotting the run­

off hydrographs

Snovj albedo index

The selects routing

interval in riinute3

Haximuia recorded tempera­

ture during day

Minimum recorded tempera­

ture during day

Total recorded strean­

flov? by end of month

Total recorded stream-

flow during month

Total (subvatershod) syn­

thesized strcamflow

through end of month

TONE over total, watershed

Total flow

The hourly stored thermal

quality of the snov?

hourly ctrccr.i­

f lows

25 
in:? 100, Synther-1/ed houriy strcr.r-.i­
flo:.c sc.ved for coi;:bin­
ii ig siiI'•*.?:*;':ev311e.ds 
TZN F 1 i  n 1'() t :-. 1 Synthr ' S 5 v;c rl rr»  ^I1-^  1 
bascf ic ; 
UDE F 1 i  n Equililriuu; surface deten­
tion sterai\e (i\..parvious 
surfaces) 
UDEC F 1 Overland floT.: tii\2 index 
(iir.pcrrvious surfaces ) 
UPR F 1 in Cvirrent overland flcv: on 
impervious furij.r>ccs 
URES F 1 in Carryover overlriivl flow 
storage o n irt;p c rv 1o u s 
surfaces 
UROS in Current overland flow 
reaching stream from 
impervious surfaces 
USRC F 1 SRC (impervious surfaces) 
USRCC F 1 SRCC (iv.pervious surfaces) 
UZI F 1 Intermediate soil surface 
moisture storage para­
meter for estimating 
depletion 
uzs* F 1 in Current soil surface 
rooisture storage 
UZS1 F 1 in Beginning of year soil 
surface moisture stor­
age 
UZSA F in End of the month soil sur-
UZSN F i in 
face moisture storage 
Soil surface moisture 
storage index 
USXNA F 12 in End of the month value, of 
UZSN 
VAP* F 15 xnb Vapor pressure increments 
corresponding to knovm 
temperatures 
VAPRES mb Average vapor pressure 
over the watershed per 
hour 
VOLUKE* F 1 ac-ft Volume of "water assigned 
to swamp storftr« and 
vw* F 366 tnpd 
dry ground recr. ir^r 
Average daily wind move­
ment 
WIND F 1 mph Average hourly wind move­
ment 
we* F 1 Water contert of snow at 
saturation 
WSG* F l Storage gage v;eighting 
factor 
26 
IAX* 
XLEN 
XC?G* 
10 
10 
in 
in 
XSYM in 
XTIC* 
XUHIT* 
10 
10 
in 
hr/in 
XX 366, 24 in 
YAX* 
YEAR* 
YLEN 
YORG* 
F 
F 
F 
F 
10 
1 
1 
10 
in 
AF 
in 
YR* 
YRDET* 
YSYM 
I
F
 1 
1 
YTIC* F
F
 10 
 10 
i  n 
cfs/in 
YY 366, i  n 
The length of abscissa

for the indiniduAl

stonn plot

Hour of day converted

to individual storm

p~ot scsde

Kursric Dftbel for the

nininun value of the

abscissa n.t the 5.xis

oririn for the in-

d 1 vidn -»1 storre rfl.ot

Horizontal location fac­

tor for icbelinj the

abscissa of the runoff

*-~j v w - • ' o * • " - - 1 * - * 
The spacing betre^.n tic

marks for the abscissa

of the detail storm plot

The number of hours per

inch of abscissa used

in p]otting the in­

dividual storm

Hour of day expressed as

a decinal converted to

the individual storm

plot scale

The length of ordinate

for the detail 3+o:n r:..Tot

Recorded annual stream-

Streanflow in cfs convert. 
ed to storn plot scale 
The nuneric 1P bel for th* 
mininum v.-ilue of the 
ordinate at the axis 
origin for detail plot 
Last tv:o digits of cal­

endar year-used also

in program control

The number of yc^rs of 
data for the selee^on 
storm nnalvsis 
Vertical locati.on factor 
for latoJvng the ordi­
nate of the runoff hydro-
graph 
The snacinrt betvpen tic 
marks for the ordinat^ 
of the stem nlot 
The r.v.rh^r of cubic feet 
ner seconri per inch of 
ordinate v.s^d in the 
selected st^-rn riot 
Recorded r^infail array 
for the 5*0 ^ ctc*-d routiir; 
interval c^ r>\r r^tec? to 
detail strr^. riot ?ca 
ZACD1F 
ZCDM 
ZCVM 
ZFLCAT 
ZIP 
ZLQVJ 
ZSYDIF 
ZFCK 
ZPX 
ZRADM 
ZRM 
ZTIC* 
ZTKP

ZUNIT*

ZYSNOT
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Kui.ibur of elensats in 
current tiTv.s~are.a histo-
F 1 cfs2 
gram 
Variable used to sum ACDIF 
squared 
F 366, 24 in Hourly values of r</jlt 
from condensation 
F 366, 24 in Hourly values of tr.elt 
from convection 
F 10 i n Number of elements in 
I 1 » HI II 'II 
read tirae-area hintop'r^ jn 
Control used in combining 
subwatershod f.lovs 
F 366, 24 in Hourly values of the 
F 1 cfs2 
liquid v?ntcr content 
Variable used to sun SYDIF 
F 366, 24 i n 
squared 
Hourly values of: the 
v;ater equivalent: of the 
F 366, 24 i n 
snowpack 
Hourly values of the snow­
melt runoff 
F 366, 24 i n Hourly values of the malt 
froia radiation 
F 366, 24 i n Hourly values of the malt 
from rainfall 
F 10 i  n The spacing between tic 
narks for the ordinate 
of t) e rainfall hye­
tograph plot 
F 366, 24 •F Average tewperacure on 
F 10 in/in 
the v:atershcd per hour 
The number of ordinate 
used in1 the rainfall 
hyetorraph 
in Stores the amount of pre­
cipitation that is sim­
ulated as snow 
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PRQGBAM LISTING 
The following is a program listing of the May 1972 Ohio State University 
Version of the Stanford Streamflow Simulation Model. 
The overall logic flow diagram is presented earlier in this report. An 
outline of the program is given below: 
Deck A Main Program 
Deck B Subroutine Rtvary 
(Not in operation) 
Deck C Subroutine Test 
Deck D Subroutine Snomel 
(Not in operation, subroutine has 
been replaced by a dummy) 
Deck E Subroutine Dayout 
Deck F Subroutine Eead 
(Not in operation, subroutine has 
been replaced by a dummy) 
Deck G Subroutine Dyloop 
Card columns 77 through 80 contain identification numbers for reference. 
Information regarding computer facilities required to process this program 
are given in the Part III - User's Manual report. 
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OHIO STATE U N I V E R S I T Y K * T E k S h £ C rQCEL — VERS1CN  H f MAY, 1 9 7 2 JWGCOi 
J,«.iVE K L I T Y V A ^ I A T K N S K	 JWL'002 
r c ^-:u:,3WATrRf I \»T.V«:LTf I \ . : ,,  AA:J: TIM£ ?,F CCMCTNTRATIOM JWOOO3 
C " A : . L . V " : M - C K Y VL.-NSA'- 'N LP L'ZCtMuLk 7 , 1 V 6 7 0 0 0 5 
C , A i : . . * - 1 . . I «^AL F..RTkAN TKANSLAT . CM J S T A M F L R . W A - U R S H L J MCubL 0 0 0 6 
I I I  I AN" L»-.*.M£»£S  1 L i i \C f k f l ' K A 7 E C ^ K T M I N F-EAfUKhS :..H M u L t L  I V 0 0 0 7 
C V Z R S l . ^ . ^t- : i C : ^ f i R  7 , l v t > 7 . RUN JN U . S . J . I . r . K . 2 7 0 / 1 6 S SYSTEM 0 0 0 8 
Mt AN AC 000V 
KVZ^f K2f Kl, ISF »KRNt L IC W 0010 
J P » IF ACK ,IKC»I iQ.C 0011 
U012

*^t L , U N S U013 
RCAL LI,S WM007C 
i.NT tf _-• -^i) -D26 0014 
0015 
I N C , Y K J C T LV0001 
I . *T :« 0016 
. j K , n A k P , H A A P , S G K T T , S G K T > C£ -» C.C	 0017 
0018 
0019 
1.1 MENTION FACT(1>), SWAC7) 0020

DB0007

, L ) , A T K ( 1  ( ) » Y A X C 1 0 ) , Y T I C ( 1 G ) » Z T I C ( 1 C ) , Z U N I T ( 1 C ) , LV0002 
.J.d1 ,," ) , .!•• i l l ) , A X l ^ - > o « 2 ^ ) , Y Y ( ^ e  t ; ^ ) t l K . J l ( 1C ) LVU003 
7	 0021 
C ,,',r .i\ /•  • * r. f  A : T^., ^ S F L A ' , C C ( 9 ^ ) , C , C 3 t C X t C 2 t C b t C F S 0022 
l
 r O C ^ - •(  * l . L t C JO) , ^DYR2 f u i JYk l f WM0317 
? I „ L -1  , . i. L • . Z i ^ PY , =Ct L ^ ^ t L ^ i t C A Y t s,D£EPL,DR (.366) t 0024 
2.»r  v f - v c - u i ^ )  » (  J C t,) yz P t E 7 E , v . P , £ 7 t tfcP /4TKU2tcNTkLZt 0025 
• F3 • f• *
 f r L . ( . c 6 ) tGWF-tGw MKM12 f HAk?(12) ,1 0026 
;
« T , lit, I ^ C *  , 1  t l l t ! 2 t l N T F , J * » K S F » K { 3 b 6 ) t K 
c J 11 K f-' f ^ . 4 Ltt1" C , K . 4 t L , K 3 , c Z S A ( l J» L L : S i L U W f L K V M tLSF»LNRAT,L2StL 0026 
.L i . I » L 1 . • M S t V C ^ t M X K L ( ? i ) fVXRA(21) f MINH» C02V 
c
' * ; _ ^ A Y t "•?.:: VAr (  1 * ) . Y I . - J T L A ( U ) , K I . \ T L S .
 fNXlN t ,MXDAY( l f ; i ; ) t.NEGXELtOVFLST, 003U 
91.lUTr LWfPA.^ t r' t » P K » r ' _ , ^ ^ t ^ X , p M C K t P i S u.MtPREL ( 3 6 t ) , P 1 (^66  t 2 4 ) t P A 0031 
CCM>Tf . ^ C) 0032 
CLMMc f\ r.  ( i j) »kL; f F » KCi J l f k ( V V ) t R I w I C t R f l S t R C S ,KGX t k> tRt Cfc, S I N 0033 
1 T » S A ' C • ! , - • u >,,SGRTT • , S G R T , 5 S G R , S=>RK, SPR tSPRA ( 1 2 ) , ZPE TA { I  I } , S I N 7 A C034 
2 ( 1 ^ ) » WrA ( 12) f Is. ^ . ^ M A / l . l f A C 1 I. f \  ' 1 \  C A C T  C . J L T  C t C O S F X  S * 
- ,r 
if h• » S £ ( -,6c ) t kC»SGW»SH 
j t-c ) t S . - I V t i r , K( 22) » S U 0037 
) M A X ( ^c^  ) , r'tiiM JOWM I^I runt i i \ u t j » i^ j i n .u j^n / fT IMNi_*X t 7 
& C \ t ( 1 1 J t i t l j ) t 7!M\^.( i - ) » J S r v C , U I S i s i t U 2 L , J Z l t JKOS » U P k
 fVkl S , UuE ,UDfc" C 0039 
7 , ' J t S N A ( K ) i>A ( x ^ ) , w S w , 4 . 1 D » 1 1 YR , t  N A I 1Z ) , SRF S«\ t i- Y S N C T 0040 
C L W 1 - , ' , ^ L C r I * 1 IK. f »;., f ^ r * R i  f C T l , L 1 U S » 7 J L W ( I S ) »VAP ( 15 ) , V W ( 3 t 6 ) t l l i WM0074 
, \'v. ) , K A X k n 7 t ^ P C K t l t t t J 4 ) , Z T M P ( - 6 6 t  1 4 ) , Z L ^ W ( 3 6 6 » 2 4 . ) f Z WM0075 
I P X ( 5 c t , . ^ ) M ( 2 r. f* » c 4 ) WMU077 
J l f , L Ft	 0041 
CC,\M( N I L L LVO005 
l » I C J T ( K ) t INJf.ClC) ,V v , F R A C LVC006 
A S b ( v S ) , I fct R F C , CFSO 0042 
SMQ0005

C L ' K M C »\ S A L . ( 3 c r > ) , S A . . f l ( 1 2  ) 
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^ * DE0006 
SY. V .  I t ^ T  A F w r t L A L ; L L I . V ( T h e Lr THc	 DB000V 
i.'-dMrnfjt r2rtj CBC010 
30 
r^P (5 ) - 5

1- '* (6 ) = C p

rlP (7 ) = 1

) = 1 = 1
{c 
= P (1 r ) = ? 1 ? 
;• p ( 11 1 ) =
? ) =
J ' • • " •

: =

-22 C r < •••u r-7 
o i ;yi ? 0 1 1 = 1 t 1 
•	 x AY { I ) =

20 I

2 \l \ *'

1 co ;, ( I) =

2 0 ? I = 1 t3

I) = < i • O

9 C O 
203 n^( n = o . o •  - 7 
i% r >  C 0 p 1 O J J = 1 » ? O I.W i i . : : , 
^
: : A 0 ( 5 » 6 0 0 O ) H K ' - f J J J ) ' • ' • •S^ 
c - o o i '.- 3 I T = ( o , c O o r )r,<>-{ JJJ )	 i " / r 
^Cr-r. c r ^ - i /  j (  I ? )	 >'.-/ ! 
I F ( n i ; r ( i - . ) . F P . U • ^ I T ^ ^ , ^ - 0 )	 •''  7? 
5 C G 9 F P ^ • •' A T ( ^ 1 H * '<: "r *'•'•• •.'-' ^ :" ;:: :^  : i ; *'•'••>' -•' '••'*-~;:= « :;: * :,= :::  : ' i^ ;.: ::= ^: s.s :,: :;=  : : :•:::::.:;;: :'t ;'i :;: )	 :; ? ' / V 
I F ( O K ? < l o ) . F O # 0 . V ' O • ' . . »< : • ( 1 7 ) - r n * O ) r ; n 7 r ( / . p 0 ' )	 L ' ' ' i ' •' 
f ( - Y n ^ n r , K < i ? H i X f : S D A T A i ; . , : v " l ^ 
- F A O ( 5 » 5 3 ? 2 ) - p n K r - ^ u P L ' ^ f D P L O R l t - O ^ f t i M i i t L ' O * : ! . " ^ , .;h"L »,^^ , - >: I N X , A X I S Y r(>!>li 
5 3 ^  / F r . k ? / . A T { * - < F i r  . 6 ) * • • • - • ) ( I - ­
I F ( ^ K r ( 1 5 ) . E < ~ « , 1 ) ' R I T E U > , = > ? 3 2 ) :)WliA , O f L u n t • * F L ; > l -'. 1 t  1 ^ t l . : ^ G , '• ' > C L ^ s , I ' H -«••..••« 1 7 
1 L ' " K ?  T A X l S X  f 6 X 1 S Y	 ? , • . ] .' 
I F { T K - (  1 5 ) . F f - . l ) -P. I T E  ( 6 , r 9 9 S )	 I - - O I : ] Q 
r S Y '  T H = ^ I Z ^ " 1  w Y n - t f . r . K :» D H O A S > - L C I 1  I ; T H A " . - ^ D . \ r - L - ' - ' ^ i H  V ' , : H I - ; O 
• - . - A n t 5 , 5 3 . ? ? )  o L t  S L ; ^ i/l 
I - ( 0 K : ( 1 5 } .?<•  . 1 ) ••'^  I T E ( r - , = > ? ? 2 ) O L , S L • " ^ y '  l 
I F ( O K { 1 5 ) . = n . l ) ' • : r < ! T F ( 6 , 6 ^ < ^ 9 ) •  ; •• ^ ^ 
C A L L P L ' I T C - . , . 5 = * ( ? c , - A y i Q Y )  f - 3 ) • i^h 
C A L L P L C T ^ f M - 5 . . , / . X I S X + ] f .» , - 5 . » ^ X l 5 Y + l  . , 1 ) ; * i f : ^ 7 
C 5 0 0 n o c o .= l • LV'. ••"' i n 
T : K c A = r . ' , o j ( ! 7 i 
1 1 1 1 1 C " ' : T I . I J F	 i)r,~fh 
\r i o ? Y ' ' . * 0 . ) . "i 7 y 
I F ( ' ; , - ; - ( ' " - ' . L F . ^ ' . i • n . r . K - ( ^ ) . - '  c » l ) «^n  T ^ 1 oi'lr 
^ t '  M 5 f 6 u n i J T r t v - r .  , T I ' C t Z L V - ' O U 
! c ( X ' ( b ) . F M ) ' P I T c  ( 6 , ^ 0 0  I ) T C n - c » T I ' C T 7 . L V O S M 2 
^ • n i F r w v A T ( 3 I q ,	 L / , .  l 3 
M ' C = K 7 T r C [_» , o i ^ 
F^iC= FL''.'-T (T I.'T ) / 6 0# L^ ' ' : • •> ! :> 
I F ( o , < ; { 1 5 ) . c r ' . l  ) l - ^ I T - ( r . , A Q 9 G ) ; ; • : ' ? 
r . n ? " . O P  j N \ - = l , 7 . r :•,--', 
:
" i i H ( ^ 6 " ? ) o ( J J J ) .,.- «. ^ 
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9.002	 IFtOK; ( 15 )  . c O . l ) «-'PITE ( 6 , 6 0 0 2 ) C ( J J J )

6002	 F O R M A T ! F 1 0 . 3 )

IF-!DK-V! 15 ) .EO. l )'-Jn ITE (6 fh^99)

I F! H K - ! 15 ) .En. l ) '-'P ITC (o ,6^03 ) '-'IMH

600 3 FORMAT ! c 10 .3 )

I F ( OK iNI ( 1 5 ) . E O . 1 ) v =* I T E ( 6 , 6. 9^ 9 )

R F A 0 ( 5 ,6 0 •' A ) K 1 , A R P A , A , F T L , E I' IN

IF(OKr> ( 15 ) .EO.l ) WRITE (6,6004) K 1 , ARE A, A , ETL , = 'Iv

6004 FORMAT!5F10.3)

IF(DKM( 15 ) .F.O.I )'-IP ITE (6*69-99) :

R E A D ! 5 , 6 0 f 5 ) E P X N ' , C X , E D F t L Z S N , K 3 , K 2 4 L , K 2 4 £ L ,  p F , 0 n  f CY
 ^'•*
u>

 0 0 ^ *

 00*7

) 1 ]. )

;V\ 1 1

 Oil,-!

' •' "• •'' 2 K

 Q-V)()2q

 nil 6

 0116

 u l l 7 
I F ( D K M 15 ) « E O * 1 ) W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 0 5 ) F P X M , C X , tUF , LZ 5 " ' , < 3 , K ? 4 L , K P 4 P L t c F , C ^ ' ) ! 1 v 
1 , C Y - M l ­
6 0 0 5
6 0 0 6
6 0 0 7
C
C
C
4 0 0 5
600 8
0
 FOK«'^AT( 1 0 F 8 . 3 ) ( » 1 7 0

I F ( DK rJ ( 1 5 ) • F 0 # 1 ) '*.» o I T E ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 ) 0 1 2 1

R E A n ( 5 t 6 0 C 6 ) S S , L f i ^  V n .N l f cC '-i\2?

I F ! O K N ! 1 5 ) , F 0 . 1 ) l - ' R I T F ( 6 , 6 0 0 6 ) S S , L , W M ,f- 'NU , I ^ C 0 1 ^ 3

 FORMAT ( 4 F 1 0 . 3 » F ? 0 . 1 * ^ ) ' J l X 4

I P ( DK^ ' ( 1 5 ) . F^ . 1 J W G I T E ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 )	 0 1 P ­
I F ( r iKMt 1 5 ) . E O . l ) W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 0 7 ) K S C , K S F , C H C ^ P , g .  c ^ , K V ? ^ , K K 2 4 ' ' 1 ? 7

F O K ! - ' A T ( 5 F 1 O . 3 , F ? n . I B ) S •: fif»OrS

I F ! DKN'( 1 5 ) . F ^ ,  l )WR I T F ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 )
 R E C F S S I O f - i COK«STAMTS
L I R C 4 = - A L 0 G ( I R C * )
 NO C A K " J MDMBPR 1 4 > 
I F ( OKT'C 1 ) . P O . O ) G P T 0 4 0 0 0
 D E T A I L STORM OAT A

R F A D ! 5 f 4 0 0 5 ) YROET

W R I T E ( 6 , 4 0 0 5 ) Y P O F T

 F O R M A T * 1 5 )

W R I T E ( 6 , 6  C ^ 9 )

DO ^ - 7 3 3 1 = 1 , Y R O F T

R P A O ! 5 , 6 0 0 P , ) I OUT ( I ) , I M U r ! I )

WR I T F ( 6 , 6 0 0 8 ) I DDT ( I ) , IMJ f -M I )

 FORMAT! 2 15)

I IGUT ( I ) = I HUT ( I )

I F ( Dra ( 20 ) . EO.O ) PHTH4 733

 O X T A I L STHR' . ' H Y O R O G R A P H A X E S DATA

R E A O { c- , 4 f n i ) XOPG ( I ) , X A X ! I ) , X T I C ( I ) , X U n i T ( I ) , Y( K f , ( I ) , Y i X ( I ) , YT I C ( I

1 ) , Y U f . ' I T < I ) T Z T IC ! I ) , 2 " M I T ( I )
W R I T E ( e » , * n O l )XOQr , < I ) , X A X ! I ) , X T I C ( I ) , X M ' I T ( I ) ,  Y n < f 5
1 ) T Yl.lfM I T ( I ) , 2T I C ( I ) , Z < . ^ ' I T ( I )
 ( I ) , Y AX ( I ) , YT I C ( I
4 0 0 1
4 0 0 2
* 0 0 3
4 7 3 3
 F O R M A T ! 1 0 F 5 . 2 )

R E A P ! 5 t 4 0 r . ? ) ! D n X ( I , J ) , J = l , 8 )

W R I T E ( 6  , 4 0 0 7. ) (OHX ( I , J ) , J = 1 , 8  )

 F O R ^ A T ( 8 ( I X , A 4 ) )

R E A D ! 5 , ^ 0 0 3 ) (OHY ( I , J ) , J = 1 , 2 2 )

WRITE( 6 , 4 ^ 0 3 ) (OnY( I , J ) , J = 1 , 2 2 )

 FORMAT! 2 0 A 4 / 2 A 4 )

 W R I T E ( 6 , 6 S 9 9 )

CALL P L 0 T ( r i . O , . 5 * ( 2 9 « - Y A X ( 1 ) ) , - 3 )

 0 1 ?  u 
•') I rs 1 
 o i _ 3 ^ 
L \/(«n 17 
 L V ' / * ; 1 ^

L 7 ; ) f : 2 ' '

 L V ' . M I / I

 L V I J ' * / ?

L v ' w O / '->

 L V < ^ ' > 4

 L V o n ? b

 I.V )0?.h 
 LV-) 71 
 L ^ H . / ­
LV^i -?1­
 L V ; - h ]

L H " . ^ X H>

 LV<; f . ; ^

 L V O O . ^

L ^ f ; f . ; - 4 ­

 L^r>0;-..'*

L V O n 3 7

 L ^ 0 f ! 3 ^ . 
 L V 0 P 3 9 
 L ^ ' i i i i o 
 LV )()4 1 
 L j - ' ! " ' 4> 
L w O(^ -5 
 l . \ 'Of )^^ 
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4000

I F ( 0 K K ' ( 1 5 ) . P ) WRITF(6»6OO9) SGW ,UZS»LZS t

6009

I F ( O K M I S ) . 6 0 . 1 ) W R I T E ( 6 » 6 9 9 9 )

REAO(5»61G1) VOLUME

IF(OKN< 1 5 ) . f . 0 , l ) W R ! T F ( 6 » 6 1 0 1 ) VOLUMF

6 1 0 1 F0«i4AT( F l f - « 2 )

IF (OKM( 1 5 ) . F 0 . 1 ) V.RITE ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 )

IF ( 0 K M Q 2 ) . N F . 1) GO TH 1 9 9 0 3

I Z = 2 
ZFLOAT = Z

IZL=(10.0**RFC)*ZFLHAT+0 # 5

JZ=99

DO 19904 I = I t 12

19904 C * A S t ( I ) = C ( I )

SFX = 1 . 0

CALL RTVARY (C tCC «C6ASP. t C H C A P » I Z t I Z L t JZ * r < F C , S H P T f S F X )

1 9 9 0 3 C O N T I N U E

4 AET = 0 . 0

C2 = 1.0 
PA=1.0-A~FTL

PAR=1.0/PA

EPX=FRAC*EPXM

RX=0.0 
IMTF=fi#f) 
C * * # :.c # # 
r FLO
1
-*

* * :;•• « 
GWF=SGW*LKKA*(

ROntJT=C.O

RES = O.C

URES = 0.0

SRGX = 0.0

LSF = 0.0

RGFF = 0.0

SIf'T=C.O

SA£T=0.0

SPET=0.0

SUMS i=0.0

SU^RA!.'= 0.0

KS = KSC

CFSn = 26.PP88*ARPA

SFX = G W F - C F 5

SSRT = S "RT (SS )

c * 
C FLOW 
c•;•r = i r;. p^. # nft SS PT / ( N M ' L )

:: :;: :;: :;: 
If'ITI

: -;- ;  : ;|: :;t :;: :;: :': :': :,: :': :.: :.: ;> :'; 
( n < * { 7 } . = ' . n ) r,r T r - 7 0 0 
0148 
01f>0 
SHDOOIO 
SMH0012

0151

0153

0134

0155

0156

0157

0158

0159

0160

0161

016?

0163

0164

LV0046

0166

0167

0168

0169

0 1 7 0

o }. 7 1

0 173

0174

0 17 5

0 176

01 77

0178

0 179

OlhO

0 1 H 1

0182

0 1*3

0186

0U>7

OlhH

<)189

0 190

0 191

019?

0193

0194

D) t^

\)\ c'6

0197

i 1 Cj Q

» • ( • ; " . 
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T O E W < 2 > - 3 5 . 
TOr.Vli 3) = 4 0 . 
TOE'-.'t 5> = 5 0  . 
T D E " ( o ) = 5 5 . 
T0E ' J (  7) = 6 0 . 
T P E W t 8 ) = 6 5 . 
T0E '> ' (? ) = 7 0  . 
TOEWt 1 0 ) = 7 5 . 
TOEW( l l ) = * O . 
T D E W ( 1 2 ) = 6 5  . 
T O E w t 1 3 ) = 9 0 . 
T0EW(  1 M = c £ ^ 
T D E W t 1 5 ) = 1 0 O . 
VAP( 1) = 5 . 5 5 
V A P ( 2 1 = 6 . ^ 7 
V A P ( 3 ) = 3 , ? 6 
V A ? ( ^ r } = l ^ . O Q 
VAP(5) = 12 . 1 9 
V A P ( 6 ) = 1 4 . 6 ? 
V A P ( 7 ) = 1 7 . 5 L 
V A P ( 8 ) = 2 0 . c 6 
VAP{ 9) = 2 ^ . 7 9 
VAP( 10) = 2 ° . 3 2 
VAP( 11 J = 3 4 . 6 1 
VAP{ 12) = 4 0 . 6 7 
V A P ( 1 3 ) = 4 7 . 6 8 
VAP( 1*0 = 5 5 . 7 1 
V A P t 1 5 ) = 6 4 . 8 8 
I F A C T K = O . 
WC=o. 
IPACK=O. 
SCF= 1 .0 
E L D I F = O , 
I^^s=o. 
F= . 2 8 
KINT= . 1 5 
MAXRAT=.000 1 
I T I = O . 
Tl= 6 0 . 
T 2 = 6 0 . 
TIMN0X= 1 5 . 
DEN=0.7 
S0EM=0.7 
SPX1=O. 
SPX2=0. 
0T=0.0 
COE=.00177 
p,= . no 3? 
h P R l = . r . o o i 
L l w w = n . 
O T I = .Q-n 
f / ^ V 9 9 3r*- 1= 1 
T " A X ( ••• n =  r - . 
T ••' ! \ ( *•"  I ) = 0 . 
V i-. < v I ) = 0 . 
T D P T ( ^ I ) = 0 
A L i - ' : G (  ' I ) =  r 
Z I P = C 
'.•jf'0004 
'•/'•'0 00 6 
W 10007 
-."-'0011 
'•!•'• 001? 
'•."•'.00 13 
i;"--.ooi^ 
'.
r:;oo  15 
•..f.'f,01f. 
"MOO  1 7 
.'.''0021 
'•'00?. 4 
' " ' 002 5 
'•'v.002 6 
•i-i00?7 
f. ,0030 
;•/ -'.oo A 1 
'•' '004? 
! > i i ) 0 4 4 
••/ ^ O ' t A 5 
'.•J1'0046 
':. 10 047 
•••'005? 
'• -On 53 
^ ' • • • 0 0 5 4 
... -0055 
..' •'• 0 f:• 5 6 
".•.••••.00r>9 
'.•! -'.0Ci6n 
V'";0061 
,: 006 2 
'.'•006 3 
'•• - ' 0 1 J 6 4 
.-. tO( ;6 5 
i v " ' 0 0 6 f 
w ' o r 6 7 
\ - ; - '0 ' i69 
,-;•••  on  7n 
-,••-•  on 7 2 
- 0073c o i, -a n 
700 
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NXIM=O 
40 R £ A O ( 5 , 5 3 3 3 = 50 )00Q • "'•'•0030 
GO TO 40 
50 IF ( O K N { 1 5 ) . F O . l )  '-'RITF(6,5333! 0^0032 
5333 FDR^ATf 2 0 A M 
I F ( OKNl 15) . F . O .  m )WRIT6(6,6999) 0215 
C ?EGI ' " NEW YEAR 
1 L2S1=LZS 021 
U2S1=UZS 021*. 
0219 
ZYSNOT=0. W-036 5 
LV0047 
IF( DKNM 20 ).E0.0) LV0048 
LV0049 
PLOTTING THE ^FTAIL STORM HYOROGRAPH AXES LV0050 
CALL PLOT(XAX(^)+o.$ fo.O,-3) LV0051 
CALL PL OT^0 (-5 , t XAX ( MM ) +1 0. , - 1 . , YAX ('•' A) • 1 • , 1 ) LV0O52

CALL AXIStr. tO.,^H »-4,XAX ( MM )f 0.0 , XORG ( WM ) ,XUM IT I •'•'< LV0O53
• ) ,XTIC(MM) )

0X= 1 .75 LV0054

004006 1=1,8 LV0055

CALL SYMBPL(OXt-,f»f.2 8»Dnx(MM, I ),0. ,4) LV00S6

4006 DX=0X+4.5 LV00 57

CALL AXIS (O.,0. t4K ,4?YAX (MM) ,90. , YORGfMM) , YC»^IT f Mfi) , YT IC I W«) )LVOO58

DY=1.0 LV00 59

DO 4007 r=l,22 LV0060

CALL SYMBOL (-1.0,0Y, .28,Of)Y(MM,I ) ,90# ,4) LV0061

4007 PY=0Y+1.2 LV0O62

CALL PLOT ( XORG (HM)tYAX(M!M) ,3) LV0063

4734 DO 202 1= 1,22 LV0064

CAS(l)=0.0 0221

S(I)=0.0 0222

SERR(I)=0.0 0?23

SERA(I)=0.0 0224

202 SOER«I)=0.0

0226

DO 4444 1=1,21	 02 27

MXRO( I) = 0.0

MXRA( I) = 0.0

4444 CONTINUE 0230

P1SUM=O.O 0231

DDL=274

I F ( DDCOM.LE .0 .Afv'n. OKN ( 8 ) . EO. 1 ) GO TO 5 0?33 
REA0(5,601O)nOY=l,P0YR2,YFAR 0/34 
IF( 0KIH 15) . E O . l ) ' • 'R ITE(6 ,6010)0DYRl ,00YR2O 02 35 
6010 FQRMAT(2I3,F10.1 ) 02 36 
IF(OKN{ 15 ) .E0 .1 )V f ^ ITE<6 ,6999 ) 0237 
READ(5,533MQQO 02 38 
IF(OKN'( 15) .EO.l ) WRITE(6,5334) 000 02 39 
5334 FORMAT(19X,15A4)	 0?40

02^1

T .:0Y IS ALPHAf-'Mf-'ER IC O^ T^ i FOR LABELING THr GRDI"4AT= uF TH«= t

C HYOPOGRAPH—THIS S^^^LC hr CHAfiGED FOR F A C H W A T F ? Y^AP A\»i) tM0P35

6090 FO«MAT{1X,14A4) »)H 00 3 7

If=( y<" ( 15) .PO.l ) -A'P I TP (6,6090)

I = (0<'-i( 15 j.cn.n .-'RITE (6,6 999) ••^0039

DPY=365

0 24 3

I-(0* ( 1 ).M:*1 ) T'l 5 00 
ICM = r,	 n ? ^ 5

35 
i r v j T I ' " ' ) = J I P " T ( M " )

5 0 0 >-ARP( 5) = 5 °

I F ( DPY • = . - . ? r 6 )  UAD.P (*> ) = 3 6 D .

I F ( n « * ( 3 ) . - t . r . ) n n TO 7

~>n 90 11 J J v t = 2 7 ^ , 3 6 0 , 1 0

REAO(5 , 6 0 1 1 ) F ( J J J )

9 0 1 1 I P ( D K M 1 5 ) . 6 0 . 1 ) " R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 1 1 ) E t J J J )

I F ( OKNi 1 5 ) • F n . 1 ) l - i 3 I T E ( 6 , 6 9 9 Q )

;(• 9 0 1 2 J J J = I t 2 7 3 , 10

R5AH(  5 t 6 f 11 ) ?< J J J . )

S 0 1 2 I F ( O K N ( 15 J . P - ^ . l ) ' - 'R ITE ( 6 * 6 0 1 1 ) E ( J J J )

I r ( n K N ( l 5 ) . E ^ . l ) W K l t e ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 )

!
""0 2 H 7 J= 1 , 9

DO 2 0 8 I - 2 7 ^ f ? 6 ^ » 1 0

I P J = 1+J

2H8 F.( I P J ) = E <I ) 
0 0 2 C 7 1= 1 , 2 7 3 * 3 0 
I P J = 1 + J

1P( I P J . r , T . ? 7 ^ ) r.n TO 2 0 7

E( 1 P J ) = E ( I )

2 0 7 CONT I ' iUE

E.(3 6 6 ) = E ( 5 9 )

F ( 3 6 5 ) = F ( 3 6 3 )

E ( 3 6 M = E ( 3 6 3 )

GO TO  c 9 0 7

7 OH 9C 14 J J J = 2 7 4 t 3 6 5 
k P A O ( 5 , ^ 0 1 1 ) E ( J J J )

CQ14 I F ( OK^ ( 1 5 ) . 5 0 . 1 ) < - ' R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 1 1 ) E ( J J J )

6 0 1 1 F f i k ^ A T ( F 6 . 3 )

I F ( D K M 1 5 ) . E O . l ) ' * P I T f c ( 6 f 6 « 9 ^ ) 
0 0 9 ) 1 5 J J J = 1 , 5 Q 
? C A T < 5t6<" 1 1 ) r ( J J J ) 
9 0 1 5 I.F( OK .'( 15 ) * E O . l ) WCf I T E ( 6 ^ 6 0 1 1 ) E ( J J J )

I F l D K M t 1 5 ) . E O . l ) ' - ; ^ I T E ( 6 t 6 9 9 9 )

I F ( . 0 K r < 1 5 ) . P O . l ) J R I T E ( 6 t 6 0 1 1 ) F ( 3 6 6 )

IF ( DK< ( 1 5 ) . P O . 1 )W-? I T E ( 6 , ^ 9 9 9 )

5555 D O 9 O 1 7 J J J = 6 0 * 2 7 3

R F A O ( 5 , 6 0 1 1 ) E ( J J J )

9017 I F ( 0 K M I S J . F O . l ) ' - ' f t I T E ( 6 » 6 0 i n F ( J J J )

I F ( DK"f'( 1 5 ) . E M . . l ) W R I T E ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 )

9907 DO 9 0 1 ? J J J = 1 » 1 ?

REAO( 5 t 6 0 1 2 ) E V C . P ( J J J ) 
9013 I F ( D K N ( 15 ) . F 0 . 1 ) W R I T E ( 6 t 6 0 1 2 1 J J J ) 
6012 F D R M A T f F I O . 3 ) 
I F ( DKN( 15 ) . c n . l ) ' / « I T E ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 ) 
I F ( A E T . N E . O . O ) GO TO 9 C 1 3 
DO 9 0 2 4 I = 1 , O P Y 
9 0 2 4 AET = AET + F t I )

R ( 6 }  ^ . t F . Y

C IHfILTRATIOW 
. 0 
c 
r * ;- yj -;; ;.: !: ;:: -: # -s :,: :]i s.: v i» sj: i^ j, 
t • Z S ^  l = i - P +CX ••• P > P ( - ? • 7 --:L ZS / L I SM ) 
r> 2 *+ 9 
0  2 P'"5 
•"» ? 6 1 
1 ? h ? 
0 2^4 
0265 
0 ? 6 H 
02 7? 
0?74 
02 7 5 
0?7<S 
0 2 77 
027n 
0279 
O?f.O 
02M 
02  l'? 
02^5 
f ) ? P 6 
<) 2 « 7 
0 ? P> 8 
02 90 
029 1 
0 2 9 2 
02 94 
029S 
i»2 9 6 
0?97 
0 29 8 
0299 
0 3 00 
0301 
0303 
0>04 
n ^ n * 
0306 
0307 
36 
IF ( U Z S M . L T . 0 . 2 5 ) «.JZSN=0.?5 
9018 I F ( 0 K N ( 9 ) .ME . 1 ) GO TO ° 0 ? 3

A P T = 0 . 0

DO 8 0 2 4 1 = 1 , H P Y

8 0 2 ^ AFT=A£T+E ( I ) 
I F ( F V C R ( 6 ) . N E . l . 0 ) A E T = 0 . 7 * A E T 
I S E P = 2 4 . 0 - A E T / 3 6 5 . 0 
DO 9019 J J J = ? 7 4 , 3 6 5 
R E A D ( 5 , 6 0 1 3 ) F L O ( J J J ) 
9 0 1 9 I F ( D K N ( l 5 ) . E 0 . l ) W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 1 3 > 
6 0 1 3 FOKMAT{F10 .3J 
I F ( D K N ( 1 5 ) . E O . l ) W R I T E ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 ) 
00 5 1 0 0 J J J * 1 , 5 9 
R E A D ( 5 , 6 0 1 3 ) F L O ( J J J ) 
5100 IF (DKN( 1 5 ) . E ' ' . 1 ) WR IT E (6 , 6 0 13 ) 
I F I D K N I 1 5 ) . E O . 1 1 WRITE ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 ) 
I F ( D P Y . L T . 3 6 6 )GOTHS556 
R E A O ( 5 , 6 0 1 3 ) F L 0 R 6 6 ) 
IF (DKN( 1 5 J . E P . l ) W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 1 3 ) 
I F ( O K N ( 1 5 ) . E O # 1 ) W R I T E ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 ) 
5 5 5 6 D 0 9 0 2 2 J J J = 6 0 , 2 7 ? 
R E A D ( 5 , 6 0 1 3 ) F L O ( J J J ) 
90 22 IF(DKN< 15 J . E O . l ) ^ R I T F ( 6 , 6 0 1 3 ) 
I F ( 0 K N ( 1 5 ) . F 0 . 1 M - J R I T E ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 ) 
902 3 CONTINUE

I F ( D K N ( i l ) . N E . l ) GO TO 9 0 2 9

DO 9 0 2 5 J J J = ? 7 4 f 3 6 5

R E A O ( 5 , 6 0 1 4 ) S D I V { J J J )

9 0 2 5 I F ( D K N ( 1 5 J . E O . l ) W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 1 4 ) 
6 0 1 4 FORMAT*  c 1 0 . 3 )

I F ( Q K N ( 1 5 J . E O . l ) W R I T E ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 )

DO 9 0 2 6 J J J = 1 , 5 9

R F A 0 ( 5 , . 6 0 1 M S O I V ( J J J )

902 6 I F < D K N ( 1 5 ) . E O . l ) W R I T E ( 6 f 6 0 14 ) 
I F f D K M 15 I . F O . l ) WRITE ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 ) 
I F ( O P Y . L T . 3 6 6 ) G O T P 5 5 5 7 
R F A D ( 5 , 6 0 1 4 ) S D I \ > ( 3 6 6 ) 
I F ( D K N ( 1 5 ) . E O . l ) U R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 1 4 ) 
I F ( 0 K N ( 1 5 ) . E 0 . 1 ) W R I T E ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 ) 
5557 D 0 9 0 2 8 J J J = 6 0 , 2 7 3 
R E A D ( 5 , 6 O 1 4 ) S D I V ( J J J ) 
9028 I F ( O K N ( 1 5 ) . E O # 1 ) W R I T E { 6 , 6 0 14 ) 
I F ( D K N ( 1 5 ) . E O . l ) W R I T E ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 ) 
9 0 2 9 CONTINUE 
5 1F(OKN(7).EO.0) GO TO 9036

DO 9032 JJJ=?O5,365

READ!5,976 20)(THPT(JJJ),V'U JJJ)

°76?0 FORMAT(F7.0,F8.0?F7«O,2F5.O)

9032 IF(0KNri5J.EO.l) WRITE(6t97620)

1JJJ) ,TMIN(JJJ )

IF(DKN(15J.EO.l) WRITF(6,6999)

FLO(JJJ)

FLO(JJJ)

FLQ(366)

FLO(JJJ)

SOIV(JJJ)

SDIV(JJJ)

SDIV<366)

SDIV(JJJ)

JJJ) , T?'AX( JJJ), T>'If\t JJJ) )

TOPT(JJJ), W'tJJJ)fALANCCJJJ)»TMAX(

DO 9033 JJJ= 1 ,59

READ(5,97620)(TODT(JJJ),VW(JJJ ) ALANG( JJJ) , T«J>X( JJJ)

9033 IF(DKN'(15) .EO.l) WR I T E (6 , 97620 ) TOPT( JJJ), VW( JJJ)

1JJJ) ,TMIN<JJJ)

IF(DKM(15).EO.l) WRITE(6,6999)

IF(DPY.LT.366)G0 TO 5558

READ(5,97620) (T0PT(366),VW(366 ) ,A LANG < 366)•TMA X <366),TMIM(36A) )

IP(DKN(15 3.F0.1) WRITE(6,9762 0) TOPT( 366 ), V'l (366) f AL ANG { 366 > • T'-.AX (

1366)tTMI*.«( ^ 66 )

IF(OKi.( 15 ) . P0#l ) !-'RITF (6,6 999)

5553 DO 9035 JJJ=6n,Qf.

fif JJJ) )

( JJJ ) ,TMAX(

0308

0309

OP-0041

IJK0042

0BO043

OHO045

0310

0311

0312

0313

0314

0 315

0316

0317­

0318

0319

0320

0 321

0322

0323

0324

0325

0326

0327

032ft

0329

033 0

0331

03 32

0 333

0334

0*43 5

0337

^33P

(1339

0 340

0 341

034?

0 3^3

0344

0347

!.'•'0033

WM0091

WMQ092

../-0G93

!J!-';0034

K'MO 03 5

'.i.'10094

WMOO95

•i: 10036

W P. 00 37

I1 MOO 99

l-f-'OlOO

?7

REAn( S , 9 7 6 ? 0 ) ( T H P T ( J J J ) , V V ' ( J J J ) , A L A N G ( J J J ) , TI-AX ( J J J ) , T M M J J J ) ) 
903 5 I F ( D K ^ ( 1 5 ) • E O . l ) -'P I TE < 6 , 9 7 6 2 0 ) TOPTC J J J ) f V-'« J J J ) , A L A K G ( J J J ) , T - ' i A X ( 
1 J J J ) , T -i I ••' ( J J J ) 
9036

210

6015

6016

6991

6017

9037

9

6050

6019

211

^720

I F ( OKNt 15)• . P O . l ) 4RITE(6,6 999) 
C O N T I N U E 
DO 2 1 0 1 = 1 , 3 6 6 
K{ I ) = K1 
PREC( I ) = O . n 
DO 2 1 0 J= U 2 ^ 
P l ( I t J ) = 0 . 0 
R E A D ( 5 , 6 0 1 ^ ) 0 0 1 3 
IF< D K M 1 5 ) . F O . l )  ( ' / R I T E ( 6 f 6 C 1 5 ) 0 H 1 3 
F O K M A T f 1 3 ) 
I F ( D K N ( 1 5 ) . E P . l W R I T E ( 6 , 6 9 9 9 ) 
S G R T = 0 . 0 
IF (D013 .PO. 0) GO TO 9

READ(5,6016)WSGtSORT

IF! OK N't 15) .EO.l ) -<RITE(6»6C16)WSG,SGRT

FORMAT*F10.3,14)

IF t OKN»t 15) .E^.l )WRITE(6,6999)

SGRTT=SGRT

IF(SGRT.EO.O) SGRTT=2*

SSGR=SGRTT

DO 9037 JJJ=l»Dni?

RFAD(5,6017)00 IStPRFC(0D15)

I F( OK N't 15) .EO.l) WRITE (6,6991)

FORMAT! I4.F10.3)

IF(OKMt15).EO.l)WRITE(6,6999)

FORMAT( 13 ,F10.3)

CONTINUE

RFAO(5f6O5O)ST,YRfMn,DAYfCN

IF(OKN{15).P0.1) WRITE(6,6050)

P0KMAT( 15,312,11 )

1F(OKM1?).EO.1 )\4 RITE (6,6 999)

0015,PREC(D015)

P U N C r <\f AFTER CN ON YR .EO. 98 CAPO 
I F ( Y R . G 5 . Q 8 ) GO TP4720 
IJK2= 12* (C.M-1) + 1?

IJK3=HAAP(MOJ+OAY

READ(5,6019)(PI( 1JK3,UK) ,IJK=IJK1,IJK2 )

IF(DKN( 15 ).E0.1 ) WRITE (6,6019) ( P 1 ( I JK3f I JK) •

 FORMAT!12F5.2)

IF(OKN(15)•EO.l)WRITE(6,6 999)

IF<DPY,NE.366.PR.M0.NE.?.OR.DAY.NE.29) GO TH q

03b6

03 59

0 36 0

0361

0 36 2

',536?

0364

036 5

OP. 004 6

0366

0 36 7

03 *H

0*^ 6 9

0371

037 2

0373

0374

0 37 5

0377

037 ".

0 37 9

0 38 0

0 3«l

0 3 f* ?

03H3

LV

0 3-7

I JK= U K 1 , I JK? )	 0 391

039?

0393

039 4

0 39 5

0396

00 211 I=1JK1,IJK2

Pit 366,1 )=P1 (60,1 )

 Pl(60,I)=0.0

GO TO 9

 IF(OKN(20 ).EH.O) G0T08

C * * * * * ? V * * * * « # * * $ < ! « # *

C PLOTTING RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION  A $

^730 D0A701 1=1 ,2A

0 3 97

0 39 P.

LVOO6 7

 « $ # $ « ft « « * j^  * « * :

 USED IN T M E VJQC: L

LV0070

4 7 0 1
XX ( I OUT (MM) , I ) = ( (PLOAT (ICNT)*2A.+FL0AT(I )>-XOR^(MM) ) /XU«\'IT (f-v,) 
Y Y ( I OUT ( K X )
 f I ) = ( Y A X ( M M ) - P I ( I OUT ( M M ) , 1 ) /ZUiil T ( MM ) ) - Y O R b ("•'. i ) 
 C O N T I N U E 
L\fOOll 
LVOO72 
LV0O73 
ICNT= ICMT+1 LV0074 
4702
IF( ( iMUMt^M )+l).EO.ICMT ) GOT04702 
IOUTt >'.M) = 
GOTO4730 
 ICNT=O 
I'OUT( MM) = II OUT 
LV0075 
LVOK76 
LV0077 
LVOO78 
LV0079 
4731 004703 1=1, ?? 
38 
CALL PLOT (XX ( i n n T ( v M ) , I ) • YY I 10UT {'*" ) , ] ) , 2) Ly/oci;-1. l

CALL PLHT(XX { I PUT (»'* > , I  ) f Y Y ( I PUT (MM) f I + i ) , 2 ) Lvooj-./

CDMT IHUE LV0OH3

CALL PLOT ( XX ( IPi iT(K-* ' ) , 2 4 ) » Y Y ( I OUT ( MM ) , 2 4 ) , 2 )

CALL PLOT (XX U O U T U ' M ) , 2 4 ) , YY ( I OUT ( N»?-1) +  1 1 1 )» ?

IC«\T= ICNT+ 1 LV00H6

I  H IWM(MM ) # 6 Q . ! C - ' T ) G P T 0 4 7 0 5 LVO0H7

IOUT( N*M) = I PUT (MM)+1

G0TQ4731 LVOOP.Q

 ICNT=O LV0090

IOUT(tfM>= 11 OUT (MM)

CALL P L P K X H R n (•»'••' ) ,YHRr- ('•':.)) , 3 )

 c r : Tir-JJE 0 3 99

 BEGIM LOOP CO'TROL 0400 
CALLDYLPOP 04 0 1 
I F ( Y R . e 0 . 9 9 ) n 0 Y « = A R = 0 D Y E A R + i 
W R I T E ( 4 , 9 9 0 1 ) ( Q O C M W ) , N = l f 2 O f 1 ) 0403 
FORMAT(1H1»10X f 20A4> 0404 
WRITE ( 4 , 9 9 0 2 ) ( 0 0 0 ( 0 0 4 * )
 t 0 0 4 5 =  l f 15f 1 > , D U Y f U 040 5 
4 7 0 5
5
C
55
990 1
c 9 0 2
f.
9101 
C
C
C
r
60 66
 F 0 R M A T ( i H / , 1 5 A 4 , ^ X t 1 4 H '-'ATER
123H O . S . U . WATERSHED 
 ANNUAL SUf-'N'ARY 
SMSURS=0.0

SSIN'T=0.0

SSPET=O«O

$SAFT=0.0

RNB^O.O

7ZN=0.0 
RNA-0.0 
0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 2 ? = l t l ? » l 
RMA= RNA* SPRA(00?5 )

TZN=TZN+SGWFA

RMB-RN8+SPRMA

SSA£T=SSAET+SA5TA(OO25>

SSPFT=SSPET+SPPTA (nr)2 5>

S S INT= SS I MT +S I NT A ( 002 5 )

PLOTTING 
DELT=365«/AXISX 
DELT5=10./OELT 
 0KNU6) IS AN OPTION TO PLOT
 YEAR 19 , I 2 , 1 H - , I 2 • 7X v 0^0 6 
0407

Q4.0R

040 9

0412

0413

0414

0 419

o A 7 n

042 3

0n>0050 
0^0051 
APH 
X, 0 . , n . , l ) ^LT , f>FLT5) o 57 
0^0061 
1)^0 Of. 3 
Dp.OO64 
0^0066 
1) <. 11 n 6 
THE I . B . M . 1627 
 THE RUNOFF HYD 
 WITH RUNOFF LOGARITHMIC AMD TIMF ARITHMETIC 
 OKf.f 17) IS AM OPTION TO PLOT THE RUMHFF 
 WITH RUNOFF.ARITHMETIC TIME ARITHMETIC 
IFIOKN( 16 ) .EO.O. AMn#QKM17 ) - GO TO 9203 
I F ( ^ K ^ t ( 16 ) . E O . l ) 
I r ( 0 K i ^ ( 1 7 ) . E O . 1 ) 
X S Y M - 1 . 1 2 5 
00 6066 1 = 1 , 1 2 
CALL SYMPOL ( X < ; Y V 
 XSYN*=XSYNH3. 
I F ( 0 K « \ ( 1 6 ) . E O . 1 ) 
CALL A X I S ( 0 . , 4H - 4  t AX 
TALL A X I S ( 0 « , 0 # ,4H 
> f 0 . 
CALL A X l S ( 0 ,  f 0 . , 3 H 
CALL A X I S ( 0 . , 0 » » 3 H 
loan 
I F ( O K N ( 1 7 ) # P 0 . 1 ) 
L5L0R2) 
YSVv-=3.5 Of' 6065 1= 1 , 1 ^ Of' 6065 1= 1 CALL SYMBOL  ( - 1  . , Y S Y M , , ? r t » ^ O Y ( I ) . 
39 
^065 YSY"=YSYf+1„?

0 F L T- A X I 5 X / * 6 5 . UP-0071

IF(n K ^ ( lh J.EO.l ) CALL L P r - P L T ( F L O , O P Y , O R G R G , n P L O - < t n e L T )

IF i OKM( 16) .FP.l ) CALL L O G P L (OR,'"»DY , O5.ORG , DEL HR ,()FLT , O L , S L ) [)'M)O7 3

IP ( HKf.'( 17 ).-n.l ) CALL A k I T H P ( F L O tOP Y , O R R O R G • OD-L OS f O F L T )

CALL DLr'T (' X1SX + 9.5,O. T - 3 )

Q203 IF(DKM14),ME.1) GO TO 5004

WRITE(4,SO IB) 04? 7

5018 FPRMAT(1H/7X2OHRECOKDEO STREAM FLOWS)

CALL PAYOUT(FLO,HARP,OPY) 1) 4

WRITE(4,5019) 0 4

5019 FORMAT! 11-7//7X2 ^ HSY-MTHFS I2ED STRE AMFLOW S )

5QHU CALL DA YOl'T {OR ,HARP ,QPY)

100 1H CPNTI'L. 'E 
Dn9112N I X= l r 11 , 1 
9 1 1 2 TPN^ I F ( NX )= T OhE ('»!X + 1 J-TO^'E (NX ) 
N R I T E ( 4 , Q Q 2 2 )TOf'E ( 1 ) , (TONDIF (MX ) ,MX= 1 , 11 ) , SA ~-r 
Q922 F P R ^ A K IX , 14HS Y i^ STREAI-'FLOW* 12F 7 • 0» 2X , F9 . 0 , ?) 
0 0 9 1 1 3f"X= 1 , 11 t 1 
9 1 1 3 T H N ^ I F ( *!X )= (TPNF ( MX + 1 ) -TONE ( NX ) ) / C p SO

TPNOIFf 1 •> )=Tnr-F (1 ) /CFSH

SArCFS= ^ A - r / f F S n

WR I T E ( 4 ,  9Q 7. 3 ) T C W I P ( 1 2 ) , ( T QN'O IF ( MX 1 ) , f^ 1 X 1 = 1 , 1 1 ) ,443

° 9 2 3 F(HMAT( IX , 11HT1T S V?-J V PL , 3 X , 12F 7 . 3 t 4 X , F 7 . 2 , ? X , SH I f | / Y^ < 007° 
WR I T E ( ^  t ^ Q 2 ^ ) ( S I«N|T A ( NX ) , ^ X = 1 , 12 »1 ) , SS H 1 T 
Q Q ? 4 FOK^AT( IX , 13HIMTFRFLDW VPL , IX , 1 2F7 • 3 , 4X , F 7 . "*,, 
WRITE ( 4 , 997 5 ) I S^WPA (r.'X ) ,MX = 1 , 1? , 1 ) t T ZM 
9 9 2 5 FPkMATt 1X,1?HRASF FLOW V O L , I X r I  2 F 7 . 3 , ^ X , F 7 . ^ , 
I F { 0K?-'(8 J . F O . i , P R # 0 K r v ( 9 } . E 0 « 0 ) G O T n i _ 0 0 21 
W R I T E ( 4 , 9 9 26

9 9 2 6 FDRMAT( 1 X , 4 ? H A K U ) A L SYKTHFSI2FD I '

1X T 4HACFT)

n n 9 1 1 M - X= 1 , 1 1 , 1 1)4 S

9 1 1 4 T n , \ n i F { r ' X ) = T n f ' O ( M X ^ l l - T O ^ O tMX) •J4n

HRITE(4,9C?7 }T0^10( 1 ), (TONOIF (MX ) tMX= 1, 11 ) , 04 s

99 2 7 FORMA T( 1X-, 14HRF.C STREAM FLOW , 12F7 .0, 2X , F 9 .0, ? X , CF S!) ) 
W R I T E ( 4 , 9 ^ 2

G 9 ? R FHRMAT( IX VOLUME Tf I ^ C H - S PEP. A? r 6-*>X , F 9 . 2 , \i/Y

f 7 6 5 0 9 ) S . S M C F S '• '0102 
7 6 5 0 9 F O R M A T ! I X , 5 5 H R F r r . 3 n < r D V O L U M E I * ' I N C H E S PER YFA*> F»i)J. ' f N O V . T H R U 
1 C H , 4 5 X , F 9 « 2 , 2 X , S H ] N / Y R ) '.•!"'H04 
I F ( PKK'( 7 ) . P O . i ) W K I T E ( 4 , ft 0 7 4 3 ) 2 Y S N 0 T I *' 0 ?»6 h 
8 0 7 4 3 F O R v i A T ( l X , 7 7 H A r . ' - P i j r ' T OF S Y N t H E S I ZFO S'-'OW FROM - ' lOV , T H « U - .ARCH I ':, "0?67 
1 U I V A L F . M T H ' C H F S HF W AT F K , 2 3X , F 9 . 2 , 2X , 6 H I N C H P ^ ) 
04^0 
W R I T E ( 4 r 9 9 ? 9 ) Y F A R , S A * I 9 ft 0^61 
9 9 2 9 FORMAT? l X , 3 9 H A f \ ! ^ U A L S T R F A M F L O W I N F P 4 T , 3 S X , 1H ( , F 9 • !) 3 o n K 7 
1 2 X , l h ) , 9 X , F 9 , 0 , ? X , 4 
1 0 0 2 1 C O N T I N U E 
H R I T E ( 4 , 9 9 3 0 ) ( S P R A ( N X ) , N X = 1 , 1 2 ) 
9 9 3 0 F H R M A T ( 1 X , 1 O H R E C PR EC I P , 4X , 12 F 7 • 2 , 3 X , F 8 . 2 , 2X , 3 H I « V / Y R ) OnOOP 9 
W R I T E ( 4 , 9 9 3 4 ) ( S A = T A ( N X ) , r - 'X = l  f 12 > t S S A E T 04 7 2 
9 9 3 4 F O R M A T ( 1 X , 1 ? H S Y M F . T . - N E T , 2 X , 1 2 F 7 . 3 , ^ X , F 7 . 3 , ? X / Y K ) 0-^0090 
W R I T E C 4 , 9 9 3 5 ) ( S P F T A (N'X ) , M X = l  f 12 ) f S S P E T 0 4 74 
C 9 3 5 F O R ^ A T t I X , 1 4 H P P T F > T I A L E . T . , 1 2 F 7 . 3 , 4 X
 t F 7 . 3 , ?X , 5 H I r ' / Y R ) 
40 
W R I T E ( 4 t 9 < ? 3 6 ) ( U Z S A ( N X ) » f J X = l f 1 2 > 
9936 F O R M A T ( I X , 1 2 H S T 0 P A ^ E S H J Z S t 2 X t 1 2 F 7 . 3 » 1 3 X t 5 H P « / Y R ) 
W R I T E ( 4 , 9 9 3 7 ) ( L Z S A ( N X ) » N X = 1 • 1 2 ) 
9937 FORMAT ( 10.X »3HL ZS , 2X f 12F7 . 3 t 13X , 5 H I M / Y R ) 
VJRITE(4 ,9<-38) (S^'-'A C r-JX ) » r x = l , 12) 
993 8 F O R M A T ( 1 0 X , 3 H S G W , ? X , 1 2 F 7 . 3 , 1 3 X , 5 H I N / Y R ) 
W R I T E ( ^ , 9 9 3 9 ) ( U Z S N A ( ^ X ) . , N X = 1 , 12 ) 
99 3 9 F O R M A T ( I X , 1 2 H I N n i C F S - U Z S N , 2 X f 1 2 F 7 • 3 ) 
W R I T E ( 4 , 9 9 4 0 ) ( G W $ A < N X ) , N X * 1 , 12> 
Q 9 ^ 0 F O R M A T ( 1 0 X » 3 H G W S t ?  > , 1 2 F 7 . 3 ) 
I F ( D K N ( 2 ) . E Q . l ) W R I T e ( 4 t 9 9 4 1 H C 2 A ( N X ) , N X « l , 12) 
9941 FORMAT{ 1 0 X , 2 H C 2 , 3 X , 1 2 F 7 . 3 > 
WRITE* 4 , 9 9 4 2 ) (FMA( t tX )
 t NX =l , 12 ) 
Q942 F O R ^ A T ( 1 0 X , 2 H E N , 3 X , 1 2 F 7 . 3 ) 
BAL=< L Z S + U Z S - L Z S 1 - U Z S 1 ) *P A+SGW-SGW l + { SABC/CFSD )+SS AE 
l+$MSUR$+SMINT t_ - ( ( S C F - 1 . 0 > / S C F ) * S P X 1 + S S P E T * E T L 
W R I T E ( 4 , 9 9 4 4 ) B A L 
9944 FORMAT ( IX , 7HBALA MCF »7X ,F 1 0 . 4 , 2 X , 6 H IMCHF S )

I F ( D K N ( 1 9 ) « E O . O ) G n TO 7 4 1 1 3

W R I T E ( 4 , 3 0 1 2 3 )

30123 FORMAT ( 1H1 , 3 2 X r »NOVEMBER ' / / >2X , ' DAY • , 2X f 'HOUR « » 2X T 
1 6 X , « C 0 K f
 T 5 X f ' C V « S 4 X f « R A D N ' S 4 X , « L H ) W > 4 X , »PACK» t 3 X 
DO 30124 1=305,3?^ 
DO 3 0 1 2 5 J = l , 2 4 
K I J J = 1 - 3 0 4 
H R I T E ( A t 3 0 1 2 6 ) K U J , J » Z T M P ( I
 9 J ) tZRM ( t y J ) VZCOM(  I f J ) f 
I I t J ) »ZLOW(I , J ) , Z P C K ( I , j ) , Z P X ( I , J ) 
3012 6 F 0 R M A T ( 2 I 5 , F 8 . 2 t 4 = 6 . 4 , F 7 . 3 , F 8 , 3 , F 7 , 3 ) 
30125 CONTINUE 
3 0 1 2 4 CONTINUE 
W R I T E ( 4 , 3 0 1 2 7 ) 
# » , 3X ,
»RU"'OFF»  / ) 
I T J)
047^ 
09? 
047.^ 
04^0 
04H2 
04H4 
0486 
0K0097 
0488 
0490 
0491 
0492 
04 y 3 
'•."•01 05 
• R'-1 • 
W i - i O l l O 
\l ••••(.) 
"('•'•0115 
3012 7 FORf'AT( / / / • 32X , • n^C EKBFR ' / / , 2X , • DAY • , ZX , "HOUR • t 2X ,  ' Tf:HJ> . • , 3 X , »R/-» W-'-ni 1.7 
1 6 X , f COM1
 t 5 X , ' C V M ' t ^ X t 'RAOM* , 4 X , «L I 0 V S 4 X ,  ' P 
DC 3 0 1 2 8 1 = 3 3 5 , 3 6 5 
OH 3 0 1 2 9 J= 1 , ? A 
K I J J = 1 - 3 3 4 
W R I T E ( 4 , 3 0 1 ? n ) K I J J , J ,ZTf-*P( I  , J ) f Z R « ( I , J ) , ZCD ­
f 3X , •PlJr'O = F • / ) '•-'•  0 1  i ^ 
{ I f J ) , ZCV i ( I , J ) t7.RADi-4. { 
•• -:ni?3 
••in].  > A 
'•'  '0 1 ?o 
I I t J ) , Z L O W ( I t J ) t Z P C K ( I t J ) t Z P X ( I t J ) 
30130 F n R M A T ( 2 I 5 » F 8 . 2 t 4 c p . ^ , F 7 . 3 f F 8 . 3 , F 7 . 3 ) 
30129 COMTIHUE 
30128 CONTINUE

WR1T5(4,30131)

30131 FORMAT ( /// , 32 X , * J AMI JARY • / / ,2X , »DAY » ,

1 6 X , 1 COM 
DO 3 0 1 3 2 1= 1 , 3 1 
DO 3 0 1 3 3 J= 1 , 2 4 
WRITE ( 4 , 30 1 3 * ) 
H t J ) tZLOW  ( I , J ) , 
3 0 1 3 4 F O R V A T ( 2 l 5 » F R # 2 
3 0 1 3 3 CHNTIKJE 
30132 CONTINUE 
FOP, MAT ( / / / , ? 2 X  t  • P 
16X,« CO/'1 , 5 X , «C\/M • 
HO 30136 I=32,5°

, 4 X 
2X , » HQUP « , 2X , «TF..,P# • , 3J>', iR •» ,

, 3 X , »RU\!OF=« 
'•'•••0130 
I , J , ZT"P ( I ,  J ) , ZR" ( I , J ) tZCO.'M I • J ) f Z C V M ( I , J 
f j ) , 2 P X ( I t  J ) 
V - ' O 1 3 3 
V / , 2 X , *OAY ' , 2 X t 3X

» , 4 X ,  ' L I0«- ' f , ^ X

OP 30137 J=1,24

KIJJ=I-31

\:  3 I T f c ( 4 > 3 013^ ) - ^ I J J , J ,ZT D  ( I , J ) , Z R ' M ( I , J ) ,ZCO'-M:T t , 7RA0M( 
I I t J ) »ZLO>.'< I  , j } t Z P C / (  i f j ) fZPy.{ I ,  j ) 
3 0 1 3 7 CONTINUE 
41 
^0136

IF(OPY.LT .366) GO TO ?(U39 r-i0145 
1 = 29 '-; «0!^6 
DO 301^0 J= 1,2 4 i.'v.O147 
WRIT£(4t30l4l )I,JrZT"P(3 66fJ),ZRf'M3 6ftTJ) »ZCnv-( J ) , ZC V.'-'( 3*6 , J ) ' '••'"> 1 4  * 
1RADM( 366,J) , ZLO'(3 66,J ),7PCK(366,J),ZPX(366,J ) ' .0 "•>:>*; 
30141 FORMAT(2l6,F8.2,^F8.4tF7.3,F8.3,F7.3) /V0149 
30140 CONTINUE 'f.nib'"' 
30139 CONTINUE .•'""•<'; 1 5  1 
WRIT£(4,301^2 )

3 0142 FORMAT ( ///,32X, "MARCH* / / , 2X • • 0 AY • , 2X , • HO»1» • , .P . I
 t 3 X
2X , »TF,

16 X »• COM1
 t 5X, 'CVM1 t^ -X » • RAH;.' « f4X , »L I Ow * t4X • « Pt AC'< 3X  ' • Ri t4)( IFF • /)

00 30143 1=60,90 ;

f

0 0 3 0 1 4 4 J = l  f ? 4 
K I J J = 1 - 5 9 1---10157 
W R I T E ( ^ » 3 0 1 4 5 ) K l J J f J » Z T f ' P ( I »J ) t 2 R M ( I • J ) T Z C D M ( I t J.) . ( I , J ) f 7 R A f )••'.( 
I I , J ) tZLQW ( I , J ) , Z P C K ( I
 f J J t ZPX ( I t J ) ;:-*03 33 
3 0 1 4 5 F O R M A T ( 2 I 5 t F « . 2 t 4 F P . 4 f F 7 . 3 t F 8 . 3 , F 7 . 3 ) '.','•0159 
3 0 1 4 4 C O N T I N U E '•' i.^160 
3 0 1 4 3 C O N T I N U E 
7 4 1 1 3 C O N T I N U E 
P 3 4 1	 IFtOKNf b O.F.O. 1 ) GOTO 1 0 0 2 2 0500 
1 0 0 2  3 CONTINUE 
n301 
1 F( DKN( 4 ) . N E . 1 )^nTO5 06f> 0 502 
W R I T E ( 4 , 9 9 4 5 ) 0503 
9945	 FORMAT( 1H1T 10X T ? 5 H 0 A ILY CLOV.' DURATION AND 0504 
9946	 FORMAT! 1H/f 10X » 13HFL0V-/ I NT ERVAL 5X ,5HCA$E 5 • 3X , RHAV • F.R90k t 3X

116H AVR, ARS» EPROR,3X»14HSTANOARD ERROR) 0507 
SSTER=0.0 0bO8 
SSERA=0,0 0509 
SSERR=0.0 05) Cv 
SCASE=0.0 
0091160030= f?2 
)FLPO=O.P.

CAAS=CAS (P>n30) , 1 V 
I r t C A A S . F O . O . O J ' - ' R ITE | A  t P ^  7 )FL0O,.CAAS 
9 94 7	 F O R M A T { 1 X U 3 X f F ^ . 1 , 1 H - » F 9 • 1 f F 1 ? . 1 f S X t F t 5

I F C C A A S . F . n . o . O ) r,PTP9 11 5

SFRACS=SEPA (D030 i ) /CAAS

SERRCS=SFRR

CS* SP'» ACS 
E . l  . ) «-»PI TE CA AS »S 
9115 .SCASE=SCASF+CAS f 0030)

IFtSCASF.FH.o.O )Gr.T091}6

SSERR=S$FRR+«;C R R (0030) O S ? 7 
SSERRO-SSFRR/SC^SE 
SSERA= SSE^A+SERA(HD30) 
SSERA0-S5FRA/SCASF 
9116	 SSTER= SSTrR+

9 9 4 8 FORMAT( 1 H / , , F 9 . 1
 ? F 1 ? . 1 t 5X , F 8 . 2 , 5X 9 Ph . 2 )

FOPY=OPY

MEAMSY= S

MEANAC=SA»O/FnPY

Z A C D I F = O . n

Z S Y D I F = 0 . 0

P R O O I F = 0 . 0

0 0 9 1 1 7 0 0 3 ^ = 1 tOPY

42 
ACDIF=

SYOIF=OR

2ACDIF=

ZSYOlF=ZSYPIF+SYO]F*SYniF

9117

C0KC0=PR0DI r /S0RT(2ACDIF^ZSYn iF

9949 FOKMATf 1 H /  f 1 OX,MHCHRRELAT IHN COEFFICIENT ( HAT L Y ) , 3X , H O . 4 ) 
5000 CONTINUE 
I F ( n K N ( 8 ) . P 0 . 1 ) f : n T n i O O ? 5 
I F ( D K N ( 5 ) . N E , 1 J G O T 0 1 0 0 2 2 5?3 
COMMENT OUTPUT MAX. RUNOFF
 f PRFC IP . AT FK'O HF YtAR5 
l - :R ITE(4 t9950) 
9950 FORMAT! l H / t l O X ^ P H T W E M T Y HIGHEST CLOCKHOUk PAIMFALL FVbNTS I'l THC 
1WATER YEAR ) 
WRITE(4 ,9952) { ^ 'XRA(nD35 ) , .0035 =  1 1 20 ) 
9952 FORMAT( l h / , 5 X , l ^ F 6 . 3 / , 5 X  # 1 0 F 6 . 3 ) i)r.00«9 
W R I T E ( 4 t 9 9 5 1 ) 0^158 
9 9 5 1 FORMAT! 1H/,1OX»7OHTWENTY HIGHEST ClHCKHOUR 0V = 4LA^n FLOt*' RU^flFF £ 05^9 
1ENTS IN THE WATFR YEAR)

W R I T E ! 4 f S 9 5 2 ) ( M X R P ( D D 3 ? ) , 0 0 3 5 = 1 , 20)

10022 CONTINUE 0S6? 
IF(OKN( 6 ) .En .0 ) r . r .T05006 '"'5^3 
ViRITE { 4 , 5 ^ 0 3 ) 0S64 
5003 FORMAT!1H1,30X,?7HnAILY S^ IL MOISTURE OUTPUT ) 0565 
CALLOAYOMT(SOlLM,MARPtnPY) 
5006 CONT INUE 
1 0 0 2 5 CONTINUE 
IF!OKN( 1 0 ) 
G O T O l l l l l Ofj71 
StJ3R0UTIK'F RTVARY(C»CC»CBASE»CHCAP,IZt I Z L t J2
 v RFC • SHFT , SFX 0574 
C THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE IS A DUMMY TO REPLACE TH^ KENTUCKY 
C WATFRSHEO N'OOEL SUBROUTINE RTVARY FOR VARYIMG STREAM 
C TIME ACCORDING TO STREAM-FLOW MAGNITUDE 3ASFH Ort THE 
C V>K*Q**RFC PROPOSFH BY LEOPOLD AMO MAODQX AMD l-ITH THc I f­' 
C OF MAKING ROUTING A MONLINFAR FUNCTIOM OF RI 
C CARDS 0573 ANO 0515 THROUGH 0631 HAVF RFEN •) ? 0 ] r- r> 
C=C >"> ^ 0 3 0  6 
RETURN 063? 
On?3 
SUBROUTINE TEST( I ,FLO,DRtCFSD,GWP»CFS»C2) H635 
I P ! F L 0 . L E . l O . 0 ) G P T O i : - 3 0636 
I F ( D R . G T . 0 « 0 1 * C F S D . A N 0 , G ! / F - C F S « L T . n # 2 5* Ok )GOTr?000O 
GOTO133 06 3 F 
20000 C2-C2*!ALOG(OR))/(ALOG(FL0) ) 0639 
?0001 IF(C2.LT.O.2 5)C?=n.25 0640 
133 CONTINUE 0641

RETURN 064?

END 0643
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SU4R0UT IT'F $N!P'-'.CL (SCF fF fK I ff T , P ACK f NFG-<E L t :> 
IX , 1  , J , L T ' S lN'tTne1-.', VAP, VH t TOPT, 
lZPX,ZRM»ZCn«,ZCV ZRA DMfZYS^HT) 
REAL KlNTt^'EGMEL lOW» l10$
 tMAX RAT 
D I M ENS I O N T M A X ( 3 6 6 ) , T M I M ( 3 6 6 )
 t V W ( 3 6 6 )

1 L A N G I 3 6 6 ) • ZPCK ( a 6 6 , ? 4 ) , Z T M P  ( 3 6 6 » 2 4 )

LI^l',

, 7 . P C K , 7.TWP,

' ( 1 5 ) , T 0 P T ( ? f > 6 ) , ;\

7 P X ( 3 6 6 » ^ 4 )
 f  7 * . ( 3

1 6 6 t 2 4 ) » Z C D M ( 3 6 6 t 2 ^ ) » ZC VM ( 3 6 6t 2 4 ) , ZR AOM ( 3 6 6 * ?A\ 
Cvr-'-o. 
COM-0.

RADM=O,

V W I N D - V W ( I ) / 2 4 . 
C * *

C [NATION OF VAPOR PRESSURE

c * *

0099935 KK=1,15

IFtTDPT(I ).GE.1OO.)G0 TO 99936

C9935

99936

99939

99937

99938

C * * 
C 
C * * 
-9901 
29633

Q9902 
Q9904

c9903

C * *

C

C * *

IFITDPT (I ).LF.30. )GOSTP 99939

IF(TDEW(KK J.GT.TOPTd ) )G0 TO 99937

CONTINUE

VAPRES=VAP(15)

GO TO 99938

VAPRES=VAP (1)

GO TO 99938

VAPRES=VAP(KK-l)+< (TDPTd )-TDFW(KK-l) }/( TOE'.1 ( KK )-TDew

L(KK)-VAP(KK-1 ) )

CONTINUE

ALNG=ALAMG(I )/170 .

DETERMINATION

IF< J .LF. .6 )C,n TO 9 9 9 0 1

I F ( J . G E . l ^ J G  ^ TO 99902

T E M P = T M I N ( I ) + { ( F L P A T ( J ) - 6 . ) / 
GO TO 99903

I F ( I . E O . 3 O 5 ) G P TO 2 9 6 3 3

I F { I . E Q . l )G0 TO 29633

I F ( I . E 0 . 3 6 6 J GO TO 29633

TEMP^TMAX ( 1-1 ) - ( (FLOAT ( J ) + 8 . 
GO TO 99903

TEMP=TMIN ( I }

GO TO 99903

I F ( K G E * 3 6 5 . O R . I . F 0 . 9 0 ) G n TO

I F U . E O . 5 9 ) GO TO 9 9 9 0 4

TEMP=TMAX ( I ) + (

GO TO 99903

CONTINUE 
OF TEMPERATURE

) - ( T M A X ( I ) -T 
) * ( T « A X ( 1 - 1 ) - T - - 1 I M ( I ) 
99904

RAIN OR SNOW TEST

I F ( I . L E . 5 9 . A M 0 . T E M P . L T . 3 5 . ) G O TO 99905

I F ( I 
. L E . 9 n . A M D . T F M P . L T . 3 ? . )G0 TC^'99905

1 F ( I 
. L E . 3 3 4 . A N D . I . G E . 3 0 5 . A N D . T W . L T . 3 1 . )G0 TO 99Q05

I F ( I 
. L E . 3 6 5 . A N D . I . G E . 3 3 5 . A N D • T E ^ P . L T . 3 2 . ) G 0 TO 9 9 ^ 0 5

I F ( I 
. E 0 . 3 6 6 .AMn.T« : : f - 'P .LT .35 . )Gf) TO 99905

RAIf-J 
'''•••0323 
" . '032!? 
•v .0326

1
 10 16S

W'034'5 
W ' 0 3 4 7 
V.1 .0 166

:'•(> I  6 7

1 1 1 '<i) I f - i ^

'/ -01 70

• '••0171 
W^017? 
-I.- 0 1 7 3 
•' ' 0174 
( KK- I ) )

' • • 0 1 7 9 
'.' .01? 1

'  01 n'i

.•••'.014.3

• 101 8 H

WMO 190

i ii.'i." 
•,'••••0 193

•;! -10194 
V. 1016 3

'•r-10197 
v.' "0199 
'.-' -10 3 5?. 
••• 0?.t»3 
44 
I F ( P A C K . 6 0 . 0 . ) G n TO 99906 
IF1QT .LE .0 . )G0 TO 99906 
RATE-O. 
IF(TEMP.GE.32. )PATF=(TEMP-32•)#MAXRAT 
N!EGMEL=NEGMEL+RATF 
T0T=PACK*OT 
RM=PX*(TEMP-32*) / Q 4 4 . # Q T ) 
IF(RM.LE.O.)RM=O# 
GM=O. 
CVM=COE*(TEMP-32.>*VWIND/(6.*QT) 
IFCCVM.LE.O.)CVM=O. 
COM=B*VWIN!D*(VAPRFS~6,11 )/ ( 6 . * 0 T ) 
IFCCDM^LE.O.)CDM=O. 
PX=PX+CDM/7.5 
RADM=ALNG/(20?.2*PT)

If IJ.LE.6 )RADM=0.0

LIQS=.05^PACK 
IFfN'EGMEL •GT.O. )NEGMEL=O. 
IF( LIOW+SMELT + PX.LF.LIOS-NFGMEL)GH TO 99907 
IF(SMELT+LIQW.GT,PACK-NEG«EUGO TO 9^908 
PACK= PACK-SMELT-NEGMEL 
0T= (TOT-SHFLT-NEGMED/PACK 
IF( SMELT.GE.TOT-NEGMEDGO TO 99924 
SMELT=SMELT+PX+LIOW-LIOS+NEGMEL 
LIOW=.05*PACK 
LIQS=LIQW 
NEGMEL=O. 
99910 PX=SMELT 
c SNOW DETAILS ARE STORED 
Z P C K d , J )=PACK 
ZTMP( I f J )=TEMP

ZLOWUt J }=LIOW

ZPX( I , J ) = PX

ZRM( I ,J ) r R/.«

ZCDM{I,J )=COM

ZCVM(I ,J ) = CVM

ZRAOMCI, J ) - R A O M

GO TO 99909

99908 SMELT=PACK+PX-C0M/7.5 
99911 NEGM£L=O • 
L1QW=O.

LIQS=0.0

0T=0 .

GO TO 99910 
99924 SMELT=(PACK+PX+SMFLT)*.25 
IF(PACK+PX+SM£LT.GF».O4) GO TO 94006 
SMELT=PACK+PX+S MFLT 
GO TO 99911 
94006 NEGMEL=O. 
PACK=(PACK+PX+S^FLT)*«75 
0T= .80 
LIOW=.05-PACK 
L10S=LIOW 
GO TO 99910 
9990 7 LIOW=LIOW+SMFLT+PX+NEGMEL 
PACK= PACK+ PX 
• •'.'•! 0 3 . ^ 4 
HM0201 
'.-ir-,0202 
WHO2O3 
Wi',0204 
!•'.••• 0 2 0 5 
•'/10206 
VM1O2O7 
• ' • • 1 0 2 1 0 
WM0211 
W M O 3 3 4 
WMO215 
WM0216 
WM0217 
WMO219 
!•! MO 722 
WH022 3 
WHO 72 5 
W*'IO226 
VIM0227 
U"-iO36O 
VM0 2 3?. 
W !•',() 2 3  3 
W.'-iO321 
W. 102 3 5 
W-.0 2 3 6 
'J 1 0 2 3 7 
W '••}() 2 3 9 
Vj;.',0P40 
WM0 3 3 6 
ViMO.338 
W'-103 3  9 
WMO340 
WM0341 
NM0243 
45 
QQ914

QQ906

C *: * 
c 
c * * 
99905 
99916
99923 
7^666 
C * * 
c 
C9922 
C 9913 
99912 
IF(TOT.EP.O 
0T=T3T/PAC< 
SMELT=O. 
GO TO 9Q9 10 
SMELT=PX+ PA 
GO TO  C 9 9 U 
% t. # ^ # v 
# $ $ # # £ 
PX=PX-SCF 
2YSN'OT= 2YSM 
LIOW=LIOW+. 
I F ( T E f - " P . L E . 
. . A N ' O . D A C K .r - 'E . 0  . 
CK 
^:
-.;:
 ^:
 ^  t
 :': £ <: :': i;:
 s;; sjc sjc ^  ; s^ s s j 
^ 
SNOW 
y4: 4: sj: ^s ^c 
:J:
#
 ;;:
 *
 sj:
 ^:
 *
 sit
 * 
*-:= 
OT+PX 
in*Px 
IF(-NEGMEL .GP.PACK )MEGf-"EL  - ­
PACK=PACK+PX 
IF(PACK.EC.0.0)GO TO 99916 
0T=(T0T+PX*OTI)/PACK 
 LIOS=.05*PACK 
IF(PACK»MF.O.)Gn Tn 99923 
GO TO 99922 
IF tOT .LE .O . )G0 TO 78666 
RADM= ALNG/ (2^3.2*C1T) 
IF t J . LE .6 )RAOM=n# 
IFtJ.GE.1S)RADM=O. 
CRITERIA FOR RE FROZEN ­
I F { T E M P . L T . 2 2 . » A N D . I . G E . 3 O 5 . A N D . I . L T . 3 3 5 
EL = O. 
I F ( T E M P . L T . 2 2 . . . G F . 3 0 5 . , I . L T . 3 3 5 ) G  0 TO 
I F ( T E M P . L T . 2 5 . . . 1 . L E . 3 6 5 )i\'EGVEL 
IF tMEGMEL. G E . O . 
IF t T E M P . L T . 2 5 . . A N T ) . I .GE . 335 . ANO . I . LE . 3 6 5 )G0 
I F C T E M P . L T . 2 9 . . A N D * I . G E . l . A M D . I . L T . 6 0 ) M E G M E L 
I F t M E G M E L . G E . n . ) N F G M E L = O . 
I F C T E M P . L T . 2 9 . . A N O . I . G F . l . A N D . I . L T . 6 0 ) G O TO 
I F t TEMP. LT . 3 1 . .AMH# I .GE . 6 0 . AKJO . I • LF . 9 0 ) M EG''ip 
I F ( N  E G M E L . G E . O . ) M F G M 6 L - 0 . 
I F t T E M P . L T . 3 1 . . A M O . I . G F . 6 0 . A N H . I . L F . 9 0 ) 0 0 Tn 
I C ( T E M P . L T . 2 9 . . A M D • I . E 0 . 3 
I F ( T E M P . L T . 2 9 , . A M n # I * E 0 . 3 6 6 ) G 0 TO 999 14 
IFtLIOW+RADM.GT.L IOS-r-'EGvcL )G0 TO 
IF{RADM.GE.-r^cGWEL )G0 TO 99913 
N E GM E L= N E G M E L + R A 0 M + L ! PV/ - L I f-- S 
LIQ'//=LIOS 
I F { P A C K . E O . 0 . 0 } ^ ! E G M F L = 0 . 0 
GO TO 9 9 9 1 4 
L I QW= L I ' .'•'•!+ R A ON' + *'F GM F L 
NEGMEL=O. 
GO TO 99914 
IF(SMELT.GF.PACK-LIO' - ' )Gn TO 99915 
PACK= PACK-SMFLT 
LIOS= .05*PACK 
LIQW=LIOS 
; ; : ; ; : ;,s ; ; : 
?t # s'.s i{: % # ^i :'^  
G ?•• F L + K 
;
 02 ^ I 
0 3 ro 
• s -; r> 6 
' 10 36 4 
0253 
-'OP 64 
•<) ? 7 5 
-0277 
"'•10278 
•f.'O279 
i-' '02BO 
'0284 
1
 ' 02^9 
••"50290 
'.-.'• 029 1 
•J 029 2 
W.-.0293 
t« '.02 94 
WM0295 
11 •5 02 9 6 
•'•-10297 
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IF (PACK*EC' .O ,O)GO TO 9 9 9 1 ? 
OT= (TOT+PX*QTI-$MPI W '0302 
IF(QT.LE«0 .0JQT=0.0 •'MO 30 3 
GO TO 99910 
99917 OT=0.0 
GO TO 99910 
99915 $M£LT=PACK 
GO TO 99911 
99909 RETURN •JM03C • 
END 
SUBROUTINE OAYOUT(ORtHARP,DPY ) 0651

DI.HENSIQN0R(366) ,HARP(12 ) ,HARPDR< 12) 0 6 52

INTEGER D026,DD?7,HARP,0PY 0*53

WRITE(4,9916) 0634

9916 FORMAT( 1H/3X3HOAYRX3HOCT6X3HNOV6X3HDPC6X3HJAM6X3HFE^6X LV0093

13HMAR6X3HAPR6X3HMAY6X3HJUN6X3HJUL6X3HAUG5X4HSEPT) LV00 9^

HARP(3) = 0 0658

D091Q7DD27=1,28,1 0659

IF(MOD(DD2 7,5)•NF.l)G0T09104 0660

D09103II=1,12 0661

JJ=HARP(II)+0027 0662

9103 HARPOR( II )=OR(JJ) 0663

WRITE(4t9921)0027fHARPDRi12)f(HARPDR(0026),0026=1,11) 0664

9921 F0RMAT(XH0,2X,I4t2Xtl2F9*3) LV009t>

9919 F0RMAT(lH/t4X,2H31,2XrF9.3f9X,2F9#3»9X?F9.3,cX,fc9,3,9X,2F9.3> IV00 96

GOT09107 0666

9104 00910511=1,12 0667

JJ=HARP(in+DD27 066«

9105 HARPORUI )= 0R( JJ) 0669

WRITe(4»9920)0D27,HARPOR(12)»(HARPDR(0026),0026=1«11) 0670

9920 F0RMAT(3X,14,2X,1 ?F9,3) LV0097

9107 CONTINUE 0672

IF(OPY.ME.366)GDTPC11O 0673

0027=29 0674

0R(60)=0R(366) 0675

D09109.JI=I,12 0676

JJ=HARP(II)+0027 0677

9109 HARPDRf II )=OR(JJ) 0678

WRITE(4,9920)0Q?7,HARPDR (12)•(HARPDR(0026)t00?6 = l,11) 06 79

G0T09111 06H0

9110 CONTINUE 06P1

WRITE(4,9917)0R(302).0R(3 33),0R(363)tOR(29)»OR(H*)tOR(119)fOR(149) 0682

l,DR(180) tDR(210),0R(241),0R(272) 06P3

9917 F0RMAT(5Xf2H29,2X,4f9.3t9Xt7F9.3) LV009R

9111 CONTINUE 06R5

5 7 WRITE<4,9918)0R(303) ,DR(334),0R(364)f 0R(30),r»R(89) ,OR(12O)fnR( 150) 0686

1,OR(181)rDR(211),OR(242),OR(273) 0687

9918 F0RMAT(5X,2H30,?X,4F9«3,9Xf7F9.3) LV0099

WRITE(4,9919)OR(304) ,0R(365),0R(31),OR(90),OR(151),OR I 212 ) ,OR(243) 0689

HARP(3)=365 0691

RETURN 0692

END 0693

47 
C THE FOLLOWING U»ROtiT Ir-E IS A OI.JMMY TO R b P L / ^ F TH •) 6 9 6 
C SUBROUTINE FOR A COMPILAT ION CHECK 
X= X 
RETURP 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE OYLOPP 07 0 1 
LOGICAL SHFT 0 7 0 ? 
REAL MINH,LOS t K t K V 4 f K S , K S C t K S F » K 2 4 E L t K 2 4 L r I T I  t LK \ / 4 , r4PANAC 0 7 0 3 
R E A L l N T F , L Z I » L Z S N f L N R A T , K V 2 4 t K 3 f K l , L S F f K R N , L I . O w r < K 2 A , K K ^ 0 7 04 
R E A L L K K 4 » L Z S t M E A N S Y » M S E V F P t I P A C K , I R C 4 , I R C 0 7 Ob 
R E A L L I R C 4 , I S E P » L Z S 1 , M I N T L A , M I N T L S , N N , N N U t L , L N Q A T M 0 7 0 6 
REALMXROfMXRA, L Z S A , M S E V A P , M A X R A T f I F ACTR , < I NT , ' ) C G ' ^ L , ID MS 07 07 
REAL L I OS '.-."•10079 
INTEGEROD32 , 004S , OD2 5 , o p ? 7 , DD3 0 , 0 0 3 8 , 0 0 3 6 , DO37 , 0 0 3 3 » D»j4 8 , 0 0 ? 6 070P 
INTEGER 0 0 1 5 , 0 0 2 ^ , 0 0 3 3 , O H 3 4 , O K N , Z I P , 0 0 2 3 ,  D 0 1 3 , Y K ,  7 , F  A 0 7 0 9 
INTEGER TCONC, T I M C t YRDET 
INTEGERCN,D0COM,O0L , DDL ?•'t DO YE AR , DDYR 1  , UDYR2., 00 7 0 7 1 0 
1 NTEGERDPY,DAY,HOUR,HARP , H A A P , SGRT T , SORT, POO , not . ) , ST 07 11 
COMMON A , A H 0 U R t A F T R t 8 A S F L W , C C ( 9 9 ) t C ( 9 9 ) • C A S ( 2 2 ) , C Y , C 3 , C 0712 
l » C H C A P , C K S F , C 2 L t C ? A ( 12 ) tOE , 0 4 F ,DDZ tO 02 3 , DEPTH , n" " ^n * •' 
... , _ . . . . ., OT 
COMMON S C F , K I N T , O T , C r i E , B , B P R I , - - . i , u i TUtW ( 15 ) f V ^ P ( I D ) , V'- '(3 6 6 ) t T U 
1 P T ( 3 6 6 ) , A L A N G ( 3 6 6 ) , M A X R A T , Z P C K ( 3 6 6 , 2 7 T XP f * ^ ^ . ? 4 1
 t 7 L ''I W ( 3 66 , ?4 ) , 7 •/••'.Ob U 
IPX ( 366 , 2 4 ) , IRl' ( 366 » 2 4 ) , ZCOW ( 3 6 6 t 2,4 ) , •'..•);-; 1 2 
COMMON N , E L O I F , OVLOST, E F , ERR, L7.S'1 0 ? 3 i 
COMMON T C O N C T P ' C ,N I MC » YROET , XU*1 IT ( 10 ) , YUi ; i T ( 1 0 ) , X-'lRr, ( [ Q G ( 1 0 ) LV)10? 
1 , IOUT( 10 ) , I M U M ( i o ) , M M t F R A C LV ; 1C'3 
COMMON C 3 A S E ( 9 9 ) , IZ t «FC» CFSO 07 3? 
COMMON F A C T O R , v n n i M F ,AREA Sr'MDO K-* 
FACTOR .= 0 . 0 s -moo 14 
ASSIGN 11 TO MS.^1 07 33 
ASS IGN 1000? TO N'Sr-*2 
')734 
I F { D D 1 3 . L E . O ) Cyn JO 1 0 0 0 3 
15 1 1 = 2 7 4 
12=365 0 7 3 7 
KJ 1=0 i)7 3H 
10 K J I = K J I + 1 U7 3 9 
1= I 1 0740 
5 2?>O COf iT lNUE 0741 
GO TO t-'SU'l
 t ( 1 1 t 1 2 , 1 3 ) 074? 
48 
212	 1= 1+1 0743 
IF ( I . L F . I 2 )Gr< TOc;?50 07 44 
GO TO ( 1 0 0 1 , 1 0 0 ? , 1 0 0 3 , 1 0 0 4 ) , K J I 
1001	 11=1

12=59

GO Tfi 10

1002	 I F ( O P Y . L T . 3 6 6 ) r.n TO 10 03 074 9 
11=366 
I2=DPY 
an TO io 
1003	 11=60 
12=273 
KJ I=3 07 b 5 
GO TO 10 
1004	 GO TO MS?:2» ( 1 O O 0 3 , 2 1 , 5 ^ ) '"757 
11 IFC0D13.EO.O) GO'TO 212 17 c .^ 
DO 213 J = 1 , 24 •;7b9 
p i suf-'= PIS' i?-f+P 1(ItJ ) )7 60 
IF( J.f^e.SGRTT ) CO TO 213 076* 
I«=< P1SUM.LE.0 . 0 ) CO TO 2133 07 6 > 
IF(SGRT.EO.O) noL-1 
K<DOL)=(PREC( I)*WSG+P1SUM«(1.0-4SG))/P1SUM 0764 
E(DOL) = 0 . 5 - F ( n n L ) O76D 
IF 1SGRT.NE.0 ) noL = I )7 66 
P1SU«=O.O "767 
GO TO 213 076^ 
2133	 I F ( P R E C ( I ) . L E . 0 . 0 ) GO TO 2213 0 7 69 
00 213^ J 2 = l , SG°TT 077 0 
2134 P i t I , J 2 ) = (WSG -PREC( I ) ) /SSGR 077 1 
2213 I F ( S G R T . ^ . 0 ) DHL = I '177? 
213	 COi»T INUE ,)773 
GO TO 212 0774 
0003	 FA - 1 '»77S 
0DLM=273 0776 
SPRM=0.0 •"•777 
SPR=0.0 :.)77 8 
SSGWF=0.0 0 779 
SABM=0.0 07 hO 
SABO=0.0 0 7 K 1 
SRFSN=O. "100 71 
SABC=0.0 07*2 
GO TO 21 0783 
12 GO TO ?12 07 84 
21 WRITE(4 ,301 ) (QOO u : ) , N = 1,2 0) 
3 0 1 FORMAT!1H1,10 X,?0A4) 
WRITE! 4 , 30?) ! 000 (N) ,N = 1 , 1 5 ) i DOYR 1 ,0')YR2 07T-7 
302 FORMAT! 1HO,15A4,3X,13HWATER YEAR 191 2 , 1 H - I 2 / t 2X , 3<SHK Y, VE'^SIDW STA O7.J-S 
1NF0RD 1/ATERSH60 ^PDFL) 078^ 
WRITE(4 ,303 ) 0790 
303 FORMAT!RHOOCTORFR) 0791 
IF(OKN(18).EO#1)WRITE «*,9 821) 0*0109 96 21 FORMAT! 1H ,6X,4HSSPP ,6X ,4H I SEP , 7X ,?HFN,6X ,4HUZ $>l, 6 X, 3HUZS f ftX »3H(JWS 0*0110 
1 »7X,3HSGW,6X,4HS ^ ( T ,6X ,AH5;Rr 7 X ,5X,5HSSGWF,7X,?HL0S/ ) 0*0111 
10004 ASSIGN 13 TO MS^l 079?. 
ASS IGN 54 TO y<.$M? 0793 
GO TO 15 0794 
0795 
c	 0
 THE DAY LOOP 
c * *;: ft ft ft ft ft ft 0797 
13 SUMTR*0.0 »;- ft ft ft ft ft ft ft :;: ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ;t i,: 079* 
:;:	 ft :•; :;: :|; ft :;: ft :.: ft ft ft ft 07 99 
ft # ft f ft ft ft ft ft v ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft OH on 
CON.PUT= LAKE EVAPORATION 
49 
E P - E V C * <Pf . ) * F ( I ) OP.Q? 
E T E ^ ' P = :  P 
$ . ' ) ( ) [ ' ; 1 5 
f. C O M P U J A T i n r O F V A R I A B L E K R C U N O l - ' A T E R R E C E S S  I n - ' D"1 V  S T A . - \ T S S • T ' O d l S 
C .',1 ) f if) \ 7 
I F ( H R ( I - i ) . L p . 2 0 . 0 ) L K K 4 = 1 . - { . 7 3 2 1 3 5 ) * * ( 1 •  0 /  c ^ . « > ) S--H001f­
0 J" () 5 
C	 E V A P O T R A r - j S ? I R A T I P N A D J U S Tr 1 E «'TS 
22 D P 2 1 5 J = 1 , 2 4 Or-17 
I F ( ( 0 D 1 3 « E 0 . 0 ) . A M n . ( P l ( I  t j ) . N E . 0 . r ; ) . A f ' - j . ( EP . F O . E T ^ ' iP ) ) EP = O . : 0 8 18 
3 0 I ^ t J . E O . S G R T + l J ^ R N ' s K t l ) 
I P ( J . E i - ' . l )EL 0 - ^ 2 0 
fF (ELH.GT .GWF)ELH=GWF

I F ( J , 6 0 . 2 1 ) f =LH=o # n

I F ( I . L E . 9 O . O R . I . G E . 3 0 5 ) GO TO 9 8 9 2 6 
I F ( I . E O . 9 1 . A M n . J . F O . l • A N H . P A C K . N ' P . O , ) " R I T E (« 
Q«9,?8 FDKMATC IX , 'PACK ^PT 0 . 0 •
 T 1 OX r • P A CK E Oj J AL S • t F 1 0 . 7 , 1 X , » I 
. • • 1 0 3 1 3 
PACK=0. 
GO TO 24 h .Qf:r ' .3 
F M E R 
I F ( D K f . ( 7 ) , P 0 . 1 ) C ^ L L S f ' O f ' E L ( SCF , F t K I M T , PACK t >^Pr,'-'F L , nT 
l L l O W t O T I » P X f ! t J t L l o S t T M A X , T ^ I N » T O F W » V A P f V W » T ^ P T f = O 3 1 -S 
1 ZTMP > ZLOV; f ZPX , ZRM , 2CDM t Z O ' M t Z R ADM t Z Y S \ « D T ) 0 3 3.6 
2 4 S P R M = S P ^ A > P X .*): 3 o 
7 3 S R 0 S = 0 . 0 
S S F = 0 . 0 
_ V' ) J 04 
V A R I A B L E TP- 4 E A C C O U N T I N G AND R O U T I N G LOOP 
0 0 1 4 1 ) 0 2 3 = 1 t M N C L.V'0107 
P 4 = 0 . 0 ' j ; 37 
P 3 = 0 . 0 0 r. 3 f. 
R0S=0.0 
UR0S=0.0 
SHR0=0.0 
UPR=0.0 
PR=FRAC*PX 
I F ( P R . G T . 0 . 0 ) G 0 T P l O 0 O 5 
IF(RES .GT.0.0)GOTO 10006 
IF(SRGX.GT.O.0)GOTO100O7 0^46 
IFfOOZ.GT.O )'';nTPin008 
R IG 10= 0 . 0 
IF(LSF.GT .0.0 ) GOTO loo 10 0 84 9 
GOTP5166 03sn 
;"j «..• ^ ]_ 
C RAP:F^ UPPER 70NE ir-'T = P ACT	 0 > - ? ? 
'.") M "i 3 
10 005 IF(PR.GE.FPXJGPTO?^

UZS=UZS+PR:':PAR

EPX-EPX-OR

P 3=0.0

P4=0.0

50 
GOT 010 006 
P3=DR-EPX 0, 60 
U2S=UZS+EPX*PAR "> -• 5 1 
EPX=0.0 
IP( I .LE.335-«AN«n,I . G F . 1 6 3 ) FACTOR = ( VOLUM t * 1 ? . n ) / ( AK =A* S 'HoniQ 
I F t I . G E . 3 3 6 . O * , I . L F . 1 3 2 ) FACTOR =  - ( wQLU •«,£* l ? # O ) / ( A^ '-A# . o ) 
UZST- = l r O F * S F P + r x * P X P ( - 2 . 7 * L M R A T )--FACTOR S •:<• 
IF (UZS^ . L T . 0 « 2 5 ) U Z S f \ ' = 0 . 2 F

LIZ 1= 2 . 0 ^ 8 5 ( U Z S / ' . J Z S N - 1 . 0 ) + 1 .0

P R £ = ( 1 . 0 / ( l # 0 + U 7 I ) ) - - U Z I r) R-6 7 
= 1 .0-PPP f^6^ 
UZS=UZS+P3-F	 OF. 7 0 
c 0^>71 LOWE* ZONE ANO GW I ! 0J*7? 
c 0 - 7 3 
10006 0»" 7^ 
0--'7 5 
. 0 )r,nTO79	 :"V76 
0-^ 77 
79 
LV0109 
OH-f 2 
SHRO= 
I F ( P 4 . G E . 0 4 F 
RGX= SHRD-RX 
I F ( ( R X - R f = s ) . r , T . O . O ) r , C T r 6 0 
0E= ( -<ES+RX ) / ? . O 0 ^ H 9 
G0T061 
^0 DE=OEC*( (RX-RES ) * - 0 . 6 ) 
81 I F1 I R E S + R X ) . G T , ( ? . 0 * 0 8 ) ) n = = 5 * ( R E S + R X )

I F ( ( R E S + R X ) . L E » n . n o i ) G O T 0 82

R O S = F R A C - S R C * ( ( ( R F S + R X ) * O . 5

1 ( 2 . 0 * O E ) ) * * 3 . 0 ) * * l  # 6 7 ) L V O l 1 1 
T* (0 ,75^R,< Or 96 
01 97 
A3 IJPR= {)'< 9P . 
I F ( (UPR-URFS ) *GT .0 . 
UDE= 
G0TO85 0 90 1 
84 UOE=U0FC--M	 090? 
85 1F((URES+UPRJ.GT.(2.0#HDF))U0E=O.5*(URES+UPR) 0903 
I P ( ( U R E S + U P R 3 . L F . 0 . 0 1 ) G G T 0 & 7 0904 
UROS=FRAC-USRC*( ( (IIRES+DPR ) - 6*{ ( U K E S + U P K LV0112 
1 ) / ( 2 « 0 * U D E ) ) * * 3 » 0 ) * # 1 . 6 7 ) LV0113 
I F ( UROS .GT.UPR )!IROS=UPR 0907 
87 0908 
URES=UPk-UROS 0909 
RES=RX~ROS

IF(RES.GE ,0.001 )GOT036

LZS=LZS+kES 0912 
R5S=0.0 0913 
UROS=URnS+URFS 0c14 
36 L Z I = 1 . 5 * A R S ( L Z S / L Z M - 1 .  0 
P R r = ( 1 . 0 / ( 1 , 0 + L Z I ) ) - - L Z I 0917 
OV 1 *-' 
51 
F l = ( 1 , 0 - r - K ? )=M P ^ - S H R O > * < 1 . 0 - K 2 4 L ) * P A >c'2'>

S G W = S G W + F l • )<- . /1

L Z S = L Z S + F 3 ' " ' ° > >

S RG X= 5 RG X+ R G X * P A < 'c> 2 4

i r o n 7 r<TF=L IRC4*-^RGx 
SItNT=SINT+ I M F 
f.	 MO CAR'"^  f-ur/Rcp 927 
SRGX= SRGX- I M F 
I F ( S ^G X .G r . 0 . OQO 1 ) r.OT P 3 7 
LZS-LZS+S^.r.X 
SRGX=0.0 
C ROUTING	 r>a\ + 
1000 8	 I F( 0K.S(( 12 ) . N F # 1 )r .nTO38 0 9 3 7 
L V ) 1 1A­
L V 0 1 1 5 
R( 1) = ROFF	 r.icz.r.

3 8 RIG I 0=0.0 Cc-4 1

0024=Z 094?

IF(OKf-'( 13 } .^0.1 )O.r-2 4=JZ 0^-3

41 IF(OO24.LT .1 )G0TO?Q ()C^.A

ROFF=R( 0D24) ,-.,c^.o

I F C R O F F . G T . 0 . 0

S9 1 1 R IG I 0= R I f, I 0 +RP F F*C ('

13 ) • E O# i . AK

?DFF«CC ( nn?^.- i j 09^r-
R{0D24+1)-ROFF o^b1 
GOT040 r)o^? 
S4fi3 R( D024+1 )= 0.0	 :)9oH 
GOT 041	 r - .^­
DOZ=OOZ-1 - i € ^ 7 
R{ l ) = 0 . 0 --I ' lb^ 
R 0 F F = 0 . 0 O O K C 
1 0 0 1 0 I P ( K S . L F . . K S C )KS=KSC 0 9 6 0 
LSF=SF 0 9 6 ? 
I F ( L S F . L T . 0 . 0 0 0 ^ 0 1 ) L S F = : 0 . 0 O9n3 
S FX= ( 6C . / FL PA T ( T I f C ) *S F + Gi.«F - E L H ) *CP S L VO 1 1 r 
IF(OKf\M 13 ) . E H . l . AN'O. ( ( S F X . G T . O . 1*CHC W> ) .OR . ( J 7 . i F , I 7 L ) ) ) «'°^ ^ 
I F ( S FX . L £ . 0 . 5 -C HC A P ) K S =KSC n««S 7 
01 F( ( SFX.f-T . 0 . 5 * r . H C £ D )
 # A M n . (SFX . L T . 2 . O-.-C.HC AP ) ) K ^=K SC+ ( KSF-KSC. ) * ' " > a ^ ­
1 t ( S F X - 0 . 5 - C H C A P ) / ( 1 . 5 - C h f . AP ) M—3 0 9 ^ 9 
I F ( SF X .GF . 2 . P*C UC A o ) KS =K S F UQ7 :• 
1 F { SFX .{_F .S Fw ) GOT04 7 ' - ^ '71 
02 3=002 3 ;V i7 7 
AHOUR=J 1.47? 
? . - ! . 0 ) + 0 . 1 - 5 * 0 ? ? ? ^ 7 4 
T' .4 )HR'-'=J f 1^7 ^ 
42 SSF=SSF+SF	 0 0 7 7 
r	 S.THRv- o JT PUT RPHUFST^U  - v i ) K ^ i ( l ) r , ^ 7 ^ 
0 * U ' 3 V X d ) d l I I O O I 
£€Ul >-l T £ 6 9 
2£uT 
I £01 
TIU0IU100 
Ltut ££OU)UaXW=( 
1 2 0 I s^ ^ -|i 3 
U2'JT MOId 
6 1 0 1 * « « 3 
i l 
* # # * 
d U U l 3 / J l i J^3 3 
Jt71 OAl * # * ;"^  s^ i'f 3 
d(li\'I l»Mu3 
*c I 0 A 1 n •!TXd3 HI 
^ K - A l 
9 £ U A") 0 9 = ( VI,-i) * ( >iVi) i i l O I ) d l 
= ( WW) J.flOI § ( W w ) 1 0 0 1 ) d l 
inui = jinai

6000IUl0t)

I +1M0I =1MOI 6U0-)I 
6000IQiiJc) 
600bTUlQ9( V v.?*03* D d  l 
lX) lJ id 11V J 
9 2 I 0 A 1 v J l d 
3 
* 3 
22TOA1 (O*U9' ( 02 )f>l>iCJ ) dl 
(£*Z.d*XT I 
DCI0A1 *XI 4 2I* XI )JLVWHOd 
I OUT XdS*Hld l (10 4 FndiUl*h ldS^y 4 d lr>J l * d Nd d I uUSQIAU T 
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PREFACE

The Ohio State University Version Of The Stanford

Streamflow Simulation Model

For convenience of reading and handling, ease of extending or updating, and 
to suit the reader's particular interest, the publication of the material associated 
with this model will be reported in three separate volumes. 
The volume titles and a brief account of their content are: 
The Ohio State University Version of the Stanford Streamflow Simulation 
Model: 
Part I — Technical Aspects: 
A detailed analytical and descriptive presentation of the basic model with 
discussions on the input and output options, modifications made, test 
applications, performance evaluation, and developmental topics for 
future research. 
Part II — The Computer Program: 
Definition of program variables (386) and listing of the program state­
ments (1881). 
Part in — Userls Manual: 
A working understanding of the model so that the potential user can use 
it efficiently and effectively as a tool in hydrologic investigation. 
The technical details in Part I are needed if one wishes to study the basic 
operation of the model, in particular, if modifications or additions are planned. 
For the practicing engineer or researcher Parts n and m will suffice for success­
ful running of the mod eh 
The author would appreciate receiving comments concerning both applica­
tions of the model and modifications to its structure. Feedback of this nature 
would be useful for compiling data on the ranges of the initializing parameters 
with eventual inclusion in updated versions of the User's Manual. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The technical aspects of and the evaluation of the OMo State University Version 
of the Stanford Streamflow Simulation model have been discussed in a separate, 
part - I, report. 
The actual computer program of the model is presented in another, Part - n , 
report. 
This manual, Part - III, is the concluding section of the report. It is designed 
to accompany the computer program and was written with the following objectives in 
mind: 
i.	 Quickly give the user a working understanding of the model, and 
ii.	 Show him how to efficiently and effectively use the model as a tool in 
hydrologic investigations. 
To implement these objectives, an approach along these lines was taken and 
reported herein to produce this manual: 
i.	 The model is discussed in general terms so that the investigator can 
judge if the model might be an aid in solving his particular problems. 
To assist in this discussion, various potential applications are presented 
in addition to a survey of some projects which have effectively used the 
model. Further, comments on the limitations of the model are noted 
so that a more realistic evaluation of the ulility of the model can be 
made. 
iL A review of the absolute minimum requirements for using the model is 
presented so that the potential user can ascertain if he has the necessary 
data, financial and manpower resources, and computer facilities, 
iii. A detailed running of the model is discussed including definitions of 
input parameter values, modification of these input parameters for r e -
fining results, and description and explanation of the output. 
USES AND LIMITATIONS OP THE MODEL 
Uses 
It is impossible to conceive of every possible use of

the Stanford Watershed Model. However, some of its applica­

tions should be mentioned so that the reader can get a per­

spective of the utility of the model*

The hydrologist, with the aid of the model, can rapidly

analyze the detailed and complex runoff phenomenon to an ex­

tent never before possible. In the past, the hydrologist,

limited by time and labor, could use only a fraction of a

watersheds characteristic data in his analysis. Further,

methods used were usually oversimplified and required much

judgment and experience in selecting appropriate coefficients,

For example, the Rational Formula assumes that rainfall in­

tensity Is constant and uniform over the entire watershed.

The Rational Formula also makes the broad assumption that

the frequency of large floods corresponds with the frequency

of the rainfall producing them (25. p. 75)* These things

Inherently lead to a conservative design approach and an in­

crease in project costs. Considering the large expenses in­

volved in ^ providing drainage facilities, it is clear that

more comprehensive computerized analysis should be used.

The Stanford Watershed Model, because its parameters

reflect particular hy.frologic characteristics, offers the

hydrologist a way of predicting how a watershed responds to

a large variety of stimuli. For example, using the model, a 
hydrologist could predict changes in streamflow caused by ur­
banization, channel improvements, or tributary area changes. 
Also, the model can be used to study the hydrologic effects 
of physiographical and climatological changes in watershed 
due to forest f ires, soil conservation techniques, and various 
land use practices. Generalizing on the above discussion, 
one of the most useful features of the model is the way the 
parameters, which describe the watershed characteristics, can 
be varied to gain a better understanding of the effects of 
environmental changes. 
Another important application of the model is the ex­
tension of short duration streamflow records from long dura­
tion precipitation records. Further, in addition to the 
model's numerous applications in the analysis of water re­
source systems, i t may be used in the teaching of hydrology 
or simply to uncover information gaps in watershed studies. 
Research at some of the universities across the country 
has seen the model applied in hydrologic study of the fol­
lowing: small agricultural watersheds (2, *K 37), sedimenta­
tion (2?) » rainfall augmentation (23), floodwater retarding 
structures (26), prediction of flood peaks (6), runoff co­
efficients (25), s trat if ied geologic basin (^-B), and snow­
melt runoff in Ohio ( 24-). 
Limitations 
The Stanford Watershed Model will not solve a l l the hy­
drologist's problems; however, it is a significant develop­

ment in hydrologic research and, if used with a knowledge of

its inherent limitations, can produce meaningful results.

First, it must be realized that models are born in the

mind of the originator; thus, they are limited by the de­

signers background, his available information, and his

ability to extend qualitative knowledge about the hydrologic

cycle into quantitative terms.

Simulation models, like the Stanford Watershed Model,

which describe the watershed as a collection of mathematical

expressions and parameters, are further inhibited by the

actual physical limitations involved in acquiring the complex

types of input data. Therefore, models can only Include the

significant elements which have readily accessible data.

A fundamental limitation of the Stanford Watershed Model

Is its dependence upon the "lumped" system concept. With this

concept, regardless of the number of components used in the

model, the parameters represent an average effect of a par­

ticular component over the entire watershed (ll, p. 17). For

example, the model only considers the magnitude of impervious

area within a watershed and not the distribution. Also, the

"lumped" system of parameter calculation does not, in all cases,

reflect complex interactions among all components of the water­

shed system.

Models are further limited by the possibility that they

may be calibrated with unrepresentative data. Simulation ac­

curacy Is entirely dependent upon the accuracy of the data.

It is useless to adjust parameters without reliable data*

The cost of computer time may also limit the use of the

model. Adjusting input parameters to achieve better results

may take a dozen or more runs. With each run requiring about

three minutes and the cost of computer time being approxi­

mately $1000/houi\ this represents an initial investment, in

computer time alone, of perhaps $1000*

Concluding Comments

Finally, it must be realized that the model does not

function as a "black box11. It must be used intelligently

and carefully as an aid in streamflow study. The model only

augments analysis; it cannot substitute for sound engineering

judgment. Further, because of the time, effort, and expense

involved, the model is limited to projects that warrant a more

detailed analysis.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS

The Stanford Watershed Model is a lengthy and detailed

digital computer program. The practicing engineer may not

always have the background or facilities necessary to use the

model effectively* The listing below presents the basic re­

quirements of hardware, data, and background information that

are absolutely essential for running the model and achieving

meaningful results# These items will be discussed in detail

in the body of this chapter,

1. Streamflow Simulation Computer Program

2. High Speed Digital Computer

3. Plotter Facilities

^. Data

5^  Knowledge of Fortran IV

6. Knowledge of Hydrologic Concepts

7. Computer Consultant

8. Time

!• Streamflow Simulation Computer Program

A copy of the program, which is approximately 1900 lines

long, is given in Part II - The Computer Program; a copy of the

card deck is on file in the Hydrology Laboratory of the Depart­

ment of Civil Engineering, The Ohio State University• Deck

copies can be furnished at a nominal reproducing charge.

2. High Speed Digital Computer

The computer must be able to process Fortran IV G Level

computer language and it must have a core storage capacity

which ranges from approximately 300 K bytes, if no options are

called, to approximately 6 30 K bytes if all the options are

exercised. Note, however, that the snowmelt option accounts

for nearly all of this Increase. Also, the program presently

requires a nine-track standard label tape. However, with minor

changes, the program can use all card input* At the Ohio State

University, an I.3.M. 370/165 computer is presently being used.

3# Plotter Facilities

The user must compare the simulated streamflow hydro-

graphs against the recorded streamflow hydrographs in order

to evaluate the accuracy of the simulation and to judge what

action must be taken to improve simulation. Although the vast

quantities of simulation data are outputted in tabular form

and can be plotted by hand, this is an extremely tedious task.

Instead, past researchers have programmed options into the

model whereby a computer plotting facility can be used to

graph this data (see Logarithmic, Arithmetic, and Selected

Storm Plot Options). At The Ohio State University, either

an I.B.M. 1130 computer or an I.B. M. 1620 computer is used

to drive an I.B.M. 1627 plotter.

D a t a

The Stanford Watershed Model requires a great deal of

data, most of which can be acquired without too much dif­

ficulty as discussed in Chapter IV, However, because of

carry-over effects that exist from year to year in the calcu­

lations involving hydrologic quantities, at least three and

preferably five, years of data are required for the model to

adjust Itself and reach an equilibrium in its soil moisture

balance.

5# Knowledge of Fortran IV Computer Language

The Stanford Watershed Model IV, O.S.U. Version, is

written in Fortran IV G Level computer language* Although

every effort will be made in this manual to minimize program­

ming details, a working knowledge of Fortran IV will be ex­

tremely helpful.

6« Knowledge of Hydrologlc Concepts

The user must have a sound background in hydrology. He

must understand hydrologic terms and the hydrologic cycle to

effectively modify parameters and improve streamflow simula­

tion.

?• Computer Consultant

In addition to the hardware requirements, the user must

either be a competent programmer or have the counsel of a

computer consultant. Since, each computer installation is

unique, Job Control Language cards, as given in this report

will probably not operate at a computer system of another in­

stallation or even at the same facility after a period of

time. A competent computer consultant will be invaluable in

adapting the model to a different facility, in updating control

cards for the existing system, and in debugging problems in

program execution.

10 
8
* Time

The Stanford Watershed Model does not provide what one

might consider a quick or easy method of analyzing streamflow*

The time requirements, particularly for the Initial running of

the model with no prior experience could be lengthy, perhaps

several days. Therefore, one will not want to use the model

for every investigation until experience is gained* However,

where the size or cost of a project make a detailed analysis

feasible, the Stanford Watershed Model is one of the best tools

available*
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MODEL 0P5RATI0N

Introduction

This chapter discusses the input and output of the model

along with the modification of the parameters for better simu­

lation. The chapter is divided into three sections.

First, the Required Input (input absolutely essential

for running the model) and the Basic Output (output if no ad­

ditional options are called) are discussed using this format:

1. The sequence of this discussion will follow that

shown under Required Inputof Figure 1 . The circled 
numbers ((^)) Indicate the positions of the data sets* 
in the input card deck or on the tape* 
2» Each set of data is Introduced by a Read Statement 
which lists the variables and notes the actual com­
puter formats 
3# An example of a typical input card set, in the cor­
rect sequence, is shown, 
k. Each input variable (all variables are blocked 
VARIABLE] ) Is. discussed Including its definition. 
determination of its value, some actual example 
values, and possible sources of data. 
5« Following a discussion of all the required input, 
an example of the basic output is given and ex­
plained* 
12 
INX:UT	 OPTIONAL INPUT 
l)	 DKN Program Control Array 
Logarithmic & Ari thmetic 
/ Plots (DKN(l6) &J3KN(l7)) 
Time of Concentration & 
Time Area Historram 
©	 Hourly 
Printing* Control 
Watershed Parameters 
[6j	 Soil Moisture Parameters 
@7) Overlaoi & Interflow 
Parameters 
Channel Routing &© Gfroundwatftr Parameters 
Selected Storm Details 
(DKN(i)) 
Arithmetic Plot for

Selected Storm (DKK(Po))

(ll) Starting Kcifiture Storage

Values as of Cctober 1

(12)	 Svanp & Soil Crack

Storage

FIGURE 1  . DATA SEQUENCE
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Figure 1, 
(cont.) 
All Above Are 
13) T i t l e of Computer Card Data
Cutmt (QQQ)

New Year Ident i f ica t ion Tape Data

From Here On

uL5) Stream Gap;e Iden t i f i ca t ion 
(QQO) 
.16) Ti t le of Crdinate for 
Runoff Hyrirorranh (QQY) 
0) Pan Evaporation (DKN<3))

48) Monthly

Pan Coefficients

Q9) Recorded Stream flows 
I 
W
 (DKN(9)) 
JL

(20) Diverted Flows

± Snow Data (DKN(-?))

(22) Storage G&£e Rain Data

Hourly Rainfall Data

?ron Recording Gare

Second, the Optional Input and Output is discussed using

a similar format as above:

1.	 The sequence of this discussion follows the numerical

order of the DKN options (DKN(l) through DKN(20)).

The circled numbers ((JL)) indicate the positions of

the data sets, if required, in the input card deck

or on the tape.

2.	 The function of the option is explained*

3.	 If additional Input is required, it is introduced

with a Read Statement which lists the variables and

notes the actual computer format,

k.	 An example of a typical input card setf in the cor­

rect sequence, is shown.

5.	 Each input variable ( VARIABLE ), is discussed in­

cluding Its definition, determination of its value,

some actual example values, and possible sources of

data.

6.	 Any additional output provided for by the option is

explained.

Finally, under Modification of Parameters, guidelines 
are given for improving simulation results* 
As mentioned above, for Some of the variable^ actual 
example values are cited. These values come from research 
work with the model on several different watershed^ Briggs (k) 
used Little Mill Creek near Coshocton, Ohio, a small unglacl­
ated agricultural watershed in the Allegheny Plateau* Clarke (6) 
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used Cave Creek, a small watershed, used predominantly for

pasturing, near Lexington, Kentucky. Drooker (8 ) used the

Hubbard Brook Watershed, a small glaciated watershed covered

with secondary forest growth, located in the White Mountains

of the Appalachian Mountain Range near West Thornton, New

Hampshire. Llgon, Law, and Higglns (20) used the Clemson Re­

search Watershed, situated on the Clemson University In north­

western South Carolina* covered by a combination of open fields

and wooded areas. Additional sample values that were presented In

a report by Crawford(12f) on the application of digital simulation

to urban hydrology are tabulated in the appendix*

Required Input

This discussion presents all input data that are absolutely

necessary for running the model.

© DKN - Control Array

Read: One value (l or 0) from each of twenty cards (corres­

ponding to the twenty DKN options) with an 12 Format. The

path followed by each DKN option (see Optional Input and Out­

put p. 60) is controlled either by a "1" or a "0" In the option

input data.

Example of Input - Shown below are two typical input cards

for the DKN - Control Array.

1 1 
1,,,
' 0 
<< -­1 •« o «s '• -­a .- ?:= . . : : : J : ^ ; S , : i < r : - • • • - : '... . 4 :- . • : 3 . :  : - . : { J  . 1  ; i i t 4 ^ ! s <  ; 4 3 : ' . 
/ 
i b ;' 5 3 1G| 1 ? o 4 ; ... ; j..« r : : - ; - 4 ^ . * i . : » - . : ( : : . : : o 3  4 - , 5 ; % ; ; .& 3 3 4DJ - - o « 3 4 t 4 « 4 5 < M 4 4^*10 
—J 
Time of Concentration and Time Area Histogram

. , . —

Time of Concentration

Read: TCONC, TINC, Z from one card with a 315 Format.
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Read: One value of C from each of Z cards with a F10*3 For­

mat.

Example of Input - Shown below is an example of the card in­

put for the Time of Concentration and the Time Area Histo­

gram data.

J 7557

2 3 « j E - 8 9 l o j j t 1? l i -* 1= 'S " I f 3 ' : [ ? ' : : ? 3 ? < 7 S ? 6 2< • > : - ; i . | . » ' .. . : 14 j : > : 3r j j 4 P | 4 i 4? ^ j a : 4~ . a < ; : j < « C ( ! i 52 53 54 55 5 6 S .  f i a S 9 t 0 j 6 l 52 M o t l 
[ t ? 3 < 5 6 * j ; - c | 1 •:; i;; 15 :•  l f T , -9 ?c | » : : . . v< z u 1 : : : a ? a : : j " - . : J J 3 * 3 : :-s 3 i 3% 3 $ < o [ ^ < r A H *  m a •;. < : < s :>.-{'.• 5 ; v3 54 ; : : 6 6 ' 5 3 5 9 0 ^ ; 6 2 1 
-^ ^ 3 = ' 
1 ; 3 * 5 6 7 1  3 1O|I» '.2 -3 14 ft ;5 >< 6 ;? : i p 2. 11 2i 2 J ,'; i:  l o . 3 3 3 ( 3 ^ 32 33 34 35 S i : , 38 39 4 0 [ * i 4? <3 U < ; <S <7 4< -*3 JJCj'' I? i J 54 55 C5 5 ; l i 5 1 6 Q | o : t.2 6J 5 * 8 f 
TCONC - is the time, In minutes, for water originating in

the most remote region of the watershed to reach the measur­

ing station.

Determination of TCCNC :

The tlme-of-concentratlon may be computed by the empirical

equation developed by Z. P. Klrpich and presented by Clarke

(6, p. 39):

Tc s 0.0078

s*

where Tc is the time of concentration in minutes, L is the

horizontal length In feet from the most distant point in the

basin to the outlet, and S is the slope between these points*

Note, that since much of the data upon which this equation is

based was taken from watersheds larger than 15 acres (Tc greater

than 2 minutes), Its accuracy on very small watersheds Is

questionable

TINC - is the selected routing interval in minutes.

Determination of TINC;

1* TINC must be divisible into TCONC (time of concentration)

such that a whole number of time-area histogram elements (Z)

can be obtained. TCONC may have to be rounded to a convenient

value to achieve this.

2, TINC must yield a whole number when divided into 60 min­

utes. Therefore, TINC can assume the following values; 1,

2, 3t ^. 5, 6. 10, 12, 15, 30, and 60 minutes.

Valentine (37, P« 10) gives an example to Illustrate these

two limitations. A watershed with a time of concentration of

15 minutes has the following possible combinations:

TINC Z MINC

15 
5
3
1

1
3
5

15

4

12

20

60

where NINC is the number of multiples of the routing Interval

per hour. Generally, because of excessive computer time re­

quirements, increments smaller than 5 minutes should not be

used. Also, for rough approximations or large watersheds,

using larger time increments will reduce costs.

Time Area Histogram

- is the number of elements in the current time-area

histogram. (See belowt Determination of Z and C. )

- is the time-area histogram ordinate value.

Determination of Z ar/ C :

Using Balk's work (2, p. 62) as a gul^e, the following out­

1°

line is presented for determining Z and C in the time area 
histogram* 
1. Applying the Klrplch formula, as discussed previously 
under TCONC, or some other reliable time of concentration 
formula, and using a suitable topographic map, compute the 
flow time from various locations along the main channel and 
tributaries of the basin and note these times on the topograph­
ic map (see Figure 2a) . 
2. By interpolating between the noted times, draw lines of 
equal flow times (isochrones) • See Figure 2b , where 15 
minute isochrones are drawn, 
3. From measurements of the area bounded by each pair of 
isochrones, compute the fraction of the total watershed with­
in each pair. See Figure 2b for sample computations and 
corresponding values for Z and C. 
Sources of Topographic Maps* 
i . Geological Survey, Map Information Office 
! !  • State Highway Departments 
i l l  . City or County Engineer's Office 
Hourly Streamflow Printing Control 
Read: One value of MIKH from one card with a F10.3 Format. 
Example of Input - Shown below is a typical example of an 
input card for MINH data. 
ooo.ooo nirr H 
3 --Dili '2 )• U S: 53 S< n 56 11 M £9 50|6l 6? SI 6* frf 
19 
*	 ASSUME TOTAL TIME OF 
CONCENTRATION = 45 MINUTES 
0. 
'-COMPUTED FLOW TIMES TO OUTLET 
FRACTION OF TOTAL AREA 
AREA 1 = 0.290 
AREA 2 = 0.203 
AREA 3 = 0.507 
£ = 1.000 
45 MINUTE 
ISOCHRONE 
O MINUTE 
ISOCHRONE 
15 MINUTE 
ISOCHRONE 
TIME-AREA HISTOGRAM ORDINATES 
TIME (MINUTES) ORDINATE (C) 
0 - 15 0 . 2 9 O") b.	 15 - 30 0 . 2 0 3 YZ-2 
30 - 45 0.507 ; 
£=1.000

FIGURE 2 - DEVELOPMENT OP TIKE-AREA HISTOGRAM

(After Balk (2) ) 
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MINH - Hourly flows are printed if flow exceeds this value;

therefore, this value will vary depending on the purpose of

the simulation (cfs).

Output - If MINH is exceeded. For the date that MINH was ex­

ceeded, synthesized hourly flow rates, in cubic feet per sec­

ond, are given for the A.M. and P.M. followed by the daily

average flow rate. Also, the maximum flow rate and time of

occurrence Is given,

(5) Watershed Parameters

Read: Kl, AREA, A, STL, EMIN from one card with a 5F1O.3 For­

mat.

Example of Input - Shown below is a typical Input card for

the Watershed Parameter data,

o.ooo o.ooo

Kl - is the long term ratio of average rainfall over the

basin to the average rainfall over the study watersheds. Kl acts

as an adjustment factor if the precipitation .of the watershed

being used in the simulation is different from the pattern

at the recording gage.

Determination of Kl;

1. Kl may be determined by any precipitation weighting tech­

nique such as arithmetic averaging, Thiessen method, or iso­

hyetal method.

2. Kl can "be approximated on the basis of experience. For

example, if it was thought that the study watershed received

one-half the precipitation recorded at the gage, Kl would be

set equal to 0.5*

Sources of Isohyetal Haps:

1. Regional Office of the United States Weather Bureau

li. Corps of Engineers

Sources of Precipitation - See Hourly Rainfall Data From Re­

cording Gage (PI).

AREA - is the watershed drainage area in square miles.

Determination of AREA:

Topographic maps and aerial photographs can be used to estab­

lish watershed boundaries. The watershed area can then be

determined by planimetering the topographic map. Sewered

areas, which drain to adjacent watersheds, are not included

in this area.

Sources of Topographic Maps - See Time Area Histogram (Z and

C)

Sources of Aerial Photographst

i. Department of Agriculture

ii. Forest Service

ill. Bureau of Reclamation

iv. Department of Interior

v. Soil Conservation Service

vi. Corps of Engineers

vii. State Highway Departments

viii. Geological Survey

- is the impervious fraction of the watershed surface.

This fraction only Includes impervious area (exposed rocks,

roads, buildings, etc.) that drain directly into the stream

22 
channel; that Is, it excludes Impervious areas from which the

runoff must cross a pervious area before reaching the channel

(15, p. 225).

Notes on Use :

!• The relation between runoff and urbanisation Is more sensi­

tive to A than to other parameters (i4, p. 73)«

2. Increasing impervious area amplifies flood peaks and run­

off volumes or it may extend or shift the flooding season from

spring to the summer months (6, P« 76).

Determination of A :

1. A is usually zero for rural or undeveloped areas unless

there are large areas of exposed rock,

2. It may be measured directly from aerial photographs.

3. Personal reconnaissance of the area has been found helpful.

4# Figure 3 , to be used when considering typical urbanized

watersheds, relates effective impervious area to the total

impervious area,

1.00

s 
s 
0.75

A

0.50

0 25 50 75 100

FIGUHS 3. TOTAL IKP2HVI0US AREA (Percent)

(after Crawford et al. (7))

0.25 
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5- Sarma, Delleur, and Raot (30, p. 77) present a method of

obtaining an estimate of the percentage of impervious area

in a watershed. In this method, the Impervious area within

several representative "sample-areas", determined from aerial

photographs, Is used in a weighted average computation to

estimate the total Impervious area.

Sources of Topographic Maps - See Time Area Histogram (Z and

C)

Sources of Aerial Photographs - See Watershed Parameters

(AREA)

ETL1 - is an estimate of the stream and lake surface area

as a fraction of the total watershed area from which evapora­

tion should occur at the potential rate (7, p. 69).

Determination, of ETL:

1. ETL may be estimated from topographic maps or aerial

photographs.

2. The water surface area of a stream can be calculated by

a formula taken from Llnsley (22, p. 252):

A * BL

A = Water surface area of a stream

B = Channel width at the outlet

L = Stream length

Sources of Topographic Maps - See Time Area Histogram (Z and C)

Sources of Aerial Photographs - See Watershed Parameters

(AREA)

EMIN 1 - is the minimum value of EN, a factor varying infil­

tration by season. According to Briggs (^ , p. 19) t and in­

crease of EMIN causes yield volumes to drop and winter peaks

to be reduced,

Determiniatlon of SMIN;

1. It is best established by trial and adjustment,

2. Briggs (k, p. 19) gives a range of between 0.1 and 1.0

for EMIN.

3« Briggs (k) used a value of 0*5 for Little Mill Creek.

4. See Modification of Parameters for more discussion.

© Soi l Moisture Parameters 
Beads EPXM, CX, EDFf LZSN, K3, K2^L, K24EL, EF, CB, CY from 
one card with a 10F 8 .3 Format. 
Example of Input - Shown below i s a t y p i c a l inpu t card for 
the Soi l Mclsture Parameter d a t a . 
0.150 .400 0.550 8-000 ,200 0,000 0.000 4.0O0 Z.flOO 
•; .*. i : - j | j . . . : 3 * T . . . .'-. • : o | : - ' 3? 33 34 •-*> 3 6 . f n •$ 4 L [ 4 1 ; < **** ' * t * i * t * ' i i z ^ ) s . S4 53•>: :•; ss i t 6-:j " 7 7 6 3 a65 s s 6 ? s a » 7 O | ; M 2 73 74 
. sLJ 
EPXM - is the maximum interception rate for a dry watershed 
In Inches per hour. The amount of interception is controlled by 
the type and density of vegetative cover and the volume currently in 
In t e r cep t i on storage. The model uses EPXM for storage of 
all incoming moisture to the watershed until a preassigned 
value is obtained; moisture exceeding this becomes available 
for overland flow. 
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Determination of EPXM ;

1. Table 1. as presented by Crawford and Linsley (7, p* 66),

presents a range of values for EPXM.

TABLE !•

Watershed Cover EPXM

Grassland 0,10

Moderate forest cover 0.15

Heavy forest cover 0.2

2. Todd (32f p. ?0) presents interception percentages of

various forest and crop types. His table may be helpful in

determining EPXM.

3. Briggs (h) used a value of 0.15 for Little Mill Creek.

k. Clarke (6) found a value of 0*10 for Cave Creek.

5. Ligon, Law, and Hlggins (20) used a value of 0.20 for

the Clemson Research Watershed.

6. Drooker (8) chose a value of 0.1 for Hubbard Brook.

7. See Modification of Parameters for further discussion.

CX - is an index for estimating the capacity of the soil

surface to store water In interception and depression storage.

It does not have much effect on the water balance and is used

mainly as a fine-tuning adjustment. Note, however, when vary­

ing this parameter, that urban watersheds generally have much

less depression storage volume than do agricultural lands.

Determination of CX:

1. CX is best established by trial and adjustment

CO

2. According to Clarkefs (6, p. 71) guidelines, initial

values of CX may range from 0.10 to 1.65.

3. Clarke (6) found a value of 0,9 for Cave Creek*

4. Balk (2) chose a value of 0.7 for Little Kill Creek.

5. Llgon, Law, and Higgins (20) used a value of 3*0 for the

Clemson Research Watershed.

6. Drooker (8) employed a value of 0.5 for Hubbard Brook.

7. See Modification of Parameters for further discussion.

EDF - is an Index for estimating soil-surface moisture

storage capacity. It represents the additional moisture ­

storage capacity available during warmer months caused by

summer vegetation. When EDF is increased, there is more

water held on or Immediately below the soil surface to be

evaporated, hence less water contributes to runoff (4, p.

Determination of EDF;

1. EDF is best established by trial and adjustment.

2. According to Clarkefs (6t p. 71) guidelines, initial values

of EDF may range from 2.00 to 0.^5­

3. Balk (2) chose a value of 1.0 for Little Mill Creek.

4. Clarke (6) used a value of 1.165 for Cave Creek.

5. Ligon, Lav;, and Higglns (20) found a value of l.?5 for the

Clemson Research Watershed.

6. Drooker ( 8) employed a value of 0.5 for Hubbard Brook.

7. A knowledge of the soil type will be helpful in determin­

ing EDF. For example, sandy soils readily give up moisture

2?

to vegetation and thus will provide an Increased storage

capacity.

8,	 See Modification of Parameters for further discussion.

Sources of Soil Data:

i.	 Soil Conservation Service (SCS National Engineering

Handbook)

ii. The Water Encyclopedia (32, p. 72)

ill. County Soil Survey Reports

iv.	 State Departments of Natural Resources, Division of

Lands and Soil

LZSN - is a soil profile moisture storage index, in inches,

which approximately equals the volume of water that may be

stored in the soil between the ground surface and watertable,

but which will also drain freely by gravity (2, p. 69). Fur­

ther, it is a major runoff volume parameter which is used to

control rates of infiltration, evapotranspiration, and percola­

tion of groundwater. Decreasing LZSN significantly Increases

yields and causes a moderate Increase in Interflow and ground­

water flow.

Determination of LZSN :

1.	 LZSN is best established by trial and adjustment.

2. Clarke (6, p. 72) suggests that LZSN is approximately

equal to 20 percent of the soil depth (or the ratio of the

volume of water that will drain freely from most soils to the

volume of soil solids). Using this criteria, he established

a range of between 12.0 and 2.0 for Kentucky watersheds.

3« Guidelines by Crawford and Llnsley (7, p. 76) for esti­

mating initial values of LZSN are as follows:

For Seasonal Rainfall

LZ3N s 4 -fJ (Mean Annual Rainfall)

For Uniform Rainfall

(LZSN ~ k + 1/8 (Mean Annual Rainfall)

k. Porosity and specific yield Information on the soil types

will be helpful in determining LZSN (see Table 2.)0

TABLEZ.

Approximate Average Porosity, Specific Yield

and rermeabillty of Various Materials

(After LInsley et al. (21) j

Material Porosity Specific Permeability 
% Yield % gpd/sq ft 
Clay 45 3 1 
Sand 35 25 800 
Gravel 25 22 5000 
Gravel and Sand 
Sandstone 
20 
15 
16 
8 
2000 
900 
Dense Limestone and Shale 5 2 1 Quartzlte, Granite 1 0.5 0 .  1 
For example, if well logs, boring records, or soil profiles

indicate 20 feet of clay (see below), LZSN might be approxi­

mated as 20 feet x 12 inches x 0.03 = 7.2 inches*

^ *> ^xss^ SOIL SURFACE ~,

CLAY LAYER 
20 ft

Specific Yield 3  % GROUNDWATER TABLE 
Sources of Well Logs:

1. Local Offices of the Geological Survey

ii. Local Department of Health

Sources of Boring Records:

i. State Highway Departments

Sources of Soil Data - See Soil Moisture Parameters (5DP)
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5. Holtan (9) has published hydrologic capacities of various

soils which may be helpful in determining the relative magni­

tude of this parameter.

Also, LZSN (Soil moisture storage index) and CB (Infiltration

index) are interdependent. The combination that produces the

best long term groundwater and surface runoff volumes, and

short term response in individual storms must be found*

6. Briggs (^ ) used values ranging from 20. to 12. for Little

Mill Creek.

?. Llgon, Law, and Higgins (20) chose a value of 10.0 for the

Clemson Research Watershed.

8. Drooker (8) found a value of k.00 for Hubbard Brook.

9# See Modification of Parameters for further discussion.

K3 - is a soil evaporation parameter which measures the

rate of loss through evapotranspiration from lower zone soil

moisture.

Determination of K3 ;

1. Crawford and Linsley (7) suggest K3 values as listed in

the first column of Table 3.

TABLE 3* 
Watershed Cover 
Open Land 
Grassland 
Light Forest 
Heavy Forest 
.2
.23 
.28 
.3
 .25 
 (.7-.9) 
The upper range of values in the second column, are suggested
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by Hydrocomp International (12)* who define K3 as the area

covered by forest or deep rooted vegetation as a fraction of

the total watershed area. Where the root zone approaches the

water table, the uptake of water by roots equals, for practical

purposes, the transpiration rate.

2. Aerial photographs will be valuable in determining the

watershed cover.

Sources of Aerial Photographs - See Watershed Parameters (AREA)

3. Briggs (k) choa* a value of 0.20 for Little Mill Creek.

k, Clarke (6), using various Kentucky watersheds, established

a range of between 0.2 and 0.3 for K3.

5. Ligon, Law, and Hlggins (20) found a value of 0.32 for the

Clemson Research Watershed.

6. Drooker (8) employed a value of 0.8 for Hubbard Brook.

?. See Modification of Parameters for further discussion.

K24L - is a parameter indicating the fraction of moisture

lost or diverted from active groundwater storage through sub­

surface flow across the drainage basin boundary (2)« K24L

also represents that portion of inflow to groundwater that

percolates to deep or inactive ground water (7).

Determination of

1. K24L can often be assumed to be zero, since these losses

are small compared to rainfall and runoff.

2. K2^L may be estimated from observed changes in deep

groundwater levels.
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Sources of Groirndwater Levels:

1. Observation wells

11. Local municipalities and/or land owners

3. K24L may be approximated by trial.

k. Briggs (k); Clarke (6); Ligon, Law, and Hlggins (20); and

Drooker ( 8> all used 0.0 in their studies.

K2*fEL - According to Clarke ( 6, p. 44) f K24EL Is the fraction

of moisture lost from groundwater storage through evapotrans­

piration. Crawford and Linsley (7, p. 4-3) give K24EL essen­

tially the same meaning, however, they describe it as the

fraction of the total watershed area in which evapotranspira­

tion from groundwater storage is assumed to occur at the po­

tential rate.

Determination of K2*tiEL :

1. K24-EL is zero unless a significant quantity of vegetation

draws from below the water table,

2. Soil Survey Reports, which usually contain information on

the vegetation of the area, will be helpful in determining

K24EL.

3. Clarke (6), Briggs (l±) , and Drooker ( 8) all used 0.0 in

their analysis.

Sources of Vegetation Data;

i. Aerial Photographs

11. County Soil Survey Reports

EF - is a factor relating infiltration rates to evaporation

rates to provide a seasonal adjustment and account for more

rapid infiltration rate recovery during warmer periods. An
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Increase of EF will Increase the infiltration rate in the sum­

mer and decrease the summer peaks.

Determination of 5F:

1. No methods have been given for estimating an initial value

of EF.

2. Balk (2, p. 68) suggests making an initial run with

EF = 1.0; then adjust the value of 3F as necessary.

3. Brlggs (h) chose a value of 4.0 for Little Mill Creek.

*K Clarke (6) found a value of 0.15 for Cave Creek.

5. Ligon, Law, and Hlggins (20) used a value of 0.2 for the

Clemson Research Watershed,

6. Drooker (8) chose a value of 0.2 for Hubbard Brook.

7* See Modification of Parameters for further discussion.

CB - is an index that controls the rate of infiltration.

It is primarily governed by soil permeability and the volume

of moisture that may be stored within the soil. An Increase

of the value of CB has a significant effect in reducing the

total yield and increasing Interflow and groundwater flow.

Determination of CB:

1. Presently, there are no procedures for estimating initial

values of CB.

2. Crawford and Llnsley ( 7, p. 76) suggest a range of be­

tween 0.3 and 1.2 for CB.

3. Clarke (6, p. 7^) has hypothesized that CB is approximately

equal to 20 percent of the soil permeability. Using this, he
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found a range of from 1.3 to 0.3 for Kentucky watersheds.

i±, A knowledge of the soil type and its permeability will be

helpful in determining the relative magnitude of CB (see Table

4.2).

5. Holtanfs (ID) work, in expressing the infiltration capacity

as a function of storage exhaustion and a seepage constant, may

also be helpful.

6. Clarke ($ found a value of 0.65 for Cave Creek.

?• Brlggs (4) used a value of 0.85 for Little Mill Creek.

8. Ligon, Law, and Higglns (20) chose a value of 3-25 for the

Clemson Research Watershed.

9- Drooker (9 found a value of 2.5 for Hubbard Brook.

10. See Modification of Parameters for further discussion.

CY - is an index controlling the time distribution and

quantities of moisture entering interflow (6, p. 49). Changes

In CY have little affect on yield. An IncreaseJin CY will in­

crease the proportion of Interflow and reduce the hydrograph

peak.

Determination of CY :

1. CY is best established by trial and adjustment.

2. Brlggs (i|) used a value of 3.0 for Little Mill Creek.

3. Clarke (6) established a range of from 1.0 to ^.5 for

various watersheds throughout Kentucky. Also, he noted that

this range varies inversely with the depth of the hydrologic

activity, which may be estimated as the depth to bedrock,

soil layers of restricted permeability, or the water table.

4. Drooker (8) chose a value of 1.0 for Hubbard Brook.

5. Ligon, Law, and Higgins ( 20) used a value of 0.65 for the

Clemson Research Watershed.

6. See Modification of Parameters for further discussion.

Overland and Interflow Parameters

Read: SS, L, NN, NNU, IRC from one card with 4F10.3, F20.18

Format.

Example of Input - Shown below is a typical input card for

the Overland and Interflow Parameter data.

0.132 570.0 Q*37U Q.Q15Q* 0 0 4 / 2 9 SS» Li fifty HNU? iKC 
7 T T 1 i S lOJ'.'. 1? Vi M b 'i 'S H ; : ] ? T
 t 2 21 2* ?S !6 :f :3 3C|V 3? Jj"A 3a 2S* j 2a y. »uj<T ^ 43 •;'• ' J <» 4; H ;9 SOJSl S2 53 c^ 35 56 5.' 5S =9 60J51 62 b3 c* Sti 66 67 E3 S9 7C};i /2 7i 7j "' 7 
^ " ^ — _ 41 
SS - is the average ground slope in feet per foot of the

overland flow surfaces perpendicular to the channel (6, p.

The general land slope has a complex relationship to the sur­

face runoff phenomena arising from its Influence on infiltra­

tion, soil moisture content, and vegetative growth*

Determination of S3:

1. A method described by Aronovicl (1) and discussed by

Balk (2t p. 73} consists of overlaying a topographic map of

the watershed with a grid system. The slope is determined at

each grid intersection by measuring the distance between two

contour lines and dividing the contour interval by this dis­

tance. The values are then averaged for the entire watershed

to establish a value of SS*
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2. Another method, as presented by Linsley, Kohler, and

Paulhus (21, p. 250), consists of plotting the stream profile

(elevation against distance) and determining the area under

the profile. The mean slope is then taken to be the slope

of a straight line which has the same area under it as the

area under the profile.

3. Wentworth (38) discusses a simplified random method of

determining the average slope of land surfaces•

- is the mean overland flow path length in feet.

Determination of L:

1. According to Chow ( 5 , p. ^-^7), "An average length can

be computed from measurements of a number of paths emanating

from points uniformly spaced around the entire basin perimeter

or extended upward from uniformly spaced, points along the

channel*"

2. Balk's approach (2, p. 7*0 » similar to that outlined by

Chow, was to divide the periphery of the watershed boundary,

on a topographic map with a contour interval of 5 feet and a

scale of 1 Inch equals *K)0 feetf into 200 foot increments.

Then, at each increment point, he measured the distance,

perpendicularly across the contours, to the nearest channel.

These values were then averaged to give an index value of SS.

NN - is the average Manning roughness coefficient for over­

land flow on soil surface. Increasing values of NN reduces

runoff volumes and tends to attenuate the flood peaks by al­

lowing more time for infiltration.

Determination of NN;

1. NN may "be estimated from Table k.

TABLE k.

Manning1s Roughness Value for Overland Flow for Various

Surface Types

(After Clarke, 6* p. 7*0

Watershed Surface Manning•s n

Smooth Asphalt 0.012

Asphalt or Concrete Paving 0.014

Packed Clay 0.030

Light Turf 0.200

Dense Turf 0.350

Dense Shrubbery and Forest

Litter 0.400

2. Also see Chow, V. T. » Open Channel Hydraulics, McGraw-

Hill, New York, 1959, pp. 108-11**.

3. Local offices of the Geological Survey usually have data

on channel roughness.

NNU - is the average Manning roughness coefficient for over­

land flow on impervious surfaces.

Determination of NNU

1. NNU may be estimated using the same sources as discussed

under NN.

IRC - is the daily interflow recession constant. This value

controls the rate at which water passes through the upper soil

zones.

Determination of IRC:

1. IRC may be estimated by graphical techniques for hydro-

graph analysis developed by Barnes ( 3 , p. 106).
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2. Owen (28) has developed a computer program, based on the

Barnes1 method, to determine and display interflow and base-

flow recession constants.

3. Clarke (6) established a range of from 0.62 to 0.82 for

various watersheds in Kentucky.

k. Brlggs (4) chcee a value of 0.001 for Little Mill Creek.

5. Drooker (8) found a value of .7 for Hubbard Brook.

6. Ligon, Law, and Higgins (20) used a value of 0.^0 for

Clemson Research Watershed.

7. See Modification of Parameters for further discussion.

8j Channel Routing and Groundwater Parameters

The ^ channel routing aspects of thfe model have received much

attention and modification by "users. For example, the routing

parameters that follow have been developed by James. Also,

firms like Hydrocomp International (12) have spent much ef­

fort in programming details of the routing stages throughout

the watershed.

Read: KSC, KSF, CHCAP, RFC, KV2^, KK24, from one card with

5F1O.3, P20.18 Format.

Example of Input - Shown below is a typical example of an in­

put card for the Channel Routing and Groundwater Parameter

data.

UT93 W7VB 800.0 1,5 0.75 0.125715 RUUTiH6»C14 \

KSC - is the streamflow routing parameter for low flows*

KSC is used to account for channel storage when channel flows

are less than one-half of the channel capacity.

Determination of KSC ­

The following formula is used to determine KSC and KSF:

KSC or KSF « K - 0,5t

K + 0.5t

where t is the routing period. K, as explained by Johnstone

and Cross (18), can be determined using:

K - - ft/ dQ

/ dt

where dQ is the slope of a line tangent to the hydrograph at

dt

the point of contraflexure, and Q is the surface runoff flow

rate at the point of contraflexure. A hydrograph with inbank

flows should be used.

KSF - Is a streamflow routing parameter for flood flows*

KSF is used to account for channel plus flood-plain storage

when streamflows are greater than twice the channel capacity*

Determination of KSF:

1. KSF can be calculated using the formulas as discussed

above for KSC. However, a hydrograph of flood flows should

be used.

CHCAP - Is the index capacity of the existing channel in

cubic feet per second.

Determination of CHCAP:

!• Balk (2, p. 77) suggested that CHCAP might be estimated
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"by determining the gage height at bankfull flow, then reading

the capacity directly from the rating curve*

2. CHCAP may be determined from hydraulic analysis of the

profile and cross-section of the stream channel. Note, how­

ever, that topographic maps, unless of very large scale, will

not provide enough detail to determine CHCAP by hydraulic

analysis.

RFC - is a parameter for nonlinear routing*

Determination of RFC:

This parameter is used for nonlinear routing in the sub­

routine "RTVARX". This subroutine is not in operation in the

O.S.U. Version; therefore, any non-zero number may be used for

RFC*

KV24 - is a dally baseflow recession adjustment factor.

KV24 is used to provide a curvilinear base-flow recession

(6, p. 46).

Determination of KV24:

1. There appears to be no method of predicting an Initial

value for KV24.

2. Balk (2, p. 78) suggests Initializing KV24 equal to 1.0

to eliminate its Influence on the base flow; then, from simu­

lated hydrographs, adjust KV24 as necessary to better simu­

late groundwater flow.

3. Owenfs (28) work with multiple baseflow recession con­

stants will help to provide for curvilinear baseflow (see the

following discussion on KK24).

k. Clarke (6) found a value of .99 on Cave creek.

5. Brlggs (k) chose a value of 0.75 for Little Mill Creek.

6. Llgon, Law, and Higgins (20) used a value of 0.36 for the

Clemson Research Watershed.

?. Drooker (8) used a value of 0.99 for Hubbard Brook,

- is a daily baseflow recession constant which controls

the, rate of discharge from the goundwater table.

Determination of KK24:

1. KK2^ can be estimated from graphical techniques as dis­

cussed by Barnes (3, p. 106).

2. For areas of stratified geology, particularly where con­

tinuous clay layers exist, a number of groundwater recession

constants may be required to correctly develop the depletion

curve. Owen (28) has studied this phenomenon in detail and

has developed a separate program to determine and display (see

Figure 4« ) multiple recession constants. Further, he has

modified the model (O.S.U* Version) to accommodate multiple

recession constants. To use this option, one will have to

study Owen's work in detail.

Note: If only one recession constant is required, the four

cards (SMO0015, 3M00016, SM00017, SM00018), as shown in Ap­

pendix B, must be removed from the program.

3. See Modification of Parameters for further discussion.

(ll) Starting Moisture Storage Values as of October 1

Read: SGWt UZS, LZ3, GWS from one card with JfF10.3 Format.

TOTAL HYDROGRAPH 
SURFACE RUNOFF PLUS INTERFLOW 
SURFACE RUNOFF 
INTERFLOW RECESSION CONSTANT 
•GROUNDWATER RECESSION CONSTANTS 
FIGURE k. TYPICAL RECESSION ANALYSIS CURVE 
( After Owen (28) ) 
Example of Input - Shown below Is a typical input card for

the Starting Moisture Storage Value data.

.100 0.000 9.600 .200

Dpi 52 5: 5i 55 56 5." Si 59 60 61 62 63 e4 £'

- is the groundwater storage increment, In Inches, that

reflects fluctuation in volume.

Determination of SGW:

1. An estimate of SGW can be made if detailed information on

the behavior of groundwater fluctuations is available.

2. If the above Information is not available, one must re­

sort to trial and adjustment In accordance with the simula­

tion results and the values of SGW returned by the model.

3. Briggs (4) used a value of 0.1 for Little Mill Creek,

if. Drooker (8) used a value of 1.0 for Hubbard Brook.

5. Ligon, Law, and Hlggins used a value of 3-90 for Clemson

Research Watershed.

Sources of Aquifer Data:

1.	 Geological Survey or Local Agencies (Groundwater Level

Records)

ii. Geologic Profiles and Soil Maps

- is the current volume, in inches, of soil surface
uzs

moisture as interception and depression storage.

Determination of UZS:

1. UZS is normally zero unless there is precipitation during

the last few days of September, causing the model to start

the water year with some value.

LZS - is the current soil moisture storage in inches. This

represents the volume of water stored in the lower zone (be­

tween the groundwater table and the soil surface.

Determination of LZS:

1. Balk (2t p. 81) suggests that a rough estimate be used for

the initial run; then, considering the values of LZS returned

by the modd.t adjust LZS as necessary.

2. LZS will be some fraction of LZSN (Soil Moisture Storage

Index); therefore, the methods used to calculate LZSN will be

useful for initial estimates of LZS (see Soil Moisture Param­

eters (LZSN)).

GWS - Is the current value of the groundwater slope index

in inches. It is an indication of the antecedent moisture

conditions of the watershed.

Determination of GWS;

1. Balk (2) suggests that GWS initially be set equal to SGW*

2. Brlggs (^ ) suggests that initial values of GWS be between

0.15 and 0.25­

3. Ligon, Law, and Hlggins (20) chose a value of 1.56 for

Clemson Research Watershed.

*K Drooker (8) used a value of 0.5 for Hubbard Brook.

5. GWS can be adjusted in accordance with the simulation and

the value of GWS returned by the model.

Swamp and Soil Crack Storage

Read: VOLUME from one card with F10.2 Format.

Example of Input - Shown below is a typical example of the

card Input for the Swamp and Soil Crack Storage data,

250.0 
3 4 a & i b UjM is -.3 ••* ;i li 'i ' i ^ ::[:-. :::::».? r ^ : : : i : s :-c| i . ? :>:• 3* jt :$ „: 3g 33 *u[4i»? 43 44 <s *s 4? 46 49 *.O[Sn 52 53 s-> £5 s s : ? 58 59 s* jsi 62 63 s4' . 
rft n flfi 
VOLUME 1 - is the volume of water assigned to swamp storage

and dry ground recharge in acre feet. It accounts for the run­

off required to recharge swamps which, by middle to late sum­

mer, dry up. Also, under these dry spells, clayey coils will

exhibit considerable shrinkage cracks.

Determination of VOLUME:

1. If there are no swamps, VOLUME equals 0.0.

2. If swamps dry up and the model is over simulating in the

fall, the value of VOLUME may be estimated by planimeterlng

the area between the recorded and simulated discharge curves,

in second foot days, and converting it to acre feet.

m  ) Title of Computer Output (QQQ)

Read: Up to eighty, characters from one card with a 20A^ For­

mat.

Example of Input - Shown below is a typical input card for

QQQ data.

T m X " H I L L CREEK DATA -VERSrUH OF TEB. £ 5 , 1 9 6 9 -R6IN GAGE NO. 57 / 
QQQ - Alphanumeric input to entitle the computer output.

Note; All the following data should be repeated in the fol­

lowing sequence, for each water year analyzed.

New Year Identification Card

Read: DDYRi, DDYR2, YEAR from one card with 213, F10.1 For­

mat.

Example of Input - Shown below is a typical example of card

input for the New Year Identification data.

4923.9 DDYRI ,DBYR2 , YEAR

; 3 * 5 s 7

- Last two digits of the first year in the water year*

DDYR2 j - Last two digits of the last year in the water year.

YEAR I - Recorded annual streamflow for above water year in

acre feet.

(is) Stream Gage Identification (QQO)

Read: Up to sixty characters from one card with 19Xf 15A4­

Format.

Example of Input - Shown below is a typical example of card

Input for the Stream Gage Identification data.

GAGE NUMBER 97, LITTLE MILL CREEK "

QQO - is alphanumeric input to identify the streamgage.

Title of Ordinate for Runoff Hydrograph (QQY)

Read: Up to 56 characters from one card with a IX, 14A4 For­

mat-

Example of Input - Shown below is a typical example of card

input for the Title of Ordinate for Runoff Hydrograph data.

AVG.FLDUIN CFSCFOR LUYRI958 195914/$ 9? R/S 27 
: a ? 3 : o j j ' . : 33 3* .-5 35 :.' i 8 3 3 < I | 4 : A: ; . ] 4 1 45 46 <? < 8 * 3 : i > p l 53 S ; 55 : 3 ^ j>8 59 6CJ61 62 S3 S 
QQY - Is alphanumeric data for labelling the ordinate of

the runoff hydrograph. This should be changed for each water-

year and watershed. The data, one card in each year of data,

consists of units of flow, the water year, the watershed num­

ber, and the raingage number.

(IT) Pan Evaporation Values - See Evaporation Data, under

Optional Input and Output (DKN(3)).

uL8J Monthly Evaporation Pan Coefficients

Read: One value of EVCR from each of twelve cards (corres­

ponding to the appropriate month) with F10.3 Format.

Example of Input - Shown below Is a typical input card for

the Monthly Evaporation Pan Coefficient data*

~~~ 77m MONTHLY PAN COEFFICIENTS ~OCT 1958 " \

EVCR - Monthly Evaporation Pan Coefficient

Determination of EVCR :

1. Monthly pan coefficients may be determined by taking a

ratio of the computed daily values of lake evaporation (aver­

aged over the month) to the computed daily values of pan evap­

oration (averaged over the month).

2. Monthly pan evaporation coefficients may also be computed

from methods set forth by Kohler (19).

Data Sequence: October throiagh December, January through

September.

Source of Pan Coefficient Data - See Evaporation Data, under

Optional Input and Output (DKN(3)).

\22\ Storage (non-recording) Gage Rain Data

Read: One value of DD13 from one card with 13 Format.

Example of Input - Shown below is an example of an input card

if no Storage Gage Rain Data are used.

DP13 -STORAGE GAGE DATA NDT USED f

1 2 3 « 5 6 J 8 ° 'Chi '. . 4 1 3 6 V, II .-. < 0 | < ' -: ' t S < S 4 7 < 3 « 9 S S J ; i 5 : 5 3 S < 5 5 56 i! be S £ 3 |  o : i l ^ S* \ . 
. . . 21 - . L 111 - JL. 
DD13 - Niimber of days (24 hour periods) of storage-gage in­

put rainfall. If the hourly precipitation totals from an

available recording gage provide representative patterns of

basin-wide rainfall, the storage gage input data would not be

used and DD13 would be set equal to zero. If DD13 is not equal

to zero, the following additional inputs are required.

Bead: WSG, SGRT from one card with P10.3, 14 Format,

Read: DD15, PRSC from one card with 13, F10.3 Format.

Example of Input - Shown below Is an example of a data set re­

quired if Storage Gage Rain Data is used*

' "* ".' ** 5: :•£ J" JS ?S 4 0 k l2 4} 4'.  , : - : 4 / H  -3 SOj*1 52 ! J 5-! 55 =55 5  : 5S i!* 60}--! 82 63 54 65 /m TJTRJ
.570 
 nr 
8 s - : • • ! ; : '3 u  : ?  , 0 i; , i »i : : j : i ?: . 3 : 4 : ? : G : ; : • ?»3-:{ .-. 32 :•> :^ -s • ; 3s it AO}4I 4 : 4 3 44 45 ^ * ii 53 i< 3 : 56 -T 58 59 BCJSl 6? ti'J 64K 
- is a storage gage weighting factor. According to

Balk (2» p. 83), it Is defined so that the average rainfall

over the basin is the product of WSG and the storage gage

rainfall plus the product of (1 - WSG) and the recording gage

rainfall.

SGRT j - is the hour of the day at which the storage gage

rainfall is always read (0 to 2

DPI5 [ - is the day of the year for the corresponding stor­

age gage rainfall. January 1 through December 31 corresponds

to 1 through 365 on the data card. Februaiy 29 equals 366#

PREC 
- is the storage gage daily (2^ hour period) rainfall

total in inches.

(23) Hourly Rainfall Data from Recording Gage

Read: ST, YR, HO, DAY, CN from one card with 15, 3I2f II For­
mat. 
Read: Twelve values of PI (corresponding to the twelve hours 
of A.M. or P.M.) from one card with a 12F5.2 Format.

Example of Input - Shown below Is a typical example of card

input If rainfall occurs within a twelve hour period.

UI TUI T01 TUl Tol TOl TOI 7 0 1 T O E 702 7u2 70Z%s

, 4 ? ^ : - s J ; J : ' : 4 & j i » 4 ? < 3 * 4 «5 4 s 4,' 4 3 - - 5-7|5i a : ' . : 5< ss 55 57 sg s_9 6 o | s i 6? 63 S 
ST - Is the number assigned to recording rain gage by U. S«

Weather Bureau or some other identification number*

YR - indicates the last two digits of calendar year.

MO - is the month of the year.

DAY - is the day of the month.

CN - indicates ante or meridiem, 1 = A.M.f 2 = P.M.

Note: This data is used to Identify the PI data described

next. If no rainfall occurs in a twelve hour period, no in­

put card is required.

PI - is the hourly recorded rainfall array in Inches.

If there is no rainfall for a twelve hour period f no input

card is required.

Data Sequence: October 1 through December311 January 1 through

February 28, February 29 (If leap year), March 1 through Sept­

ember 30.

Note: A sentinel card must be used to indicate that all pre­

cipitation data for a water year has been read. The sentinel

card includes ST, YR, KO, DAY, CN from one card with 15, 312,

II Format; however, YR = 98.
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Sources of Precipitation Data :

1. Weather Bureau Stations

ii. Local Climatological Data (36)

111.	 Hourly Frecipitation Data (35)

Basic Output

The model, if no additional output options are called,

will provide a basic output of synthesized and recorded data

as shown in Figure 5 and discussed below. ( (^y corresponds

to items on Figure 5*)

This table presents the synthesized average daily stream-

flow rates, in cubic feet per second, for each day of the year,

SYK STRSAMFLOW - Summation of all the synthesized daily

average flow rates, in cubic feet per second, for each month

followed by the annual total,

\ 3 / TOT SYN VOL - Synthesized monthly and annual totals of

runoff in inches over the watershed.

V  V INTERFLOW VOL - Synthesized monthly and annual totals of

interflow in Inches over the watershed.

\5y BASE FLOW VOL - Synthesized monthly and annual totals of

baseflow in inches over the watershed.

<£> ANNUAL SYNTHESIZED STRSAMFLOW IN ACRE FSET - The volume

of synthesized streamflow runoff from the watershed for the

entire water year in acre feet.

7> RSC STREAMFLOW - Summation of all the recorded daily

average streamflow rates, in cubic feet per second, for each

month followed by the annual total.

RECORDED VOLUME IN INCHES PER YEAR - Recorded annual total

of runoff in Inches over the watershed.

RECORDED VOLUME IN INCHES PER YEAR FROM NOV. THRU MARCH ­

Recorded volume, in inches over the watershed, from November

through March, This is valuable in studying snowmelt problems.

AMOUNT OF SYNTHESIZED SNOW FROM NOV. THRU MARCH IN

EQUIVALENT INCHES OF WATER - Valuable in snowmelt analysis.

ANNUAL RECORDED STREAMFLOW IN ACRE FEET - The volume of

recorded streamflow runoff from the watershed for the entire

water year in acre feet.

REC PRECIP - Summation of recorded precipitation, in

Inches, for each month followed by the total for the year,

\13/ SYN E.T.-NET - Synthesized monthly and annual totals of

evapotranspiration in Inches.

POTENTIAL E.T. - Monthly and annual recorded lake evapora­

tion (potential) in inches.

STORAGES

UZS - End of the month values, in inches, of current

surface moisture storage.
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LZS - End of the month values, in Inchest of current

soil moisture storage.

SGW - End of the month values, in inches, for the ground­

water storage fluctuation.

INDICES

UZSN - End of the month values, in inches, of the soil

surface moisture storage index,

GWS - End of the month values, in Inches, of the current

values of the grouncwater slope index.

EN - End of the month values of EN, a factor varying

Infiltration by season.

\17/ BALANCE - An annual moisture balance, in Inches, which

represents moisture not accounted for within the program.

Optional Input and Output

The following discussion covers additional program op­

tions (summarized in Table 5 0 of the model which can be

called at the discretion of the user to enhance and facilitate

his analysis. Due to modification of the model by researchers,

some of the original options, still within the program, have

been phased-out and are now not operating.

LITTLE PILL CREEK DATA -VFRSION OF F b f i . 2 5 , 1 9 6 9 - R A I N GAGL NO. 27

GAGE NUMBER 9 4 , LITTLE MILL CKtEK *ATLR VkAR 1 9 6 0 - 6 1 U . S . U . WATERSHED MOOLL

DAY OCT NUV UEC JAN PEB MAK APR MAY JUN JUL AW SEPI

0. 192 0.045 0.741 0.466 0.461 1.766 13.752 1.548 7.056 0.442 0.926 0. 146 
0.186 0.044 1.081 0.442 0.426 1.633 2 . 4 06 1.430 27.747 0.410 1.123 0. 141 
0.175 0.041 1.117 0.416 0.394 1.509 I .395 1.322 1.672 0.38 1 1.04 9 0.140 
0. 162 0.03<J 1.081 0. 190 0.3 65 13.933 1.288 1.221 1. 174 0.352 0.970 0.130 
0.150 0.044 1.01 7 0.558 0.337 25.053 1.190 1. 129 1.085 0.323 0.897 0.120 
6 0. 1 38 O.C5 7 0.945 1.67 \ 0.313 13.235 1. 100 1.06 3 1.00 3 0.30b 0.8 29 0. Ill 
7 0.128 O.C67 Q.HI9 3. JJ9 0. 305 2.277 1 .025 1. 381 0.92 7 0./82 0. 766 0. 102 
8 0.118 0.065 0.H15 2.050 0. 329 15.354 0.948 19.205 <..6 25 0.261 0.7 09 0.095 
9 0.122 o.c-^o 0.755 1.276 0.52? 3.565 1 1.41? 13.717 4.652 0.24 I 0,6 bt, a. u«» 
10 0. I 17 0 . U«> 0.698 1.577 0.519 2.190 12.238 1.502 7.004 0.223 0.622 0.081 
11 0.109 0. 135 0.646 3.825 0.7 39 2.030 t . 5 5 9 1.256 2 . Jti 0.20b 0.595 0.075 
12 0. 100 0. 125 0.597 2.249 1 .509 1.879 9 . 2 4 8 1. 161 1 . 8 5 6 0.191 0.550 0.069 
13 0.093 0. 115 0.553 1.415 3.110 1.975 5 . 3 6 9 1,0/3 1.716 0.176 0.509 0.064 
14 0.086 0. 107 0.516 1.310 1.123 2. 166 1 .374 0.991 1.651 0.163 0.471 0.059 
15 0.079 0. C99 0.486 2.609 0.807 1.642 1.244 2.824 1.536 0.152 0.435 0.055 
16 0.073 0.C95 0.452 1 .974 0. 746 1.515 19.713 2.778 1.415 0.142 0.4 05 0.051 
17 0.068 0.089 0.424 1.224 l.ttlO 1.400 4.1 76 0.994 I . 308 0. 131 0.380 0.047

18 0,063 0.082 0.510 1. 851 7.073 1.356 3.010 1.140 I .209 0.122 0.351 0.04 3

19 0.061 0.076 0.471 1.478 2. 128 1.890 1.912 1.06V 1. 117 0.146 0.325 0.040 
20 0.061 0.C70 0.3B1 1. 163 I .206 1.282 1.761 0.926 1.0 32 0. 165 0. 300 0.037 
21 0.057 0.06 5 0.354 1.082 1.113 3.199 24.441 0.856 0.954 0.153 0.2H6 0.034 
22 0.052 0.06 1 0.329 1.005 2.228 2.325 16.533 0.791 0.88? 0.141 0.277 0.032

23 0.04B O.Ctff 0. 305 0.932 3.906 4 . U 7 5.761 0.731 C.B23 0.150 0.257 0.029

24 0.045 0.031 0.282 0.863 1.437 LB26 1.865 0.676 0.766 0.263 0.2 37 0.027 
25 0.041 0.074 0.539 0.798 43.7bd 1.719 77.272 0.625 O.7G8 0.4V0 0.220 0.028 
26 0.038 0.069 0.737 0. 7 *B 6 1 . 385 1.499 26.789 0 .597 0.655 0.368 O.?33 0.027 
27 0.036 0.0t>4 0.553 0.683 2. H75 1.365 2.234 0 .554 0.605 0.340 0.216 0.025 
28 0.034 0.059 0.485 0.6 31 1 .911 1.280 2.625 U.512 0.500 0.315 0. 199 0.023 
29 0.031 O.C76 0.4i>3 I . 183 1.924 0 .474 0.51 7 0.782 0.184 0.021 
30 0.029 0 .0 /5 0.423 0.539 1.093 1. 675 U.4 38 0.474 0.596 O.I 71 0.020 
31 0.035 0.438 0.499 1.0V6 0 .416 0.76 8 0.158 
•SYN STRbAMFLOW 3 . 2 . I ). 40. 143. 1 1H. 259. 64. 79 . 9, 15. 2 . 7b4. Cl SD 
- TOT SYN VOL 0 . 0 4 3 0.037 0.2 99 0.622 2.242 I .d57 4.068 1.010 1.237 0, 144 u.240 0.031 11.83 IN/YH 
-INTfcRFLOW VUL 0.000 0.000 0.01 1 0. 16b 1. 756 1.02 6 2.537 0.505 0 .680 0. 0 09 0.000 0.000 6.6B9 IN/YR 
- BASE FLOW VUL 0.043 0.03 7 0.289 0.45 6 0.397 0.60? 0. 74b 0.46B 0 . 5  i o u. 0.2*0 0.031 IN/YR 
-ANNUAL SYNTHESHLO STREAMFLUW IN ACRE FU T AC FT 
-REC STREAMFLdW 5. V. ' j . 20. IU. 2 1 1 . al . 1 7 . 6 . H56. CFSU 
-RECORDED VULUME IN INCHES PER YEAR 13.43 IN/YR 
-RECORDED VOLUME IN INCHES PLK YEAR FRCM VJV. THKU MAK CH b.60 f N/YK 
-AMOUNT UF SYNTHESIZED SNOrt I-RCM N.W. THKU -lAKf.H IN E U U I V A L E N T INCHES OF t * A T t k 3.25 INCHES 
-ANNUAL RECORDED STREAMFLuW IN ACHE FEET I 109B. ) 1<>9 7  . AC FT 
REC P R E C I P 1 .01 I.H2 0.91 3.'/3 6-37 2.65 5 . 6 4 2 . 1 7 0.95 34. ib IN/YR

SYN L , f . - N E T 1 .834 0.96 2 0 . 5 1 2 0.569 0.84B 1. HI V ?. d64 i . 1 02 3.431 360 2.534 IN/YK

P O T E N T I A L E . T . 1 .981 0.962 0 .512 0 » "> ?> 9 0.84b 1.68 1 1 .«09 3.644 4.6V4 4.502 4.404 3.H58 IN/YK

S T O R A G E S - U i S 0.526 1.237 0 .373 0. 371 0 .264 0. 138 0.288 0.0 ?.S82 0.0 o.o IN/YK

US 6.770 6 . 06 I 7.^.96 8.06O 9 .47* ?. 301 7. 171 .867 5.278 IN/YR

S.GW 0.009 0. Jl<» 0.0V6 0.367 0,22b 0.321 0 . 1 1 / 0.092 0. 121 0.0 30 0.004 IN/YR

INOICES-UZSN 0.43? 0.253 0.2 9U 0.4W3 0.537 1 . 04 0 1.J15 l*U49 1.133 1.030

GWS 0.119 0.07 i O . ? ? l 3 2 0 0.645 U.639 0.795 0.471 0.435 0. 310 0. 1 U5 0 .0 /6

EN 0. 5C0 0. 500 U.500 0.500 U. 50U 0.500 2.«75 9. 789 8.553 d.(J59 6.598

BALANCE -0 .0766 INCHES 
U t 
FIGURE 5. MODEL SIMULATION RESULTS-BASIC OUTPUT

TABLE 5. 
Additional Program Options - DKN(X) 
(X) Function 
1 
2 
3 
Print Selected Storm Details 
Infiltration Rate Factor Adjustment 
Read Evaporation Data 
Statistical Evaluation of Simulation Success 
5
6
7
8
9

Print 20 Top Hourly Rainfall and Runoff Events

Print Daily Soil Moisture Storage Values

Bead Snow Data

Multiple Precipitation Input (Non-Operable)

Read Recorded Streamflows

10 Combination of Several Basins (Non-Operable)

11 Read Diverted Flow

12 Hourly Routing of Streamflow (Non-Operable)

13 Modified Routing (Non-0Derable)

Ik Print Recorded Streamflow

15 Echo Check of Input Data

16 Logarithmic Hydrograph Plot

17 Arithmetic Hydrograph Plot

18 Details of Internal Program Function Values

19 Print Snowmelt Details

20 Arithmetic Hydrograph Plot for Selected Storm

DKN(l) - Selected Storm Details

Description - If DKN(l) equals 1, the program prints out

end-of-the-routing-lnterval values of rainfall, surface run­

off, interflow, baseflow, total flow entering the channel and

routed outflow for one select storm during each year of data.

If DKN(l) equals 0, the program does not print out these values«

Note: This option does not work at the end of a water year.

For example, it will not print out a storm which begins on

September 30 and ends on October 2«

Input - If DKN(l) equals 1

Read: One value of XRD2T on one card In an 15 Format,

Read: IOUT, INUM from each of YRDET number of cards with a

215 Format,
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Example of Input - If 3 years of data are being analyzed and

2 days of details are desired for a January 20th storm in the

first year, a June 13th storm in the second year, and an April

25th storm in the third year, the card input would appear as

follows:

/ 115 2 
: • : , 24 i . ?o r ' : : r : ^ : - ' ?: ?»?* -s 35 s; 3s 33 4nM; - . 43 u 45 ^5 47 48 43 «CjV il 5J 54 15 rJ. 57 58 59 60 SI £2 53 64 S ^ 
/ i64 £ 
i : J 4 s 6 ' ? = • - , - ' ?  i 3 : t 1 5 ' 6 r  ,s : * ; - ( . . ?: ?«:-5 ?e ?' 2a :9 30J;- I J? ^ 34 : ; . 35 v . J j a ; . j 4 » -2 i.>a • 5 4£ 4] i ? 4 9 *Q : ' 5, '.»  r . ; s i 56 57 53 5 i 50 l\ 6? £3 £ - \ . 
/ 20 2 
: 3 « : b 1 o -.  : o | l l t? 13 A *: ' : !7 !S .3 : ; j i " . ,2 .1 li » i s 21 : i 29 3CJ; 22 33 3< 35 35 2; 33 3? <o|4l 42 43 «« 4 = 46 47 4(j49 5C 51 52 53 5) 5. =-6 t. 58 5S e:-j6i i ; 63 5« 05 e | 
f 
/ 
< 5 6 J 8 o . i " '.: u 4^ 5^ is IJ .J a :oj:". ?i :> : t ?5 n 2: ^3 :s JC- |J ' ' ^ : . 3» 3a 3a 3; » : s <cJ4i«? 43 44 4 5 4ti 47 48 4^ 50 51 5?5J54S5 55 5 J i 3 59 6n •1 62 63 f j / 
YRDET - Number o f y e a r s o f d a t a b e i n g a n a l y z e d . 
IOUT - Day number of the calendar year for the beginning of

a storm for which detailed output is requested-

INUM - Number of elapsed days for which detailed output is

requested.

Note: If DKN(l) equals lf IOUT and INUM must be read for all

years analyzed.

Explanation of Output

The output of DKN(l) is in tabular form with the following

table headings:

RAINFALL DEPOSITION

DY - Day of month that detailed storm output is requested,

HR - Particular hour of the day for which detailed storm out­

put is requested.

PD - Period of the hour of output requested. For example, if

the routing interval is 5 minutes, PD will range from 1 to 12.

RAIN - Current rainfall rate (inches per routing interval in­

crement) .

ENTRUZ - Current rainfall rate (inches per routing Interval

increment) minus the residual rainfall after soil surface

moisture depletion (inches).

ENTRLZ - Residual rainfall after soil surface moisture deple­

tion (inches) minus the sum of current moisture entering sur­

face runoff plus Interflow (Inches).

INTFST - Water entering Interflow storage (Inches).

OVFLST - Current direct runoff (inches).

MOISTURE STORAGE

UZS - Current soil surface moisture storage (inches).

LZS - Current soil moisture storage (Inches).

SRGX - Current water in interflow storage (Inches).

QVLDST - Total carryover overland flow storage for pervious

and impervious surfaces (inches).

STREAMFLOW ORIGIN

DIRRNF - Current overland flow reaching stream from pervious

and Impervious surfaces (inches).

INTFRF - Current rate at which interflow is entering the chan­

nel (inches per hours).

BASEFLW - The product of the selected routing time increment

and the baseflow (Inches per hour) minus the watershed evap­

oration from exposed water surfaces (Inches per hour).

5?

TOTFLW - Direct runoff plus Interflow (Inches/routing interval)

plus BASEFLW.

STBEAM OUTFLOW

INCHES - Product of the routing interval and the current syn­

thesized streamflow (cubic feet per second), all divided by

flow rate equalling one inch per hour of discharge from the

watershed.

CFS - Current synthesized streamflow (cubic feet per second).

DKN(2) - Infiltration Rate Factor Adjustment

Description - If DKN(2) equals 1, the program adjusts the in­

put infiltration rate factor (C2) to make the synthesized re­

sults more in line with the recorded ones (see Subroutine

"TEST")* If DKN(2) equals 0, the program uses the input factor

without adjustment.

Note; To use this option, one must also call option 9*

(l7) DKN(3) - Evaporation Data

Description - If DKN(3) equals 1, the program reads in aver­

age daily evaporation over ten-day periods. If DKN(3) equals

0f the program reads daily evaporation values for 365 or 366

days.

Input - If DKN(3) equals 0

Read: One value of E from 365 or 366 cards with a F6.3 For­

mat.

Example of Input - Shown below Is a typical example of an in­

put card for Evaporation data.
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- Pan evaporation for one day in inches-

Data Sequence: October 1 through December JL, January 1 through

February 28, February 29 (if leap year), March 1 through Sep­

tember 30.

Input - If DKN(3) equals 1

Read;. One value of E from 37 cards with a F6.3 Format.

Example of Input - Same as above.

- Pan evaporation for ten day averages in inches.

Data Sequence: October 1 through December 31# January 1

through September 30­

Sources of Evaporation Data :

i. Weather Bureau Stations (Class A pan records)

11. Climatological Data (3*)

iii,	 Kohler (19) describes an empirical relation for esti­

mating pan evaporation from pertinent meteorlogical

factors.

DKN(4) - Statistical Evaluation of Simulation Success

Description - If DKN(^) equals 1, the program prints out a

dally flow error table (statistical evaluation of the simu­

lation) at the end of the year. If DKN(^) equals 0f the

program neither calculates nor prints out daily flow errors.

Note: To use this option, one must also call option 9.

Explanation of Output

Figure 6.. shows a typical example of the DAILY FLOW DURATION
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AND EHROR TABLE. An explanation of the table headings and

output follows:

FLOW INTERVAL - Assigned flow Intervals*

CASES - Number of days when the recorded mean dally flow was

within the assigned interval.

AV. ERROR - Average error In the simulated flows.. This shows

the departure of the daily synthesized flows from the daily

recorded flows.

AVR. ABS. ERROR - Average absolute error in the mean daily

simulated flows.

STANDARD ERROR - Standard error in the mean daily simulated

flows.

At the base of this table is a summary. Under CASES,

the total number of days is given. Under AV, ERROR, the value

given is calculated by multiplying the AV. ERROR times the

corresponding number of CASES, adding these values, and then

dividing the total by the total number of CASES. Under STAND­

ARD ERROR, the value is a summation of the standard errors for

each Interval.

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT - The correlation coefficient is ob­

tained by matching the simulated and recorded flows for each

day*. The average dally streamflow correlation coefficient,

computed by statistical analysis, may be controlled by how

closely the synthesized and recorded peak flood flows match.

On the other hand, in area where the number of runoff events

is fewf the coefficient may be deceptively high, since it Is

OAitY FLOW OURATION ANO ERROR TABLE

FLOW INTERVAL CASES AV,ERROR AVR. A8S. ERROR STANDARD ERROR 
o. - 1U5.0 0 . 3 0.52 0-69

1.0- 3fl.O 0 . 0 0.5»* 0.66

1.6- 2T.0 -0.2 0.78 0.96

2.7- 56.0 -O.U 1.05 1.U6

35.0 -!.:> 2.26 2.71 
7.»i- 3U.0 -2.0 5.59 7.35

12.2- 1U.0 -2.6 7.0U 7.69

20. 1- 10.0 -1.8 12.22 15.U6 
35. 1- 2 .0 -13.M 13.36 U.49

5*4.6- 1.0 27.6 27.58

90. 0- 1.0 -1U.3 1U.3I

1UB.U- 0  .

2U»» .7 - 1 . 0 -12 .2 12.16

'•03.*4- 1.0 - IU5 .0 UH.99

66S. 1- 0 .

1096.0- 0 .

1806.C- 0#

298 ) . 0 - 0 . 
0 . 
810 5 . 1 - 0 .

13359.7- 0 .

220i">.b- 0  . 
365.0 -0.9 2 . * * «i!.»i6 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT COAILY) 0.9851 
TWENTY HIGHEST CLOCKMOUR RAINFALL EVENTS IN THE WATER YEAR 
0.970 0.710 0.563 0.5*40 0.5U0 0.530 0.520 O.*49O 0«l*90 O.UTO 0.**60 O.*«UO O.t»3O 0.360 0.360 0.350 0.3S0 0.35U O.3*»0 0.3*»0 
TWCNTY HIGHEST CLOCKHOUR OVtRLANO FLOW RUNOFF EVENTS IN THE WATER YEAR 
0.268 0.25*4 0.201 0.I6U U.1A2 0.083 0.052 0.051 0.0U8 O.U37 0.027 0.026 0.020 0.019 0.017 0.010 0.006 0.006 0.00* O.OOU 
FIGURE 6. DAILY PLOW DURATION AND ERROR TABLE

(After Balk(2))
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strongly influenced by a large number of near zero events.

Therefore, careful consideration must be given to what the

correlation coefficient is actually indicating,

DKN(5) - 20 Top Hourly Rainfall and Runoff Events

Description - If DKN(5) equals lf the program prints out the

20 top hourly recorded rainfall events (inches) and the 20

top hourly synthesized runoff events (inches) during the year.

If DKN(5) equals 0, the program does not print out these values.

Explanation of Output

Figure k.6 shows the output from DKN(5). The values are pre­

sented in descending order of magnitude.

DKN(6) - Soil Moisture Storage Values

Description - If DKN(6) equals lf the program prints out, in

tabular form, the dally values of the current soil moisture

storage (LZS), in inches. If DKN(6) equals 0, the program

does not print out these values.

(jl) DKN(7) - Snow Data

Description - If DKN(7) equals 1, the program reads additional

data and uses it to provide for snowfall and snowmelt. If

DKN(7) equals 0, the program treats all precipitaticaa as rain­

fall.

Input - If DKN(?) equals 1

Read: TDPTf VW, ALANG, TMAXf TMIN from each of 151 or 152

cards with an P7.0f F8.0, F?.0f 2F5.0 Format.

Example of Input - Shown below is a typical example of an in­
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put card for Snow data.
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TDPT - Recorded dally average dewpoint temperature In F.

VW - Total dally wind movement in miles per day.

ALANS - Total daily solar radiation in Langleys per day.

TRAX - Daily maximum temperature in F oT

TMIN - Daily minimum temperature in oT

Sources of Climatologlcal Data?

i, V/eather Bureau

11. Cllmatological Data <3^ )

Hi. Local Climatological Data (36)

iv. Climatic Guide (33)

Data Sequence; November 1 through December 31t January 1

through February 28f February 29 (if leap year), March 1

through March 31•

Note: Mease (24) modified the original snowmelt subroutine

by Llnsley and Crawford (7) to handle snowmelt problems unique

to Ohio. The original snowmelt subroutine was designed for

areas where large inputs of snow are the major form of pre­

cipitation. The subroutine by Mease (240 Is for sparse snow

inputs and may have to be altered for different sections of

the country.
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DKN(8) - Multiple Precipitation Input

Description - If DKN(8) equals 1, the program accepts input

from more than one recording raingage. If DKN(8) equals 0,

the program accepts input from only one recording gage.

Note: This option is NOT OPERATING; always use 0.

(19) DKN(9) - Recorded Streamflows

Description - If DKN(9) equals lf the program reads 365 or

366 dally recorded streamflows (average flow for the day in

cubic feet per second). If DKN(9) equals 0, the program does

not read these values and statistical evaluation cannot be

performed.

Note: If this option Is not called, then option 2 and option

4 cannot be used.

Input - If DKN(9) equals 1

Read: One value of FLO from 365 or 366 cards with an F10.3

Format.

Example of Input - Shown below is a typical Input card for

FLO data.
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FLO - Recorded daily average streamflow in cubic feet per

second.

Sources of Streamflow Data:

i. Water Supply Papers, Geological Survey

ii. State Water Resource Commissions

111.	 Field monitoring program - if the basin has not been

gaged, one should attempt to Immediately start a monitor-

Ing program to obtain streamflow records.

pata Sequence : October 1 through December 31, January 1

through February 28, February 29 (if leap year), March 1

through September 30*

DKN(IO) - Combination of Several Basins

Description - If DKN(IO) equals 1, the program will combine

hydrographs for several basins in sequence. If DKN(IO) equals

0, the program treats the basin as one homogeneous unit.

Note: This option is NOT OPERATING; always use 0.

DKN(ll) - Diverted Flows

Description - If DKN(ll) equals 1, the program reads 365 or

366 daily values of flow diverted into or out of the basin.

If DKN(ll) equals 0, the program does not read these values.

Input If DKN(ll) equals 1

Read: One value of SDIV per card from 365 or 366 cards with

an F10.3 Format.

Example of Input - Shown below is a typical input card for

SDIV data.
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SDIV - Daily average streamflow diverted Into (+) or out

of (-) the basin In cubic feet per second•

Data Sequence; October 1 through December 31# January 1

through February 28, February 29 (if leap year), March 1

through September 30.

DKN(12) - Hourly Routing of Stream

Description - If DKN(12) equals 1, the program routes stream-

flow on an hourly basis. If DKN(12) equals 0f the program

routes streamflow on the selected routing time Increment

basis.

Note: The work by Valentine (37), on variable routing inter­

vals, supersedes this option and makes it unnecessary (see

Time of Concentration and Time Area Histogram under Required

Input); always use 0.

DKN(13) - Modified Routing

Description - If DKK(13) equals 1, the program makes stream-

flow routing a function of discharge (see subroutine flRTVAEYn)

If DKN(13) equals 0, the program does not make the above

change.

Note: This option is NOT OPERATING: always use 0.

DKN(l^) - Recorded Streamflow Output

Description - If DKN(l^) equals lf the program prints outf in

tabular formf the recorded average dally streamflow rates, in

cubic feet per second, for each day of the year* If DKN(l4)

equals 0, the program does not print out these values.

DKN(15) - Echo Check of Input Data

Description - If DKN(15) equals 1, the program prints out all

input data (echo check). If DKN(15) equals 0, the program

prints out only the values of the program control array

(DKN(l) through DKN(20)) and the input required for the de­

tailed storm analysis.
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2 ) DKN(16) - Logarithmic Hydrograph Plot 
>* y — — — •

Description - This option is useful for analysis of simula­

tion results* particularly for low flows and groundwater in­

puts to streamflow. If DKN(l6) equals lf the program calls

for a logarithmic plot and the computer will punch out cards

to plot the runoff hydrograph for every water year that Is

synthesized. These cards are then fed by the user to an I.B*M.

1130 or an I.B.M. 162? computer that drives an I.B.MO 162?

plotter (or comparable facilities). If DKN(l6) equals 0, the

program does not call for the logarithmic plot.

Note: To avoid confusion, lf DKN(16) equals lf let DKN(17)

and DKN(20) equal 0.

Input - If DKN(16) equals 1

Read: DRORG, DELDR, DELDR1, DDRORG, DDELDR, DELDR2, AXISXf

AXISY from one card with a 8F10.6 Format.

Read: DL, SL from one card with a 2F10.3 Format.

Example of Input - Shown below are typical input cards for

the DKN(16) data.
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DRORG - The numeric label for the minimum value of the

ordlnate at the axis origin for, the logarithmic hydrograph.

DELDR - The number of cubic feet per second per inch of

ordinate used in plotting the logarithmic hydrograph.
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DELDRli - The spacing between tic marks for the ordinate of

the logarithmic hydrograph (Inches),

DRRORG - The numeric label for minimum value of the ordinate

axis origin for the arithmetic hydrograph.

DDSLDR - The number of cubic feet per second per inch of

ordinate used in plotting the arithmetic hydrograph.

DELDR2 - The spacing between tic marks for the ordinate of

the arithmetic hydrograph (inches).

AXISX - Length of abscissa for plotting hydrographs (inches)

AXISY - Length of ordinate for plotting hydrograph (inches).

DL • The dash length used in plotting the synthesized hy­

d rographs (inches).

SL - The space length used in plotting the synthesized hy­

d rograph (Inches).

DKN(17) - Arthmetlc Hydrograph Plot

Description - In conjunction with the outputted simulated

streamflow tables, this plot affords a very quick means of

evaluating, by inspection, the degree of simulation success.

If DKN(17) equals lf the program calls for the arithmetic hy­

drograph plot. If DKN(17) equals 0, the program does not call

for the arithmetic plot. The operating procedure is similar

to that discussed under DKN(16).
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Note: To avoid confusion if DKN(17) equals 1, let DKN(16)

and DKN(20) equal 0.

Input - If DKN(17) equals 1

The additional input requirements for DKN(1?) are similar to

the input for DKN(l6).

Explanation of Output

Figure 7# is an example of the arithmetic hydrograph pLot

from DKN(17).

DKN(18) - Details of Internal Program Function Values

Description - If DKN(18) equals 1, the program prints out

SSEP, ISEP, EN, UZSN, UZS, GWSt SGW, SINT, SRGX, SSGWF, and

LOS. These values are used to obtain a better indication of

the model's interactions in the upper, lower, and deep lower

zones. If DKN(18) equals 0, the program normally does not

print out these values.

Explanation of Output

The output of DKN(18) is in tabular form with the following

table headings:

SSEP - An evaporation parameter, in inches, used to vary in­

filtration (continually updated).

ISEP - An evaporation parameter, in Inches, used to vary in­

filtration (constant for an entire water year).

EN - Factor varying infiltration by season (continually up­

dated ).

- Soil surface moisture storage index in inches (con­

tinually updated).

I 
OCT NOV DEC JRN FEB Mfifl flPR HfiY JUN JUL RUG SEP ON 
FIGURE ?• TYPICAL SIMULATED AND HECORDED ARITHMETIC HYDROGRAPH 
(After Briggs(4)) 
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UZS - Current soil surface moisture storage In Inches (con­

tinually updated).

GWS - Current value of groundwater slope index in inches (con­

tinually updated).

SGW - Groundwater moisture storage in inches (continually up­

dated) .

SINT - Variable used to sum synthesized daily interflows in

inches (starts at 0.0 at the beginning of each new month and

is continually updated).

SRGX - Current water in interflow storage in inches (continu­

ally updated).

SSGWF - Variable used to sum synthesized daily base flows in

inches. (Starts at 0.0 at the beginning of each new month

and is continually updated.)

LOS - Groundwater evaporation in inches (continually updated).

DKN(19) - Snow Details

Description - If DKN(19) equals 1, the program will print out

hourly values of TEMP, RM, CDM, CVM, RADM, LIQW, PACK, and PX.

This data provides a detailed account of the snowpack accumula­

tions and depletions during the five months of the snow season

(November through March).

Note: Mease (2^) suggests that only one year of data be run

when the snow output option is called; otherwise, approximately

30,000 lines of snow details will be printed. To use this op­

tion, one must also call option 7.
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Explanation of Output

The output of DKN(19) is in tabular form with the following

table headings:

DAY - Particular day of the month*

HOUR ~ Current hour of the day.

TEMP, - Hourly calculated temperature over the watershed in

°F.

RM - Melt due to rain in inches.

CDM - Condensation melt In inches,

CVM - Convection melt in inches,

BADM - Radiation melt in Inches.

LIQW - Liquid water held in snowpack in Inches.

PACK - Current snowpack water in inches.

RUNOFF - If snow is on the ground, it is the calculated amount

of snowmelt in inches. If there is no snow, it is the average

rainfall over the basin in Inches.

DKN(20) - Arithmetic Hydrograph Plot for Selected Storms

Description - If DKN(20) equals lf the program calls for an

arithmetic plot of synthesized stream outflow along with the

rainfall hyetograph for one select storm during each year of

data. If DKN(20) equals 0f the program does not plot these

values. The operating procedure is the seme as discussed under

DKN(16).

Note: To avoid confusion, if DKN(20) equals 1, the let

DKN(16) and DKN(17) equal zero. Also, to use this option,

one must also call option 1.
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Input - If DKN(20) equals 1

Read; XORG, XAX, XTIC, XDKIT, YORG, YAX, YTIC.YUNIT, ZTIC

and ZUNIT from one with a 10F5.2 Format for each year of record.

Read: X-Axis Label (DDK) for the selected storm, up to 32

characters on one card in a 8(1X, A4) Format.

Read: Y-Axis Label (DDY), up to 88 characters on two cards In

a (20A4/2A^) Format.

Example of Input - Since DKN(20) and DKN(l) must be called 
simultaneously, a complete data set for both options will be 
shown. If, for example, two years of data are being analyzed 
and plots of two days duration are desired for a January 20th 
storm in the f irst year, and a June 13th storm in the second 
year, the following example data would be required: 
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XORG - Numeric label for the minimum value of the abscissa

at the axis origin for the individual storm plot*
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XAX i - The length of abscissa for the Individual storm plot.

XTIC - The spacing between tic marks for the abscissa of the

detailed storm plot in inches*

XUNIT - The number of hours per inch of abscissa used in

plotting the Individual storm*

YORG - The numeric label for the minimum value of the ordinate

at the axis origin for the detailed plot*

YAX - The length of ordinate for the detailed storm plot in

inches.

YTIC - The spacing between tic marks for the ordinate of

the storm plot In inches.

YUNIT - The number of cubic feet per second per inch of

ordinate used In the selected storm plot.

ZTIC - The spacing between tic marks for the ordinate of

the rainfall hyetograph plot in inches.

DDX - Label of abscissa for individual storm plot.

DDY - Label of ordinate for individual storm plot.

Explanation of Output

Figure 8# shows an example of the selected storm plot output

of DKN(20).

Modification of Parameters

The final test, as to whether a given set of input param­

eters adequately characterize the watershed, is whether the

MODEL PRECIPITATION INPUT 
( IN/HR) 
SYNTHESIZED STREAVtFLOW 
(CFS) 
3 RH 3 PM 9 PM 
FIGURE 8. TYPICAL SYNTHESIZED HYDHOGRAPH FOR A SELECTED STORM 
(After Valentine(37)) 
simulated hydrograph matches the corresponding recorded hy­

drograph. Most of the difficulty in matching hydrographs

arises from the lack of good quantitative data for many of

the hydrologic components of the watershed. For example,

Initial values of infiltration, soil moisture, and ground­

water storage generally must be estimated and thus, are sub­

ject to substantial error. The user's most difficult task,

in modeling, will be adjusting the parameters, in accordance

with hydrograph comparisons, to achieve meaningful simulations.

After each trial run, the user will have to compare the

synthesized and the recorded hydrographs to'decide which param­

eters should be altered for better results (see Logarithmic

and Arithmetic Plot Options). This may be difficult since

some of the parameters are strongly Interdependent. However,

since each parameter Is tied to a well defined segment of the

runoff cycle, the amount to vary each parameter can be based

on questions such as whether more rapid or slower recessions

will Improve the simulation. In relation to this, Brlggs ( k)

conducted a sensitivity study for the adjustment of basic in­

put parameters which gives some valuable insight into how the

model responds to changes in salient parameters.

In his sensitivity study, Brlggs (4) chose parameters

(LZ3N, CB, EDF, K3, EF, EKIN, CX, EPXM, CY, KK24, IRC, GWS)

which deal principally with the moisture balance of the water­

sheds and are not directly identifiable from the geomorphology

of the area. The prime objective of his study was to balance
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the yearly runoff yield with secondary considerations given

to the dally soil moisture values, hydrograph peak values,

hydrograph recession flow, and the daily correlation coefficient«

The results of Briggs* study are summarized in Table 6*

Since it shows the relative effect of the changes in the more

salient features in the simulation, it can be used as a guide

in adjusting the values for the basin input parameters. Note,

however, that Briggs1 study (4) was for a particular area

(Little Mill Creek near Coshocton, Ohio). The responses shown

in Table 6» may not hold for basins with radically different

indices. See Briggs (i|) for additional information on each

parameter of the table.

The parameter values are adjusted until the hydrograph

synthesized by the computer model matches the recorded hydro-

graph with the desired precision; this will vary according to

the needs of the particular study. It must be realized that

one can never exactly match simulated and recorded hydrographs

because of the actual limitations of the model and lack of

consideration for variability of rainfall patterns from storm

to storm. For example, In thunderstorms, rainfall is often

reported at a gage when there is little or no rainfall on

the rest of the watershed or vice versa. It should also be

reallz.ed that, because of the interdepend ency of various param­

eters, it Is possible that several combinations of parameters

can produce nearly the same results.

Experience, ingenuity, familiarity with the model, under­
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Summary of Results of the Sensitivity Study

TABLE 6.

( After Brigga
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standing of the sensitivity of simulated flow to specific ad­

justment, qualitative understanding of the hydrologic cycle*

and a constant vigilance against unreasonable results will all

help in adjusting parameters. It should be noted that, in ad­

dition to the parameter modifications which can be made, the

user can modify the program to fit his own specific needs;

this, however, is usually extremely time consuming.

APPENDIX ?9 
ADDITIONAL SAMPLE VALUES OF MODEL PARAMETERS 
The following information was abstracted from a report by Crawford (12l) on 
the application of digital simulation to urban hydrology. 
General Description of the Watersheds Modeled 
Boneyard Creek, Champaign-Urbana, Illinois 
A watershed containing portions of a University, residences, and 
commercially developed property, A large portion of the Watershed 
is drained by storm sewers and open channels. Channels are small 
and the flood plains are restricted by development. 
Waller Creek, Austin, Texas 
The upper portion of the basin has larger areas of undeveloped land 
than the lower one, creating considerable variation in impervious 
cover. The soil is clay underlain by chalk. Low flow are augmented 
by return flows of city water. 
Echo Park, Los Angeles, California 
The slopes are very steep with the upper basin mainly residented and 
and the lower commercial. About 20% of the watershed is impervious 
and directly storm sewered. 
30 
Land Parameters Values Used in the Model 
Boneyard Creek Waller Creek Echo Park 
Kl 1.05 1.01 1.00 
A 0.12 0.12 0.18 
EXPXM 0.10 0.10 0.15 
UZSN 0.80 1.00 0.40 
LZSN 7.50 8.00 5.00 
K3 0.25 0.25 0.40 
K24L 0.00 0.00 1.00 
K24EL 0.00 0.00 0.00 
INFILTRATION 0.05 0.04 0.03 
INTERFLOW 2.00 1.00 0.00 
L 150 150 100 
SS 0.02 0.03 0.20 
NN 0.30 0.30 0.25 
me 0.50 0.30 0.50 
KV 0.50 0.00 0.00 
KK24 0.99 0.99 0.50 
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